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Abstract
The alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is a first-order optimization algorithm for solving convex problems. We study ADMM under a specialization paradigm,
which means that we shape the algorithm to customize it to the optimization problem
at hand. This specialization paradigm comes as a contrast to using an ‘off-the-shelf’ or
general-purpose solver, which follows a ‘one size fits all’ policy. We show that algorithm
specialization makes it possible to synthesize a range of desirable algorithm features and
characteristics, which promotes ADMM as a powerful and versatile tool in optimization
and control.
We study specialized ADMM in a variety of forms and for a range of applications.
We first consider an optimal bidding strategy for energy reserve markets. In such markets, guarantees for providing grid-balancing power capacity are traded. We devise an
ADMM-driven negotiation protocol that coordinates aggregations of market participants
to place a joint energy reserve bid. We show that this algorithmic negotiation equally
distributes the computational burden to the participants and that it provides further
beneficial features, such as low set-up costs and a large participant autonomy. In a
second specialized ADMM formulation, we contribute to the area of autonomous coordination and collision avoidance. We present a decentralized ADMM-based navigation
protocol for the coordination of moving agents. A challenge arises from the nonconvex
collision avoidance constraints, which we handle with successive linearization at each
ADMM iteration. A main feature of the resulting algorithm is that it operates from an
agent’s point of view, which means that each agent uses a local coordinate system and
interacts with its nearest neighbors only. We show that this fully decentralized perspective provides a range of favorable properties to handle the coordination task. Besides
tailor-fitting ADMM for specific areas, we also propose an ADMM specialization framework for a general class of model predictive control (MPC) problems. More specifically,
we devise a method that uses the structure in the controlled system as an additional
source of efficiency for the optimization routine. The algorithm then mimics the structural properties of the system, which leads to an improved performance of the overall
procedure. The resulting ADMM formulations are highly parallelizable and particularly suited for embedded implementation. We also present a novel measure for system
structure, called the separation tendency. With the separation tendency, we can decide
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whether a system is sufficiently structured for utilizing our ADMM framework. In the
last part of this thesis, we provide a detailed application study for structure-exploiting
ADMM. We show how to model and control the power flow in a variable speed drive
(VSD). It turns out that the resulting VSD model is a structured system, which makes
controlling the power flow in the VSD an excellent example for algorithm specialization.
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Zusammenfassung
Die alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) ist ein Optimierungsalgorithmus erster Ordnung zur Lösung konvexer Probleme. Wir untersuchen ADMM unter
einem Spezialisierungsparadigma, was bedeutet, dass wir den Algorithmus für das jeweils betrachtete Optimierungsproblem anpassen und spezialisieren. Die spezialisierte
Anwendung steht im Gegensatz zu Allzweck-Algorithmen, welche für eine möglichst
breite Verwendung ausgelegt sind. Wir zeigen, dass die Strategie der Spezialisierung
zu einer Reihe von wünschenswerten algorithmischen Eigenschaften führt und bewerben
damit ADMM als leistungsstarkes und vielseitiges Werkzeug in der Optimierungstheorie
und Regelungstechnik.
Bei der Analyse von ADMM betrachten wir eine Reihe verschiedener Anwendungen.
Zunächst analysieren wir eine optimale Ausschreibungsstrategie für Märkte auf denen
Netzregelkapazitäten gehandelt werden. Wir stellen ein ADMM-basiertes Vermittlungsprotokoll vor, welches eine gemeinsame Marktteilnahme mehrerer Energieverbraucher
ermöglicht. Wir zeigen, dass diese algorithmische Koordination die notwendige Rechenlast gleichmässig auf die Teilnehmer verteilt. Weitere vorteilhafte Eigenschaften sind
die Reduktion der Kosten für die Marktteilnahme und das Beibehalten einer grossen
Teilnehmerautonomie. In einer zweiten spezialisierten ADMM Formulierung tragen wir
zum Bereich der autonomen Koordination und Kollisionsvermeidung bei. Wir stellen ein
dezentrales ADMM-basiertes Navigationsprotokoll für die Koordination von beweglichen
Vehikeln vor. Eine Herausforderung ergibt sich aus den nicht konvexen Beschränkungen
zur Kollisionsvermeidung, welche wir mit sukzessiver Linearisierung bei jeder ADMM
Iteration meistern. Ein herausstehendes Merkmal des resultierenden Algorithmus ist,
dass er dezentral und aus der Perspektive jedes einzelnen Vehikels operiert. Im Detail bedeutet das, dass jedes Vehikel in einem lokalen Koordinatensystem navigiert und
nur mit seinen direkten Nachbarn kommuniziert. Wir legen dar, dass diese dezentrale
Perspektive eine Reihe von vorteilhaften Eigenschaften für die Bewältigung der Koordinationsaufgabe bietet. Neben massgeschneiderten Algorithmen für bestimmte Anwendungsgebiete stellen wir auch eine allgemeine ADMM Spezialisierungstechnik für model
predictive control (MPC) Probleme einer bestimmten Klasse vor. Genauer gesagt entwickeln wir ein Verfahren welches die Struktur im geregelten System als zusätzliche Effizienzquelle für die Optimierungsroutine nutzt. Das Resultat ist, dass der Algorithmus die
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strukturellen Eigenschaften des Systems abbildet, was zu einer gesteigerten Leistungsfähigkeit des gesamten Prozesses führt. Die daraus resultierenden ADMM Formulierungen sind hochgradig parallelisierbar und eignen sich besonders für die Implementierung
auf eingebetteten Computersystemen (embedded systems). Zusätzlich stellen wir ein
neuartiges Mass für die Systemstruktur vor, die sogenannte Separationstendenz (separation tendency). Mit der Separationstendenz können wir abschätzen ob ein System
ausreichend strukturiert ist um einen Vorteil durch die Nutzung unserer ADMM Formulierung zu erreichen. Im letzten Teil dieser Arbeit präsentieren wir eine detaillierte
Anwendungsstudie für die Strukturausnutzung durch ADMM. Wir zeigen wie man den
Leistungsfluss in einem variable speed drive (VSD) modelliert und steuert. Wie sich herausstellt, ist das VSD Modell ein strukturiertes System. Wir zeigen, dass die Regelung
des Leistungsflusses im VSD aufgrund dieser Struktureingenschaften ein ausgezeichnetes
Beispiel für die Anwendung spezialisierter Algorithmen ist.
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CHAPTER

Introduction
PTIMIZATION-BASED decision and control strategies, such as model predictive
control (MPC), are increasingly applied in industrial applications [QB03] and even
find their way into mass production [Di 12]. Many of these applications are challenging due to strict timing requirements, limited computational capabilities, or because
the initial problem is intractable or impracticable to solve altogether [May16]. In a
broader scope, optimization-based decision making is also used for large and distributed
systems [Hau+17; Rou+08; Ver+16]. In many of these settings, we have to consider
conceptual requirements that concern the distribution of the computational burden, the
availability of information, and the flexibility to configuration changes. In this thesis,
we show that we can address such challenges by tailoring the optimization method to
the problem setting at hand. We refer to such a tailor-fitted method as a specialized
algorithm, which emphasizes the difference in the design philosophy to an ‘off-the-shelf’
or general-purpose solver. The strategies of specialization versus multipurpose-use complement each other in the following sense: While general-purpose solvers are easier to
deploy, specialized algorithms may lead to a higher efficiency and to favorable operating
conditions.

O

In most applications, the efficiency and therefore the performance of the optimization
procedure is of paramount concern. The potential to improve an algorithm’s efficiency
through specialization rests on the availability of structure in the initial problem. This
structure can be given through the occupation pattern in the problem matrices, or by the
problem composition of different types of objectives and constraints. On the algorithm
side, the exploitation of structure is reflected in distributed computation, where our
notion of distribution refers to the following circumstances: A difficult operation can be
decomposed into simpler steps; a computation can be executed in parallel threads on the
same device; or an optimization problem can be cooperatively solved by separate agents.
Problem structure and computational distribution go hand in hand. In some cases, a
distribution scheme makes it possible to exploit structure in the problem components.

1
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In other cases, problem structure makes computational distribution possible.
In this thesis, we focus on the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM),
which is a first-order method for solving convex optimization problems. We apply ADMM
in situations where problem structure is available and where specializing an algorithm is
beneficial. ADMM offers a large degree of freedom to be adapted to various conditions,
which suits the specialization paradigm. A leading reason for ADMM’s high adaptability
is its conceptual simplicity, which makes it possible to preserve the problem structure
in the algorithm formulation. A second reason is that ADMM is applied to a splitting
problem, which is a partitioned problem with two coupled parts. When we obtain such a
splitting form, we can choose from a range of partition choices, where each choice leads
to a different ADMM formulation.
We distinguish two general usage scenarios for ADMM. In the first scenario, ADMM
acts as a coordination protocol that decomposes a large problem into a collection of
subproblems. Typically, the initial problem arises from a collaboration of several agents,
and the subproblems stand for each agent’s contribution to the group. While an agent
can use any optimization method to solve its local subproblem, the agent’s interaction
is determined by ADMM. Through the use of ADMM as such a coordination procedure,
the agents can share the computational burden, which is in contrast to solving the
original combined problem on a centralized computation facility. Moreover, ADMM
makes it possible to store and process the problem data in a decentralized fashion, and
it provides flexibility and autonomy to the participating agents. In the second usage
scenario, we use ADMM on a single computational entity and without a subordinate
solver. In such a case, we choose an ADMM formulation that results in algorithm
steps of computationally simple operations. Due to the simplicity of each step, such an
algorithm usually requires a comparably large number of iterations to converge. This
utilization of ADMM makes an excellent fit with embedded devices and special-purpose
computing platforms, as such devices often have a limited operation set and a high clock
rate. Furthermore, the ADMM iterations typically are numerically stable, which makes
it possible to use moderate-precision fixed-point arithmetics while the rounding errors
remain stable [Jer+14]. When we execute ADMM on a single device, we still make
extensive use of distribution techniques, either to raise the efficiency or to increase the
potential for parallel computation.
It comes with the specialization paradigm that we discuss ADMM in the context
of a particular application area or a specific situation where the associated optimization problem possess a particular type of structure. In Chapters 4 and 5, we address
two applications where we utilize ADMM as a coordination protocol. The resulting
ADMM formulations have decisively distinct characteristics, which shows the variability
of ADMM and underlines that each formulation serves the necessities of the particular
2
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setup. In Chapter 6, we show an ADMM utilization strategy that suits embedded devices and exploits structure in MPC problems. We refer to this utilization strategy as
structure-exploiting ADMM. In Chapter 7, we show the practical relevance of structureexploiting ADMM with a detailed application example from industry. Throughout the
thesis, we explore the flexibility of ADMM while we remain as close as possible to the
standard ADMM framework. Therefore, our resulting procedures are compatible with
existing results on ADMM, and we inherit convergence guarantees for all our algorithms.
The diversity of ADMM formulations that we obtain in such a way demonstrates the
richness and versatility of the ADMM framework and promotes it as a powerful tool in
optimization and control.

1.1

Outline and Contribution

In Chapter 2, we assemble some essential concepts that are required to apply ADMM,
and in Chapter 3, we collect basic application scenarios that provide the context for the
following algorithms. In Chapter 4, we utilize ADMM to solve a large-scale optimization
problem that arises from placing bids on energy markets. In Chapter 5, we address a
nonconvex collision avoidance setting where ADMM makes it possible to distribute the
algorithm execution to autonomous agents. In Chapter 6, we extend our focus to a
general class of MPC problems, and we show a procedure that exploits structure in the
controlled system. In Chapter 7, we apply the previously presented structure-exploiting
method to a variable speed drive (VSD). Finally, Chapter 8 contains conclusions and an
outlook. Below, we summarize the contributions of Chapters 4 to 7 to their respective
fields.

Aggregated Bidding in Energy Reserve Markets (Chapter 4)
In a power grid, the electricity supply and demand must be balanced at all times to
maintain the system’s frequency. In practice, the grid operator achieves this balance by
procuring frequency reserves in an ahead-of-time market setting. During runtime, these
reserves are then dispatched whenever there is an imbalance in the grid. Recently, there
has been an increased interest in engaging electricity consumers, such as plug-in electric
vehicles or buildings, to offer such frequency reserves by exploiting their flexibility in
power consumption. We focus on an aggregation of buildings that face the challenge of
placing a joint bid on a reserve market. The resulting shared decision is modeled as a
large-scale optimization problem. Our main contribution is to show that the aggregation
can make its decision in a computationally efficient and conceptually meaningful way
3
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by using ADMM as a coordination protocol. The proposed approach exhibits several
attractive features that include (i) the computational burden is distributed between the
buildings; (ii) the setup naturally provides privacy and flexibility; (iii) the iterative
algorithm can be stopped at any time, while it provides a feasible (though suboptimal)
solution; and (iv), the algorithm provides the foundation for a reward distribution scheme
that strengthens the group’s ability to provide reserves.

Decentralized Coordination and Collision Avoidance (Chapter 5)
We devise a communication and control procedure for decentralized coordination of
moving agents. In particular, we consider a nonconvex MPC framework for a group of
agents, and we utilize ADMM as a communication protocol to distribute the problem.
Each agent has linear dynamics with convex state and input constraints. Nonconvex collision avoidance constraints constitute the inter-agent coupling. The resulting method
is decentralized in the sense that the algorithm is executed without a central computation facility and therefore fully relies on agent-to-agent communication. Furthermore,
we write the algorithm from an agent’s perspective. As each individual agent does
not require knowledge about the overall aggregation, we speak of a fully decentralized
method. Applied by all agents, the algorithm mediates individual objectives while it
satisfies constraints. The resulting procedure exhibits several attractive features, which
include (i) fully decentralized and parallel operation, where each agent is only aware
of its nearest neighbors; (ii) adaptive linearization to handle the nonconvex collision
avoidance constraints; and (iii), the treatment of uncooperative agents.

Structure-Exploiting ADMM for MPC (Chapter 6)
In this chapter, we focus on MPC settings, and we tailor ADMM to exploit structure in
the MPC optimization problem. Primarily, we take advantage of interacting components
in the controlled system. We identify these components by decomposing the system dynamics with virtual subsystems and virtual inputs. The resulting structure-exploiting
ADMM formulation is written as a negotiation process between the components. We
increase the adaptability of the procedure by introducing subsystem-individual penalty
parameters, and we provide an optimal parameter selection technique. Furthermore,
we propose a novel measure of system structure, called separation tendency, which is a
measure for the amenability of our method for a given system. For a sufficiently structured system, structure-exploiting ADMM has the following characteristics: (i) it scales
favorably with the problem size; (ii) it is highly parallelizable; (iii) it is highly adaptable
to the problem at hand; and (iv), even for a single-thread implementation, it improves
4
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the convergence performance. This chapter differs from the previous chapters in several
ways. First, additional to the MPC problem distribution as performed in Chapter 5, the
system decomposition marks an extra distribution layer. Second, in structure-exploiting
ADMM, there is no underlying optimization routine, i.e., each algorithm step is a computationally simple operation; and third, the distributed computation happens on-chip,
i.e., there is only one computational entity that solves the problem.

Power Management in Variable Speed Drives (Chapter 7)
VSDs are used to convert power between electricity grids and electric machines. Typically, they are AC-DC-AC power converters that consist of a rectifier, a storage capacitor,
and an inverter. In this chapter, we first establish that controlling the power flow through
such devices is a viable application for MPC. We show that an MPC-based solution exceeds the capabilities of conventional proportional-integral (PI) control techniques. We
also argue that MPC makes it possible to build drives with a smaller storage capacitor.
Furthermore, we show that the resulting problem formulation provides a strong use-case
for structure-exploiting ADMM, and we show that our method outperforms interior
point methods (IPMs) for the given situation.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.3

Notation

We introduce a selection of elementary concepts and notations that we use throughout
this thesis. Standard terminology from convex optimization [BV04] and control theory [AM10] is assumed to be known. We present several concepts with a reduced level
of generality for best-serving the purpose of this thesis.

Elementary Nomenclature
We use R to denote the set of real numbers, R+ = {x ∈ R | x > 0} for positive real
numbers, N for non-negative integers, and N+ = {x ∈ N | x > 0} for positive integers.
We denote dimensions with non-italic symbols, e.g., A ∈ Rn×m . For vectors, we use
matching symbols whenever possible, e.g., x ∈ Rx .
For x1 , x2 ∈ Rx , we use the tuple (x1 , x2 ) ∈ Rx × Rx . If a tuple contains several
elements, we also use the sequence notation {xi }i=1,2,... = (x1 , x2 , . . . ) ∈ Rx × Rx × . . . .
We omit the range of i if it is clear from context. We also use curly brackets to denote
sets, e.g., {x ∈ Rx | Ax = b} ⊆ Rx where A ∈ Rb×x and b ∈ Rb . The distinction between
sequences and sets is clear from context.

Concatenations
We use the notation [Aij ] ∈ Rn×m to concatenate a set of submatrices Aij ∈ Rni ×mj along
the rows i = 1, . . . , N and columns j = 1, . . . , M , i.e.,




A11
 .
.
[Aij ] = 
 .

AN 1

where n =

PN

i=1

ni and m =

PM

j=1

. . . A1M
.. 
...
. 
,
. . . ANM

(1.1)

mj .

Further, we use vertical [A1j ; A2j ] ∈ R(n1 +n2 )×mj , horizontal [Ai1 |Ai2 ] ∈ Rni ×(m1 +m2 ) ,
and diagonal diag(A11 , A22 ) ∈ R(n1 +n2 )×(m1 +m2 ) concatenation. Consistently, we stack
vectors x1 , x2 ∈ Rx with
"

#

x
[x1 ; x2 ] = 1 ∈ R2x .
x2

(1.2)

For x ∈ Rx , we also use the notation diag(x) ∈ Rx×x to obtain a diagonal matrix
where the elements of x are placed on the main diagonal.
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Special Objects
The identity matrix of dimension n×n is denoted In . We use the matrices 0n×m and 1n×m
of size n × m with all elements 0 or 1. For m = 1, we simplify the notation to 0n and 1n .
We omit all subscripts if the dimension is clear from context.
We allow for empty matrices A ∈ Rn×m where n = 0 or m = 0. When we multiply
such empty matrices, we may obtain nonempty matrices, e.g., for A ∈ Rn×0 , B ∈ R0×m ,
and C = AB. In such a case, we use the convention C = 0n×m .

Relations and Inclusions
For x1 , x2 ∈ Rx , we use the element-wise inequality x1 ≤ x2 . We denote a closed range
with rectangular brackets, i.e., [x1 , x2 ] = {x | x1 ≤ x ≤ x2 }. Consequently, the inclusion
x ∈ [x1 , x2 ] is understood element-wise.
With the definitions from above, we obtain five different options to assemble vectors,
which we summarize below.
• (x1 , x2 ) = {xi }i=1,2 ∈ Rx × Rx (tuple or sequence)
• {xi | i = 1, 2} ⊂ Rx (set)
"

#

x
• [x1 ; x2 ] = 1 ∈ R2x (vertical stack)
x2
h

i

• [x1 |x2 ] = x1 x2 ∈ Rx×2 (horizontal stack)

• [x1 , x2 ] = {x | x1 ≤ x ≤ x2 } ⊆ Rx (closed range)

For a symmetric matrix Q ∈ Rx×x , we use the notation Q > 0 if Q is positive definite,
i.e., x> Qx > 0 for all x ∈ Rx \{0x }. If x> Qx ≥ 0 for x ∈ Rx , we say that Q is positive
semidefinite and write Q ≥ 0. Whenever we use Q > 0 or Q ≥ 0, we imply that Q is
symmetric.

Kronecker Products
For the matrices A ∈ Rn×m and B ∈ Rp×q , we use the Kronecker product


where A = [aij ].



a11 B . . . a1m B
 .
.. 
(n+p)×(m+q)
..

A ⊗ B =  ..
,
.
. 
∈R
an1 B . . . anm B
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Iterations, Cluster Points, and Fixed Points
Given an operator T : Rx → Rx , the iteration xk+1 = T (xk ), and the initial value x0 ,
we obtain the sequence {x0 , x1 , x2 , . . . }. We call x? a cluster point of the sequence
{xk }k=1,2,... if every neighborhood around x? contains infinitely many sequence elements.
If x? = T (x? ), we call x? a fixed point of T (·).
If we are not interested in intermediate sequence objects, we omit the index k and
write x ← T (x), which suggests that we overwrite the value of x with T (x) in each
iteration.

Scaled Vector Norms
Given a positive definite matrix Q ∈ Rx×x and a vector x ∈ Rx , we use the scaled norm
kxkQ = kQ /2 xk2 =
1

q

x> Qx,

(1.4)

where Q1/2 is the unique and symmetric square root matrix of Q [JOR01]. The scaled
norm is identical to the induced norm in a Hilbert space with the inner product hx1 , x2 iQ =
x>
1 Qx2 .

Optimization Problems
We consider convex optimization problems of the form
x? ∈ arg min f (x)
x

s.t. x ∈ C,

(1.5a)
(1.5b)

where x ∈ Rx is the decision variable, f : Rx → (R ∪ {∞}) is the convex objective function, and C ⊆ Rx is the convex constraint set. We call x? a minimizer, optimizer, or solution of (1.5). We use the simplified notation x? = arg minx (. . . ) or x? ← arg minx (. . . )
to suggest that we choose any x? from the set of solutions. This notation also implies
that the solution set is nonempty.
In the context of feasible but suboptimal choices of x, we use the term feasible solution. In this case, we avoid confusion with the optimizer x? by using the tautology
optimal solution.
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Indicator Functions
Given a closed set C ⊆ Rx , we use the indicator function IC : Rx → (R ∪ {∞}) with
IC (x) =

(

0 if x ∈ C
∞ otherwise.

(1.6)

For C = {x ∈ Rx | Ax = b}, we also use the notation IC (x) = IAx=b (x).

Projection Operators
Given x ∈ Rx and a closed convex set C ⊆ Rx , we use the orthogonal projection
ΠC (x) = arg min 12 ky − xk22
y

s.t. y ∈ C,

(1.7a)
(1.7b)

where ΠC (x) = y ? is the projection of x onto C.

Epigraphs
We consider a function f : Rx → (R ∪ {∞}). The epigraph of f is
epi(f ) = {(x, t) ∈ Rx × R | f (x) ≤ t}.

(1.8)

The epigraph is nonempty if f (x) < ∞ for some x, and it is closed if f is lower semicontinuous [BV04].

Bachmann–Landau Notations
We use the Bachmann–Landau notation O(·) to relate the growth of the positive-valued
function f : Rx → R+ to the growth of the prototype function g : Rx → R+ . More
specifically, if there exists x0 ∈ Rx and M ∈ R+ such that f (x) ≤ M g(x) for all x ≥ x0 ,
we use the notation
f (x) = O (g(x)) .

(1.9)

Eigenvalues, Singular Values, and Matrix Norms
We denote the k-th largest eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix A ∈ Rn×n as eigk (A) ∈ R.
The largest eigenvalue is eigmax (A) and the smallest eigenvalue is eigmin (A). Furthermore,
11
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we denote the k-th largest singular value of A as σk (A) ∈ R. The spectral radius σ(A)
is the largest singular value. If A ≥ 0, then the singular values and eigenvalues are
identical [KL80].
For symmetric matrices, we can relate the spectral radius to the matrix norm, i.e.,
kAk2 = max kAxk2 = σ(A).
kxk2 =1

12
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ADMM

W

E review basic ADMM formulations and selected modifications of the algorithm.
We limit our attention to aspects that are relevant in the remainder of this

2.1

Standard ADMM

thesis.

ADMM was introduced in 1975 [GM75] in the context of solving nonlinear Dirichlet
problems with finite element approximations. There are many ways to motivate the
construction of ADMM as the algorithm is closely related or equivalent to a range of
other methods (see [Boy+11] or Section 2.3). We choose the most common approach,
where we introduce ADMM as a Lagrangian-based method that is used to solve splitting
problems.

2.1.1

Splitting Problem

ADMM solves problems where the decision variables are partitioned into two groups.
These so-called splitting problems typically have the form
min f (y) + g(z)
y,z

s.t. Ay + Bz = 0,

(2.1a)
(2.1b)

where we use the objective functions f : Ry → (R ∪ {∞}), g : Rz → (R ∪ {∞}) and
the coupling matrices A ∈ Rm×y , B ∈ Rm×z . The separation between the decision variables y ∈ Ry and z ∈ Rz is called the splitting. We anticipate the ADMM convergence
requirements in Section 2.1.5 by requiring the epigraphs of f, g to be closed, nonempty,
and convex, and by assuming that the solution set of (2.1) is nonempty and bounded.
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2.1.2

Augmented Lagrangian

The augmented Lagrangian of (2.1) is




Lρ y, z, λ̄ = f (y) + g(z) + λ̄> (Ay + Bz) + ρ2 kAy + Bzk22 ,

(2.2)

where the Lagrange multiplier λ̄ ∈ Rm is associated with the coupling constraint (2.1b)
and ρ > 0 is a user-chosen penalty parameter that influences the convergence performance. The augmented Lagrangian differs from a regular Lagrangian




L y, z, λ̄ = f (y) + g(z) + λ̄> (Ay + Bz)
by the regularization or penalty term
the same saddle points [Boy+11].

2.1.3

ρ
2

(2.3)

kAy + Bzk22 . The Lagrangians L and Lρ have

Optimality Conditions

As shown in [Boy+11], the necessary and sufficient conditions for (y ? , z ? , λ̄? ) to be an
optimal solution for (2.1) are
0 = Ay ? + Bz ?

0 ∈ ∂f (y ? ) + (λ̄? )> A

0 ∈ ∂g(z ? ) + (λ̄? )> B,

(2.4a)
(2.4b)
(2.4c)

where ∂ is the subdifferential operator and + is the Minkowski sum. We call (y ? , z ? ) a
primal solution and λ̄? ∈ Rm is a dual solution.

2.1.4

ADMM Iteration

ADMM is an alternating minimization scheme for computing a saddle point of the augmented Lagrangian. The algorithm is composed of three steps. First, Lρ is minimized
with respect to y, then with respect to z, and finally, a gradient step is performed towards the maximum with respect to λ̄. Algorithm 2.1 shows the procedure, where ` is
the iteration counter.
In a typical ADMM application scenario, the minimization of Lρ with respect to y
and z is computationally less demanding than the joint minimization in the initial problem (2.1). In the third step of Algorithm 2.1, it can be seen that the penalty parameter ρ
determines the length of the gradient step for λ̄, which is why ρ is also called step size
parameter [RD14b; RD14a].
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Algorithm 2.1 ADMM
initialize z 0 ∈ Rz , λ̄0 ∈ Rm , ρ ∈ R+ , ` = 0
repeat





1:

y `+1 = arg min Lρ y, z ` , λ̄`

2:

z `+1 = arg min Lρ y `+1 , z, λ̄`

3:

λ̄`+1 = λ̄` + ρ ∂∂λ̄ Lρ y `+1 , z `+1 , λ̄

4:

y

z

`=`+1









until satisfaction of a stopping criterion
extract (y ? , z ? , λ̄? ) = (y ` , z ` , λ̄` )
In Algorithm 2.2, we rewrite Algorithm 2.1 in a simplified form by inserting the definition of Lρ , by dropping the index `, and by neglecting the initialization and termination
procedures.
Algorithm 2.2 ADMM for (2.1)
repeat
1:

y ← arg min
f (y) + λ̄> Ay + ρ2 kAy + Bzk22
y

2:

z ← arg min g(z) + λ̄> Bz + ρ2 kAy + Bzk22

3:

λ̄ ← λ̄ + ρ(Ay + Bz)

z

2.1.5

Convergence

To make a statement about the convergence of Algorithm 2.1 and equivalently Algorithm 2.2, we require the following assumptions.
Assumption 2.1. The epigraphs of f and g are closed, nonempty, and convex.
Assumption 2.2. The solution set of (2.1) is nonempty and bounded.
If Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 are satisfied, then for any initialization (z 0 , λ̄0 ), and any
positive value of ρ, the following statements are true for Algorithm 2.1 [CST17, Thm. 4.1].
• λ̄` → λ̄? as ` → ∞, where λ̄? is a dual solution for (2.1).
15
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• f (y ` )+g(z ` ) → f (y ? )+g(z ? ) as ` → ∞, where (y ? , z ? ) is a primal solution for (2.1).
• Every cluster point of the sequence (y ` , z ` , λ̄` ) is a primal-dual solution for (2.1).
As noted before, the solutions for Problem (2.1) satisfy the optimality conditions (2.4).
We speak of cluster points as Algorithm 2.1 can alternate between different primal solutions (y ? , z ? ). To obtain a statement about convergence to a single fixed point, the
following additional assumption is sufficient.
Assumption 2.3. The functions f, g are σf , σg -strongly convex, where σf , σg ≥ 0. The
conditions σf I + AA> > 0 and σg I + BB > > 0 are satisfied.
If Assumptions 2.1 - 2.3 are satisfied, then for any initialization (z 0 , λ̄0 ), and any positive value of ρ, Algorithm 2.1 converges to a fixed point that is optimal for (2.1) [CST17,
Thm. 4.1],[BC17, Sec. 22.1].
Our assumptions for convergence are chosen for convenience. More general convergence statements can be found in [CST17]. Assumption 2.1 is equivalent for f, g to be
closed, proper, and convex [Boy+11]. Assumption 2.2 implies that the Lagrangian (2.3)
has a saddle point, as required in [Boy+11]. Assumption 2.2 also implies that the optimization problems in the first two steps of Algorithm 2.1 are solvable [CST17, Cor. 2.1]. If
we instead assume that a solution for each algorithm step exists, we can drop the boundedness criterion [CST17, Thm. 4.1]. Assumption 2.3 can be satisfied even if σf = σg = 0,
for example in the case of A = B = I, or any other full row rank choice of A, B. For the
special case when f, g are quadratic functions, a suitable convergence statement can be
found in [RD14b].

2.1.6

Termination Criteria

We can observe the convergence progress of Algorithm 2.1 through the residual quantities
rp ← Ay + Bz

(2.5a)

rd ← ρA B(z − z ),
>

−

(2.5b)

where rp is the primal residual, rd is the dual residual, and z − is the value from the
previous iteration [Boy+11]. The primal residual is guaranteed to converge to zero if
Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 are satisfied (see Section 2.1.5). The dual residual is guaranteed to converge to zero if Algorithm 2.1 converges to a fixed point. Hence, a typical
termination criterion is
krp k2 ≤ p

and
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where p , d ∈ R are the convergence accuracies. The interpretation of the sizes of the
residuals is algorithm and problem specific, since they depend on A, B and the penalty
parameter ρ. Hence, the residuals are not suited to compare the convergence behavior
of different algorithms and problem types.
For the purpose of analyzing the algorithm performance off-line, we can precompute
an optimal solution y ? 6= 0 and assess the convergence progress by evaluating
ky − y ? k22
dist (y) ←
ky ? k22
y?

(2.7)

at each iteration. The convergence distance (2.7) is an absolute measure that describes
the solution precision. It can only be used if a unique fixed point is known a-priori.
In a real-time setting, where a fixed time interval for solving a problem is given, it is
reasonable to perform as many ADMM iterations as possible. This saves the computational cost of evaluating (2.5), (2.6) and results in the best-achievable solution precision.

2.1.7

Scaled Form

In many situations, a scaled ADMM formulation is easier to handle. We write the
augmented Lagrangian (2.2) as
Lρ (y, z, λ) = f (y) + g(z) + ρ2 kλ + Ay + Bzk22 − ρ2 kλk22 ,

(2.8)

where λ = ρ1 λ̄ is the scaled Lagrange multiplier. The equivalence of (2.8) and (2.2)
becomes clear by expanding the regularization term kλ + Ay + Bzk22 to kλk22 +2λ> (Ay +
Bz) + kAy + Bzk22 . The reformulation leads to Algorithm 2.3, which is equivalent to
Algorithm 2.2.
Algorithm 2.3 ADMM for (2.1) in Scaled Form
repeat
1:

y ← arg min f (y) + ρ2 kλ + Ay + Bzk22

2:

z ← arg min g(z) + ρ2 kλ + Ay + Bzk22

3:

y

z

λ ← λ + Ay + Bz

For the scaled ADMM formulation in Algorithm 2.3, we observe that ρ does not
appear as a step size anymore, which is why we prefer the terminology of a penalty
parameter.
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2.1.8

Consensus Form

The consensus form is a special case of the splitting problem (2.1) where A = I and
B = −I, i.e.,
min f (y) + g(z)

(2.9a)

s.t. y − z = 0.

(2.9b)

y,z

In this case, we call (2.9b) the consensus constraint. For given values of y and z,
we also call y − z the consensus gap. We show the scaled ADMM formulation for the
consensus form (2.9) in Algorithm 2.4.
Algorithm 2.4 ADMM for (2.9)
repeat
1:

y ← arg min f (y) + ρ2 kλ + y − zk22

2:

z ← arg min g(z) + ρ2 kλ + y − zk22

3:

y

z

λ ←λ+y−z

For consensus problems, Assumption 2.3 is always satisfied, even if σf = σg = 0,
i.e., if f, g are convex but not strongly convex. Hence, according to Section 2.1.5, the
sequence generated by Algorithm 2.4 has at most one cluster point.
In Algorithm 2.4, we can interpret the Lagrange multiplier λ as a pricing mechanism
as follows: In the third algorithm step, we see that λ is determined by integrating the
consensus gap y − z, which leads to an increase of λ if y > z. In the first and second
algorithm steps, the increased λ provides an incentive to lower y and raise z. Therefore,
the consensus gap y − z reduces. The more difficult it is to obtain a consensus solution,
i.e., the more misaligned f and g are, the larger the converged value λ? becomes.

2.2

Modification and Acceleration Techniques

There exists a range of modification and acceleration techniques for ADMM. Examples are over-relaxation [Boy+11], Nesterov acceleration [Gol+14], constraint conditioning [Gha+15; GB14a], metric selection [GB14b], prescaling [Rey+16; GB14b], optimal
penalty selection [Gha+15; GB14a; RD14a; RD14b], varying penalty selection [Boy+11],
matrix-valued parametrization [RHL18; GB14b], warm-starting [Boy+11], inexact optimization [CHW15], multi-block extension [Den+17; Che+16], and regularization term
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modification [Boy+11; Che+16]. We review a selection of these techniques, in particular
those that are relevant in the context of this thesis.

2.2.1

Optimal Penalty Selection

Several papers discuss the optimal choice of the ADMM penalty parameter, for example [Gha+15; GB14a; RD14a; RD14b]. We focus on the technique in [RD14b] since
it is compatible with a prominent splitting choice for MPC problems (details follow in
Section 3.1).
Similar as in [RD14b], we consider the optimal penalty selection for a feasible and
convex quadratic problem (QP)
y ? = arg min
y

1 >
y Qy
2

+ q>y

(2.10a)

s.t. Cy = c

(2.10b)

y ∈ Y.

(2.10c)

In Section 3.2, we will present a detailed analysis of QPs in the context of ADMM. For
the purpose of the optimal penalty parameter selection, it is sufficient to see that (2.10)
can be written in a consensus form (2.9) by using y = z and
f (y) = 12 y > Qy + q > y + ICy=c (y)
g(z) = IY (z) .

(2.11a)
(2.11b)

Hence, Algorithm 2.4 can be used to solve (2.10). To apply the optimal penalty parameter result in [RD14b], we require the following assumptions.
Assumption 2.4. The equality constraint matrix C ∈ Rc×y has full row rank.
Assumption 2.5. The Hessian Q is positive definite on the null space of the equality constraint matrix C, i.e., Z > QZ > 0, where the columns of Z ∈ Ry×y−c form an
orthonormal null space basis for C.
It is shown in [RD14b] that the worst-case convergence rate of Algorithm 2.4 for
Problem (2.10) is improved by choosing ρ to minimize kM̂k2 , where
M̂ = Z > MZ − 21 I,


M = Z Z > ρ1 (Q + ρI)Z

−1

(2.12a)
Z >.

(2.12b)

Details on how these matrices are derived and how they influence the convergence rate
are shown in [RD14b]. By using kM̂k2 = max kM̂xk2 = σ(M̂), we determine the
kxk2 =1
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optimal penalty parameter choice with
ρ? = arg min σ(M̂).
ρ

(2.13)

We recognize that σk (M̂) = | eigk (M̂)|, which is true since M̂ is symmetric and therefore
normal [KL80]. It is shown in [RD14b] that (2.13) has the closed-form solution
ρ? =

q

eigmin (Z > QZ) eigmax (Z > QZ).

(2.14)

The practical value of the optimal parameter (2.14) lies in its broad applicability and
in its sole dependence on the a-priori known quantities Q and C.

2.2.2

Varying Penalty Selection

As an alternative to a penalty parameter that is defined a-priori, the parameter can be
adapted during the ADMM iteration. A possible approach is shown in [Roc76; Boy+11],
where ρ is adjusted as a function of the primal and dual residuals. We use the residual
definitions from Section 2.1.6, i.e.,
rp = Ay + Bz

(2.15a)

rd = ρA B(z − z ),
>

−

(2.15b)

where the variables y, z, and z − are associated to Algorithm 2.2. The intuition is that a
large ρ reduces the primal residual rp as it penalizes the consensus gap in Algorithm 2.2.
A small ρ makes the algorithm progress with less ‘momentum’, as it reduces the changes
in λ and therefore also reduces the dual residual rd . By following this intuition, we
choose the update rule





τ ρ if krp k > µkrd k
ρ ←  1/τ ρ if krd k > µkrp k ,

 ρ
otherwise

(2.16)

where τ > 1 and µ > 1 are tuning parameters. While a varying ρ provides good ADMM
convergence performance in practice [Ste+17], it still can have negative effects on the
algorithm execution. A typical example is when the optimization steps in Algorithm 2.2
have closed-form solutions, as these solution have to be adapted whenever ρ changes.

2.2.3

Matrix-Valued Parametrization

By rewriting the initial splitting problem (2.1), we obtain an ADMM version where the
penalty parameter ρ is replaced by a scaling matrix E, which results in more degrees of
20
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freedom. The procedure is closely related to constraint conditioning [Gha+15; GB14a]
and metric selection [GB14b]. We scale the consensus constraint (2.1b) with √1ρ E −1/2 ,
where E ∈ Ry×y is invertible. We obtain
min f (y) + g(z)

(2.17a)

y,z

s.t.

−1/2
√1 E
Ay
ρ

+

−1/2
√1 E
Bz
ρ

= 0,

(2.17b)

which is equivalent to the initial problem (2.1). By following the procedure in Section 2.1,
we obtain the scaled augmented Lagrangian
LE (y, z, λ) = f (y) + g(z) +
With λ =

1
√1 E − /2 λ̂
ρ

ρ
2

λ+

−1/2
√1 E
Ay
ρ

+

2
−1/2
√1 E
Bz
ρ
2

− ρ2 kλk22 . (2.18)

and kE −1/2 xk2 = kxk2E = x> Ex, we obtain





LE y, z, λ̂ = f (y) + g(z) +

1
2

λ̂ + Ay + Bz

2
E

−

1
2

λ̂

2
E

,

(2.19)

where the penalty parameter ρ is replaced by a scaled norm that depends on E. Based
on (2.19), we obtain Algorithm 2.5.
Algorithm 2.5 ADMM for (2.1) with matrix-valued parametrization
1:

y ← arg min
f (y) +
y

2:

z ← arg min g(y) +

3:

λ̂ ← λ̂ + Ay + Bz

z

1
2
1
2

λ̂ + Ay + Bz
λ̂ + Ay + Bz

2
E
2
E

The scaling matrix E provides a larger degree of freedom than the penalty parameter ρ, and therefore makes a tighter adaption to a given problem possible. For E = ρI, we
recover the original formulation. We show an application of a matrix-valued parametrizations in Chapter 6.

2.2.4

Prescaling

We consider the same QP as in Section 2.2.1, and we use Y = [ymin , ymax ]. As shown
in [Rey+16], prescaling is a linear change of variables ȳ = P y, where we use the invertible
scaling matrix P ∈ Ry×y . Additional to the assumptions in Section 2.2.1, we assume
that the linear independence constrained qualification (LICQ) [NW06] is satisfied at the
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solution. With the scaled variable ȳ as defined above, we obtain the problem
min
ȳ

1 >
ȳ Q̄ȳ
2

+ q̄ > ȳ

(2.20a)

s. t. C̄ ȳ = c

(2.20b)

ȳ ∈ Ȳ,

(2.20c)

where Q̄ = P > QP , q̄ = P > q, Ȳ = {P −1 y | y ∈ Y}, and C̄ = CP . The solutions of the
scaled and the original problem directly relate to each other, i.e., P ȳ ? = y ? . Hence, we
can solve any scaled problem in place of the original one.
As before, we consider the ADMM procedure in Algorithm 2.2. Our goal is to choose
the prescaling matrix P to improve the algorithm performance. By following [Rey+16],
we consider a structure-preserving set of matrices K ⊆ Ry×y , and we limit our prescaling
matrix choice to P ∈ K such that the computational effort for projecting onto Ȳ does
not rise substantially. Similar to the handling of ρ? in Section 2.2.1, we choose the
optimal prescaling matrix P ? to minimize the norm of the contraction matrix kM̂k2
that is defined in (2.12). The following proposition shows the result.
Proposition 2.1. The optimal prescaling matrix P ? ∈ K that minimizes kM̂k2 satisfies
(P ? , Z̄ ? , µ? ) = arg min

µ

(2.21a)

Iy−c ≤ H̄ ≤ µIy−c

(2.21b)

CP Z̄ = 0

(2.21d)

Z̄ Z̄ = Iy−c

(2.21e)

P ∈ K, invertible.

(2.21f)

P,Z̄,µ

s. t.

H̄ = Z̄ > P > QP Z̄
>

(2.21c)

In Proposition 2.1, µ ∈ R is an auxiliary variable, the columns of Z̄ ∈ Ry×y−c form an
orthonormal null space basis for C̄ ∈ Rc×y , and H̄ is called the reduced Hessian. We show
a proof of the proposition in [Rey+16], where we also provide a more detailed discussion of
the interaction of P ? with the worst-case convergence rate in [RD14a]. The optimization
problem (2.21) is a nonconvex polynomial matrix inequality (PMI) problem [HL06], which
is intractable in many situations. The following corollary describes a simple case where
an analytic solution exists.
Corollary 2.1. If Q−1/2 ∈ K, then the following statements are true.
(i) P ? = Q−1/2 satisfies (2.21).
(ii) The optimal penalty parameter (2.14) of the scaled problem is ρ̄? = 1.
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We show a proof of Corollary 2.1 in [Rey+16]. Statement (ii) provides an optimal
penalty parameter choice without having to compute a null space basis or eigenvalues
as required in (2.14). This is particularly useful in sequential quadratic programming
(SQP) settings [BT95], where the equality constraint matrix C changes through successive linearization, which means that ρ? has to be recomputed at every MPC iteration.
The same reasoning applies to the real-time iteration [Die+02].

2.3

Related Methods

ADMM is related to a range of optimization methods. We first discuss its classification
as a first- or second-order method, and then set ADMM in context with prominent
representatives from each class.

2.3.1

First- and Second-Order Methods

Optimization algorithms for QPs are classified as first- or second-order methods, depending on their usage of the objective function’s gradient and curvature information.
For standard techniques such as the gradient descent and the Newton method [NW06],
this distinction is particularly evident. Gradient descent is a first-order method as it
uses the gradient information only; the Newton method is a second-order method as it
additionally uses the curvature information. Typical properties that are associated with
first-order methods are their conceptual simplicity, their use of low-complexity operations, their applicability to large-scale problems, and their tendency for reaching medium
solution accuracies fast. However, first-order methods are also sensitive to scaling in the
problem data, and they usually require many iterations for converging to a high precision
solution. In contrast, second-order methods often show robust convergence characteristics against variations in the problem data, and they reach high solution accuracies
after performing only a few iterations. On the downside, second-order methods typically require computationally expensive operations, such as recurrent matrix inversions.
These operations are challenging to execute on embedded devices, and the execution
effort increases markedly with the problem size.
It is possible to write ADMM as a composition of proximal operators [GB17], and a
proximal operator can be written as the resolvent of a subdifferential [PB+14, Sec. 3.2].
Hence, ADMM only uses (sub-)gradient information and therefore is a first-order method.
Indeed, in Chapters 6 and 7, we observe that ADMM has first-order characteristics, e.g.,
it requires many but computationally simple iterations. In these cases, we use a splitting
where the first two optimization-based ADMM steps (see Algorithm 2.1) have a closed23
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form solution. In contrast, in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we rely on subordinate solvers
for evaluating the optimization steps. In these situations, we observe characteristics that
are close to a second-order method. In particular, we observe a convergence with few
but computationally expensive iterations.

2.3.2

Interior Point Methods

Interior point methods (IPMs) are second-order methods that have gained popularity when they were shown to solve linear problems (LPs) in polynomial time [Kar84;
Gil+86]. Later, they were generalized to solve a large class of convex optimization
problems [NN94]. IPMs solve an unconstrained optimization problem at each iteration. This unconstrained problem uses smooth penalty functions that approximate
the original constrained problem with an increasing accuracy at each iteration [BV04].
Primal-dual IPMs show good performance for a wide range of problems [Wri97]. Due
to their second-order nature, they are invariant to scaling of the problem data. Also,
they typically require a similar number of iterations for different instances of the same
problem type [Dom+12; DJ14]. These robustness properties make them an ideal choice
for general-purpose solvers, e.g., GUROBI [Gur16] and CVXGEN [MB12].

2.3.3

Fast Gradient Methods

Fast gradient methods (FGMs) are a Nesterov accelerated variant of the projected gradient
method (PGM) [Nes83]. They are a popular algorithm choice due to their conceptual
simplicity. FGMs alternatingly perform a gradient descent step and a projection onto
the constraint set. They are typical first-order methods, and they share the suitability
for embedded implementation with ADMM [Jer+13]. FGMs have strong theoretical
guarantees, as for example a bound on the required number of algorithm iterations when
solving input-constrained MPC problems [Ric12]. Compared to ADMM, the range of
problems that efficiently can be solved with FGMs is more restricted, e.g., they struggle
with convex but not strongly convex objectives and MPC problems with state constraints.
FGMs are used less often in general-purpose solvers, however, are often employed in
specialized algorithms, for example as in [Hau+17].

2.3.4

Splitting Methods

There exists a variety of optimization methods that address splitting problems similar
to (2.1). Prominent representatives are the Peaceman-Rachford splitting (PRS) [PR55]
and the closely related Douglas-Rachford splitting (DRS) [DR56]. When applied to the
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Fenchel dual [BC17] of Problem (2.1), DRS is equivalent to ADMM. There also exists
a generalized version of DRS [GB14a], which is equivalent to under- and over-relaxed
ADMM [Gis15]. The relation between both methods is used in literature to provide
ADMM with tight convergence rates and acceleration techniques [GB17; Gis15]. Another related splitting method is the alternating minimization method (AMA) [Tse91],
which only differs from ADMM by the absence of the regularization term in the first
step (see Algorithm 2.1). This difference makes it possible to relate AMA to a range
of existing algorithms, however, makes strong convexity of f (x) a convergence requirement [Pu+14]. If AMA is applied to a dual problem formulation, it is equivalent to the
well-studied iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (ISTA) [BT09; DDD04], which is
a special case of the forward-backward splitting (FBS) [Bru77; Pas79; CW05]. Similar as
ADMM is benefiting from its relation to DRS, AMA inherits strong theoretical properties from ISTA [Pu+14]. Furthermore, for a certain problem class, ISTA can be seen as
a generalization of PGMs [BT09]. Same as there is a fast version of the gradient method
that uses Nesterov acceleration, there also exists a fast alternating minimization method
(FAMA) [Pu+14] and a fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (FISTA) [BT09].
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CHAPTER

Basic Applications
E apply ADMM for three basic applications. The resulting algorithms serve as
prototype formulations for the remainder of this thesis. We start with an MPC
setting. We then analyze the more general QP setting, and finally the most general
multi-agent problem.

W
3.1

Model Predictive Control

MPC [Mac02] is an optimization-based control method that is characterized by its flexibility and its ability to handle constraints.

3.1.1

Problem Formulation

In our MPC setting, we guide the states and inputs of a system along reference trajectories while satisfying constraints. We use the system model
xk+1 = Axk + Buk ,

(3.1)

where xk ∈ Rx is the state, uk ∈ Ru is the input, A ∈ Rx×x is the dynamics matrix,
B ∈ Rx×u is the input matrix, and k = 1, 2, . . . is the discrete time step. MPC updates
the control input by solving an optimization problem at each discrete time step. We
consider MPC problems of the form
n

x

k+1

o?
, uk
k=1,...,N

= arg min
{xk+1 ,uk }

N 
X

k=1
k+1

s.t. x

(x

1
2

x

k+1

−

2
rxk
Q

= Axk + Buk

k+1

,u ) ∈ X × U
k

+

1
2

k

u −

2
ruk
R



∀ k = 1, . . . , N

∀ k = 1, . . . , N,

(3.2a)
(3.2b)
(3.2c)

where rxk ∈ Rx and ruk ∈ Ru are reference trajectories for states and inputs, Q ∈ Rx×x
and R ∈ Ru×u are symmetric positive semidefinite tracking weights, X ⊆ Rx and U ⊆ Ru
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are constraint sets, and N ∈ N+ is the prediction horizon. Typically, Problem (3.2) is
parametrized with x1 , rxk , and ruk , which means that these parts of the problem data
change between MPC calls. A generalization to time-varying objective weights, system
matrices, and constraint sets is straightforward.
Algorithm 3.1 shows the MPC procedure, where x(t) ∈ Rx is the state measurement
from the controlled plant, u(t) ∈ Ru is the currently applied input, and t ∈ R is the
time.
Algorithm 3.1 MPC
for

t = kTs ,

k = 1, 2, 3, . . . do

1:

measure/obtain current state x0 = x(t) and input u0 = u(t)

2:

predict x1 = Ax0 + Bu0

3:

parametrize (3.2) with x1 , {rxk , ruk }k=1,...,N

4:
5:

solve (3.2), i.e., compute {uk }?k=1,...,N
u(t + Ts ) ← (u1 )?

In the second step of Algorithm 3.1, we predict the measurement x0 at time t by Ts
ahead, and we use the result x1 to parametrize (3.2). The initial prediction is necessary
as we cannot neglect the time that is needed to solve the optimization problem. By
parameterizing (3.2) with x1 instead of x0 , we gain a time margin of Ts to perform the
optimization.

3.1.2

Stacking

To use ADMM in MPC, we stack the decision variables and thereby obtain a standard
QP formulation. We use the decision vector
h

y = u1 ; x2 ; u2 ; x3 ; . . . ; uN ; xN +1

i

(3.3)

to rewrite Problem (3.2) as
min
y

1 >
y Qy
2

+ q>y + K

(3.4a)

s.t. Cy = c

(3.4b)

y ∈ Y,

(3.4c)
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where
Q = IN ⊗ diag(R, Q)

ry =

h

ru1 ; rx2 ; ru2 ; rx3 ; . . . ; ruN ; rxN +1

q = −Q ry

(3.5a)

i

(3.5b)
(3.5c)

K = 21 ry> Q ry
h

i

C c =












B −I
A B −I
A B −I

−Ax
0
0
..
.

...
A B −I

0

1







.





(3.5d)

(3.5e)

The offset K has no influence on y ? and therefore can be neglected. The stacked MPC
problem is a QP, which we analyze in the context of ADMM in the next section.

3.2

Quadratic Problems

ADMM is used to solve quadratic problems (QPs) in [RD14a; RD14b; Gha+15]. Here,
we outline the approach from [RD14a], and we collect general implementation techniques
for this type of ADMM formulation.

3.2.1

Problem Formulation

We consider QPs of the form
min
y

1 >
y Qy
2

+ q>y

(3.6a)

s.t. Cy = c

(3.6b)

y ∈ Y,

(3.6c)

where y ∈ Ry , Q ∈ Ry×y , q ∈ Ry , C ∈ Rc×y and c ∈ Rc . The constraint set Y ⊆ Ry
is a convex polytope. We also assume that the Hessian Q is positive semidefinite, and
hence Problem (3.6) is convex. Furthermore, we require that the solution set of (3.6) is
nonempty and bounded, and that the equality constraint matrix C has a full row rank.

3.2.2

Optimality Conditions

We associate the equality constraint (3.6b) and the inclusion constraint (3.6c) with
Lagrange multipliers ξ and η. According to [RD14b, Eqn. (2)], an optimal solution
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(y ? , ξ ? , η ? ) for (3.6) satisfies the optimality conditions
"

Q C>
C 0





" #
y?

−I 
ξ ?  = −q
0  ?
c
η
#

(η ? )> (ȳ − y ? ) ≥ 0 ∀ȳ ∈ Y
?

y ∈ Y.

3.2.3

(3.7a)
(3.7b)
(3.7c)

Splitting

To obtain a partitioned problem formulation that is suited for ADMM, we duplicate the
decision variable y with the additional constraint y = z, which results in
min
y,z

1 >
y Qy
2

+ q>y

s.t. Cy = c
z∈Y

y − z = 0.

(3.8a)
(3.8b)
(3.8c)
(3.8d)

We can write Problem (3.8) in consensus form (2.9) with
f (y) = 21 y > Qy + q > y + ICy=c (y)
g(z) = IY (z) .

(3.9a)
(3.9b)

Our splitting (3.8) follows the procedure in [RD14a; RD14b]. Alternative splitting
choices can be found in [Gha+15; GB14a], where f is required to be smooth and therefore
the equality constraint (3.8b) has to be handled differently than with the indicator
function in (3.9a). Another possible splitting choice can be found in [Ste+17], where
the equality constraint is used as part of the coupling constraint (3.8d). A variety of
splitting formulations is compared in [Man16] and [Vla16].

3.2.4

ADMM Formulation

The ADMM formulation follows from the splitting choice (3.8) as described in Section 2.1.8. Algorithm 3.2 shows the resulting procedure.
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Algorithm 3.2 ADMM for (3.8)
repeat
1:

y ← arg min 12 y > Qy + q > y + ρ2 kλ + y − zk22
y
s.t. Cy = c

2:

z ← arg min ρ2 kλ + y − zk22
z
s.t. z ∈ Y

3:

λ ←λ+y−z

According to Section 2.1.5, Algorithm 3.2 converges to a fixed point that is optimal
for (3.6). Below, we analyze the two optimization-based steps of the algorithm.
Analysis of the First Algorithm Step
The first algorithm step is an equality-constrained QP, which according to [NW06] has
a closed-form solution. We associate the Lagrange multiplier ξ ∈ Rc with the equality
constraint Cy = c. As shown in [NW06, Sec. 16.2], an optimal solution (y ? , ξ ? ) satisfies
the optimality condition
"1

Q+I
ρ
C

1 >
C
ρ

0

#"

#

"

#

− ρ1 q − λ + z
y?
=
.
ξ?
c

(3.10)

We can solve (3.10) for (y ? , ξ ? ) with the Schur complement method in [NW06, Sec. 16.2].
The resulting assignment is




y ? = M − ρ1 q − λ + z + N c,
which depends on the constant matrices
M = (I − N C) P

(3.12a)

N = PC > (CPC > )−1
P=



1
Q
ρ

+I

−1

(3.11)

(3.12b)
(3.12c)

.

We refer to [NW06, Sec. 16.2] for details on how these matrices are obtained. An
alternative calculation strategy for M and N can be found in [RD14a; RD14b], where
the null space method [NW06, Sec. 16.2] is used. The resulting equivalent definitions are






N = I − M ρ1 Q C > CC >


M = Z Z > ρ1 (Q + ρI) Z
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Z >,
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(3.13b)
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where the columns of the semi-orthogonal matrix Z ∈ Ry×y−c form an orthonormal basis
for the null space of C, i.e., CZ = 0 and Z > Z = I.
The first step of Algorithm 3.2 often has a defining influence on the iteration complexity. Hence, an efficient implementation of (3.11) is important. Given that ρ remains
unchanged, the term N c can be precomputed and therefore does not affect the computational complexity. The remaining part of (3.11) is dominated by a multiplication
with the matrix M, which through (3.12) is dominated by multiplications with P, C,
and (CPC > )−1 . The multiplication with P can be simplified by choosing a diagonal
objective weight Q. Depending on the particular application, the matrix C often is
sparse, e.g., it is banded in MPC. The inverse (CPC > )−1 does not change during the
algorithm iterations. Hence, we can precompute an LDL> factorization and perform a
low-complexity forward-backward substitution as in [GV12]. If C is banded and Q is
diagonal, also the LDL> factorization is sparse [GV12, Sec. 3.1], which further reduces
the computational cost that is necessary to evaluate (3.11).
Analysis of the Second Algorithm Step
According to our initial definition in (1.7), the second step in Algorithm 3.2 is an orthogonal projection
ΠY (λ + y) = min
kλ + y − zk22
z
s.t. z ∈ Y.

(3.14a)
(3.14b)

Since the projection onto Y has to be executed at each algorithm iteration, the splitting (3.8) is suited for cases where the projection can be performed with low computational cost. In the simplest case, the set consists of separate upper and lower bounds
for each decision variable. This situation is simple because the projection then reduces
to clipping each variable to its upper and lower limit. Other sets that come with computationally cheap projection operations are hyperplanes, affine sets, halfspaces, 2-norm
balls, 1-norm balls, simplexes, and second-order cones [Ric12, Tab. 5.1]. If Y is composed
of low-dimensional polyhedra, we can efficiently evaluate the projection by precomputing
a parametrized piece-wise affine solution [BBM+02; Mer+15].

3.3

Multi-Agent Problems

We consider multi-agent problems as an assembly of QPs that are coupled through
an equality constraint. Each QP is associated to an agent that has a stake in the
overall problem. In Chapter 4, the agents represent cooperating energy consumers. In
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Chapter 5, they are autonomously navigating vehicles, and in Chapters 6 and 7, they
are connected system components.

3.3.1

Problem Formulation

We consider multi-agent problems with M agents. Each agent i has an individual objective function and constraint set. The multi-agent problem formulation is
min
y

M h
X
i=1

1 >
y Qi y i
2 i

s.t. yi ∈ Yi

Dy = d,

∀i

+ qi> yi

i

(3.15a)
(3.15b)
(3.15c)

where the stacked decision vector y = [y1 , . . . , yM ] ∈ Ry contains the individual decisions
yi ∈ Ryi from each agent. The objective functions are parametrized by Qi ∈ Ryi ×yi
and qi ∈ Ryi . We denote the individual constraint sets as Yi ⊆ Ryi , which may contain
linear equality and inequality constraints. The coupling constraint (3.15c) with D ∈ Rd×y
and d ∈ Rd describes the relation between the agents. We assume that Problem (3.15) is
convex, i.e., each Hessian Qi is positive semidefinite and each constraint set Yi is convex.
Furthermore, we assume that the solution set of (3.15) is nonempty and bounded, and
that the equality constraint matrix D has a full row rank.

3.3.2

Centralized Solution

In a centralized solution approach, we rewrite the multi-agent problem (3.15) as a standard QP. The reformulation is possible with Q = diag(Q1 , . . . QM ), q = [q1 ; . . . ; qM ], and
Y = {y = [y1 ; . . . ; yM ] | yi ∈ Yi }. The problem can then be solved with Algorithm 3.2.
Such a solution approach is centralized in the sense that a single computation unit
concentrates all problem information and carries the entire computational burden. In
many multi-agent settings, a distributed solution is more preferable, either to prevent
the concentration of information or to parallelize the computational effort. We show two
different distribution strategies below, one that still has a central coordinator, and one
that is fully decentralized.

3.3.3

Aggregator-Agent Splitting

The aggregator-agent splitting leads to a distributed ADMM formulation that still has
a central computation unit, called the central aggregator. However, in contrast to a
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centralized solution, this aggregator only performs computationally simple tasks, and it
delegates the greater part of the computational effort to the agents.

Splitting
We decompose the multi-agent problem (3.15) with the splitting
min
y,z

M h
X
i=1

1 >
y Qi yi
2 i

s.t. yi ∈ Yi

Dz = d

∀i

+ qi> yi

i

(3.16a)
(3.16b)
(3.16c)

y − z = 0,

(3.16d)

where we associate the coupling constraint (3.16c) to the duplication variable z. The
general idea is that we want to separate the shared variable z from the individual variables yi . To obtain a consensus form as in (2.9), we use
f (y) =

M h
X
i=1

1 >
y Qi y i
2 i

g(z) = IDz=d (z).

i

+ qi> yi + IYi (yi )

(3.17a)
(3.17b)

ADMM Formulation
By following Section 2.1.8, we obtain Algorithm 3.3, where λ and z have the same
dimension and partition as y. The algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a fixed point
that solves (3.15) since Assumptions 2.1 - 2.3 are satisfied.
The aggregator-agent splitting is chosen such that the first and third algorithm steps
are executed by each agent individually, and the second step is executed by a central
aggregator. The individual decision criteria Qi , qi , Yi remain private with each agent
and only the decision yi is shared with the aggregator. The aggregator coordinates the
agents for satisfying Dy = d by responding to yi with the aggregation demand zi . The
aggregation demand is taken into account in the agent’s decision through the regularization term kλi + yi − zi k22 . The underlying communication graph has a star topology, as
illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Algorithm 3.3 Aggregator-Agent ADMM for (3.16)
repeat
1:

agent-individual decision update (∀i)
1 >
y Qi yi + qi> yi + ρ2 kλi + yi − zi k22
yi ← arg min
yi 2 i
s.t. yi ∈ Yi
send (yi , λi ) to aggregator

2:

aggregator step
z ← arg min ρ2 kλ + y − zk22
z
s.t. Dz = d
send each zi to the respective agent

3:

agent-individual Lagrangian update (∀i)
λi ← λi + yi − zi

yi ,
zi
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i

<latexit sha1_base64="Eiq9/X2SvLwk9kWEZNJSra8x6So=">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</latexit>

agent i
<latexit sha1_base64="Z3UJIZVdiGOFCJLMKjkh/1aymbU=">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</latexit>

central
aggregator
<latexit sha1_base64="kL/pmyccBVSjfYGqC9+a76f1IZY=">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</latexit>

Figure 3.1: Communication graph of Algorithm 3.3 for seven agents.
Closed-Form Solution of the Aggregator Step
According to our initial definition in (1.7), the second step in Algorithm 3.3 is an affine
orthogonal projection
ΠDz=d (λ + y) = min kλ + y − zk22
z

s.t. Dz = d.
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(3.18a)
(3.18b)
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The affine projection operation is an equality-constrained QP and therefore has a closedform solution. As for (3.11), we use the Schur complement method in [NW06, Sec. 16.2]
to obtain
z ? = D(y − λ) + Ed,

(3.19)

where the iteration matrices D, E are defined as
D = I − ED

(3.20a)

E = D (DD ) .
>

> −1

(3.20b)

We refer to [NW06, Sec. 16.2] for details on how to obtain these matrices. The availability
of a closed-form solution underlines that the aggregator only acts as a coordinator.
The agents carry the main computational burden, and ADMM acts as a coordination
protocol. We use aggregator-agent splittings in Chapters 4, 6, and 7.

3.3.4

Agent-Agent Splitting

The goal of using an agent-agent splitting is to obtain an algorithm that does not require
a central aggregator, i.e., that relies on agent-to-agent communication only.
Splitting
To obtain an agent-agent splitting, we interpret the occupation pattern of the coupling
constraint Dy = d in the multi-agent problem (3.15) as a graph. Each agent i = 1, . . . , M
represents a node, and each node pair that shares a constraint in Dy = d is connected
through an edge. We define Ni ⊆ {1, . . . , M } as the neighborhood of each agent, i.e.,
the set of agents that it shares a constraint with. We decompose the coupling constraint
with
z−y =0

Dii zi +

zj − wij = for each i and j ∈ Ni

X

Dij wij = di for each i,

(3.21a)
(3.21b)
(3.21c)

j∈Ni

where z = [z1 ; . . . ; zM ] ∈ Ry is a duplicate of y. We use additional variables wij ∈ Ryj ,
which we interpret as the i-th agent’s duplicate of zj . We obtain Dij and di from (D, d)
such that (3.21) is equivalent to Dy = d. The agent-agent reformulation of the multi36
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Multi-Agent Problems

agent problem (3.15) is
M h
X

min

y,z,{wij }

i=1

1 >
y Qi y i
2 i

s.t. yi ∈ Yi

X

Dii zi +

+ qi> yi

i

Dij wij = di

j∈Ni

y−z =0

(3.22a)
(3.22b)

∀i

(3.22c)

∀i

(3.22d)

yj − wij = 0

∀i and j ∈ Ni ,

(3.22e)

where we associate the agent-individual quantities to y and the coupling constraint to z
and wij .
Lagrangian and ADMM Formulation
From the splitting formulation (3.22), we follow the same procedure as for consensus
ADMM in Section 2.1.8. We use the augmented Lagrangian
Lρ (y, z, {wij }, λ, {λij }) =

M 
X
i=1
+ ρ2

+

fi (yi ) + gi (zi , {wij }j∈Ni )

kλi + yi − zi k22 − ρ2 kλi k22

X ρ

j∈Ni

kλij + yj − wij k22 − ρ2 kλij k22
2



,

(3.23)

where the Lagrange multipliers λi are associated with (3.22d). Additionally, we use the
Lagrange multipliers λij , which are associated with (3.22e). The objective functions are
fi (yi ) = 12 yi> Qi yi + q > yi + IYi (yi )

gi (zi , {wij }j∈Ni ) = IGi (zi , {wij }j∈Ni ) ,

where Gi = {zi , {wij }j∈Ni | Dii zi +
use the identity
M
X
i=1

=

M
X
i=1



P

j∈Ni

X ρ

2

j∈Ni



X ρ

j∈Ni

2

(3.24a)
(3.24b)

Dij wij = di }. To obtain the final algorithm, we




kλij + yj − wij k22 − ρ2 kλij k22 




kλji + yi − wji k22 − ρ2 kλji k22  ,

(3.25)

which states that we can flip the indices in the last term of the Lagrangian. When we
use (3.25) for the first ADMM step, we obtain Algorithm 3.4.
According so Section 2.1.5, each cluster point of the iteration sequence generated by
Algorithm 3.4 is optimal for the multi-agent problem (3.15). Furthermore, all steps are
executed in parallel and no central aggregator is required.
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Algorithm 3.4 Agent-Agent ADMM for (3.22)
repeat
1:

decision update (∀i)
yi ← arg min 12 yi> Qi yi + qi> yi + ρ2 kλi + yi − zi k22 +
yi

s.t. yi ∈ Yi

P ρ

j∈Ni

2

kλji + yi − wji k22

∀j ∈ Ni : send yi to agent j
2:

coordination update (∀i)
(zi , {wij }j∈Ni ) ← arg min

ρ
2

zi ,{wij }

kλi + yi − zi k22 +

s.t. Dii zi +

3:

Lagrangian update (∀i)

P

P ρ

j∈Ni

2

kλij + yj − wij k22

j∈Ni Dij wij = di

λi ← λi + yi − zi

∀j ∈ Ni : λij ← λij + yi − wij

∀j ∈ Ni : send (wij , λij ) to agent j

Algorithm 3.4 uses two rounds of communication per iteration. After the first algorithm step, the agents exchange yi in their neighborhoods. After the third step, (wij , λij )
is exchanged. We illustrate an example communication graph in Figure 3.2. The coupling
constraint in the multi-agent problem (3.15) determines the topology of the communication graph.

yi
(wij ,
<latexit sha1_base64="omtPureiYDBhLVQaQFJo8c3E0Tg=">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</latexit>

agent i
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Figure 3.2: Example communication graph of Algorithm 3.4 for seven agents.
The second step in Algorithm 3.4 is an equality-constrained QP, and we can obtain a closed-form solution similar to (3.19). The prime advantage of the agent-agent
formulation is the absence of a central computation unit. On the downside, the fully
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3.3

Multi-Agent Problems

decentralized algorithm often requires more convergence iterations than a comparable
aggregator-agent formulation, which is due to the increased number of decision variables
and the decentral communication. In Chapter 5, we use a variation of Algorithm 3.4 for
the coordination of moving agents.
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CHAPTER

Aggregated Bidding in
Energy Reserve Markets
UR first specialized ADMM formulation is geared towards coordinating large
power consumers when they participate in an energy reserve marked. In such
a market, energy consumers offer the potential to change their power consumption upon
request. The grid operator buys this contracted consumption variability from the market
and uses it to adjust the grid balance and frequency at a later point in time. The range
of the offered consumption change is called the energy or frequency reserve capacity.
On the consumer side, we focus on buildings that provide such a reserve capacity by
controlling their heating and cooling systems. To place a bid on the market, the buildings maximize the reserve capacity around their predicted consumption. We show that
buildings can make the most of their bidding capacity if they collaborate in aggregations
and place a combined bid on the market. The resulting aggregated bidding problem is
similar to the multi-agent problem in Section 3.3. The combined bidding problem calls
for a distributed solution, as it quickly becomes intractable. We choose a variation of
the aggregator-agent splitting in Section 3.3.3 to distribute the computational burden
over the buildings. The resulting ADMM formulation shows immediate synergies with
the overall setup, e.g., it protects building-private decision criteria, reduces the set-up
costs incurred by integrating previously independent buildings, and leaves only computationally cheap operations to a central computation unit. We advance the algorithm
formulation by exploiting structure in the bidding problem, which reveals that a central
facility can be avoided altogether. Furthermore, we show that it is possible to terminate the ADMM procedure anytime, while we are still able to obtain a feasible (though
suboptimal) bid.

O

This chapter is based on the publication [Rey+18b].
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4.1

Introduction

Countries around the world are integrating renewable energy sources into their power
systems. The electricity production of weather-dependent renewable energy sources, such
as wind turbines and photovoltaics, is volatile. This increases the uncertainty in the grid
operation and challenges the balance of electricity supply and demand. To maintain the
active power balance and regulating the grid frequency, grid operators procure ancillary
services, such as reserved generation capacities [Reb+07]. Traditionally, these reserves
are provided by conventional generators. However, the rapid integration of renewable
energy sources calls for an increased balancing effort [Mak+09]. Recently, it has been
shown that if properly aggregated and controlled, flexible loads can be engaged to provide
frequency regulation at low cost and small environmental impact [CH11]. Consumers
with sizeable thermal storage, such as buildings, are particularly suited to contribute to
the grid balance as their electricity consumption can be shifted in time with negligible
impact on occupant comfort [Old+13; Pie+12].
In many regions, consumers provide frequency reserves by offering them to the grid
operator in a market setting. In Switzerland, the offered reserve size has to be constant
over the bidding period and exceed a certain minimum amount [17]. These requirements
reduce the coordination effort for the grid operator by simplifying the scheduling and
avoiding a large number of small bidders. The minimum bid typically ranges from 1 MW
to 10 MW, e.g., it is 5 MW in Switzerland [17, Section 2.3.1], which is too large for
a single building [CVH16]. To still participate in the reserve market, buildings can
cooperate [VOA16], which requires solving a large-scale optimization problem to obtain
a time-constant joint bid. A centralized solution of such a problem faces several issues:
(i) a shared investment is necessary to establish and maintain a central computation
unit; (ii) to solve the resulting large-scale optimization problem can be computationally
challenging, which effectively limits the aggregation size; (iii) the building operators
need to share sensitive information, such as details on the construction material and
occupants’ behavior; and (iv), each local configuration change has to be communicated
to the central unit.
We address these issues by using ADMM for distributing the original large-scale
optimization problem over the individual buildings. Each building then solves a localized
problem and participates in a global mediation process until a consensus solution is
reached. The distribution of the computational burden provides natural parallelism and
therefore makes it possible to use a simple central processing unit that only handles
coordination tasks. Further, we present a modified communication scheme that avoids
a central unit altogether. We also show that increased privacy and flexibility follows
from the distribution of information, and we demonstrate that we obtain a joint bid that
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satisfies all constraints even if we terminate ADMM prematurely. Finally, given that a
reserve bid is accepted on the market, we show a reward distribution scheme that reduces
provision imbalance within the aggregation, which strengthens the group’s capability to
provide reserves.

Related Literature
Frequency reserve provision by buildings receives considerable attention, both from the
power systems community [DPM17; Vre+14; CH11; Hao+13; Maa+14; VA16; VOA16;
Che+13; VA13] and the control community [Zha+14; Bal+14; Zha+15; Gor+15; CVH16;
Zha+17; BGJ17; Bil+16; Tah+17; Kra+14]. In [Vre+14; VOA16], the primary goal is
to determine the optimal reserve capacity that an aggregation of buildings can provide
while ensuring occupant comfort. In [Hao+13; Maa+14], frequency reserves are provided
by modulating the fan speed of air handling units in commercial buildings. However,
rather than giving a-priori guarantees on comfort constraints as in [Vre+14; VOA16],
the authors in [Hao+13; Maa+14] test constraint satisfaction a-posteriori through experimental trials. Our work follows [Vre+14; VOA16], and we use the mathematical
tools for robust constraint satisfaction from [Zha+14; Zha+17]. In contrast to [Vre+14;
VOA16], our leading objective is a distributed and decentralized solution of the multibuilding problem. As opposed to [VA13; WD15], where voltage regulation affects the
reactive power balance, we concentrate on frequency regulation and active power. Aside
from our focus on market bidding, [Tah+17; Kra+14; Che+13; Bil+16] analyze the realtime balance in the power grid. In [Tah+17; Kra+14], the grid is modeled explicitly,
exceeding our work as we purely rely on the reserve demand as requested by the grid
operator. Incorporating such grid dynamics can be worthwhile, particularly for spatially
separated aggregations. While [Che+13] guides the demand response based on timevarying energy prices, [Bil+16] considers a setup where previously agreed reserves are
utilized. Hence, [Bil+16] augments our work particularly well, as we focus on a market
where such reserve agreements are made.
In [Hou+17; Ver+16; DPM17; BM17], ADMM is studied in the context of demand
response. In [Hou+17], a distributed procedure coordinates different temperature zones
inside a building. In [Ver+16], ADMM exploits the flexibility of several consumers for
shaping their combined power intake. In [DPM17], heterogeneous agents are aggregated.
Finally, in [BM17], small thermostatically controlled loads are orchestrated to participate
in real-time energy markets. We differ from these publications by focusing on ahead-oftime reserve bidding while the actual reserve request is still unknown. We further set
ourselves apart by developing additional tools that improve the conceptual utility of our
approach, such as a fully decentralized computation scheme, the permanent availability
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of a feasible solution, and a profit allocation that reduces provision imbalance in the long
run.

4.2

Frequency Reserve Provision

We first introduce the model of a single building and describe the participation in the
reserve market. We then show the joint bidding procedure for aggregations of buildings.

4.2.1

Building Model and Reserve Market

Similar to [Old+12; Leh+13; VA16], we consider the building model
xk+1 = Axk + B(uk + ∆uk ) + Ev k ,

(4.1)

where we use the admissible state xk ∈ X ⊆ Rn , the admissible input (uk + ∆uk ) ∈ U ⊆
Rm , and the external disturbance v k ∈ Rq . We use the discrete time index k = 1, 2, . . . , N
with horizon N . The state xk models temperatures in rooms, walls, floors, and ceilings
across the building. We use X to model convex comfort constraints, e.g., to limit room
temperatures between 21◦ C and 25◦ C. The system matrix A describes the temperature
diffusion with a thermal resistance-capacitance model as in [Old+12, Sec. 4.2]. The
actuation (heating, cooling, and ventilation) is described by a nominal input uk and a
variable term ∆uk . The variable term is used later for adjusting the buildings’ power
consumption. The convex set U models actuation limits and saturation. Finally, we
use Ev k to describe the effect of external disturbances (occupancy, solar radiation, and
ambient temperature). Section 4.4 shows a simulation study with detailed modeling
examples. The mechanisms behind building-internal temperature regulation are specifically addressed in [Old+12; Leh+13]. As we focus on the collaboration of different
buildings, we suffice ourselves with the abstracted building model (4.1). Indeed, any
linear system A, B, E with convex constraints X , U is compatible with the subsequent
analysis. We also simplify the setup by assuming perfect prediction for v k , noting that
uncertainty can easily be integrated into our approach by using the robust control methods in [Old11; Zha+13; Dar+15]. With x = [x2 ; . . . ; xN +1 ], u = [u1 ; . . . ; uN ], and similar
definitions for ∆u, v (ranging from 1 to N ), we rewrite (4.1) as
x = Ax1 + B(u + ∆u) + Ev

(4.2)

with x ∈ X and (u + ∆u) ∈ U . We assemble A, B, E, X , U from A, B, E, X , U as shown
in [GKM06].
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In Switzerland, similar to most of Europe, reserve capacities are procured in a market
where reserve providers bid their capacity in weekly or daily blocks. We denote the
time-varying reserve bid as y = [y 1 ; . . . ; y N ], which describes the maximum-possible
change in active power consumption, measured in kilowatt. We focus on a day-ahead
market, and we consider a symmetric reserve range [−y, y], which means that the building
needs to shift its consumption equally in both directions. The limitation to symmetric
provision follows the current policy in Switzerland [17]; the extension to asymmetric
reserves is straightforward. We further require a constant bid over the bidding period,
i.e., y 1 = y 2 = · · · = y N , which is also standard in several countries. The restriction to
time-constant reserve simplifies the scheduling for the grid operator and prevents an
imbalance over the bidding interval. Once a bid is accepted, the building receives a
reward of the form p> y, where p ∈ RN is a price parameter that we assume to be
known, e.g., from previous market clearings. During actual runtime, the grid operator
then requests a reserve demand s = [s1 ; . . . ; sN ] ∈ [−y, y], and the building is obliged to
adjust its power consumption accordingly. The challenge in ahead-of-time bidding is to
choose y while s is still unknown. Figure 4.1 summarizes the involved variables.
temperatures x
room, wall, floor, ceiling

grid operator
reserve request s
unknown at bidding time
external
disturbance v
forecast available
at bidding time
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<latexit sha1_base64="FI8oCd+WgUYHOhlSlQM2EW6tNLc=">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</latexit>

actuation: nominal u
variable u
heating, cooling, ventilation
<latexit sha1_base64="EEX5NQRNVpIM4XRhcbZ7f134fCo=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ogqTiLgAd+uWupRx3virahBzbxI=">AAALGHichVZfj9w0EE
sha1_base64="ogqTiLgAd+uWupRx3virahBzbxI=">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</latexit>

reserve bid y
flexible power consumption

<latexit sha1_base64="2tGnXtFOZf/vjqyjKl1+tTltcaQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="PkvHw7XQgqtoRbzb489SkeENn9M=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="facB0hNwgoIfyH4Pv6H2iGou9NQ=">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</latexit>

Figure 4.1: Decision variables x, u, ∆u, y, which can be determined by the building, and
external variables s, v, which cannot be influenced.
After a bid is accepted at the reserve market, the building follows the request s by
appropriately changing its input from u to u + ∆u. More precisely, following [Old+12;
Zha+13; Dar+16], we use the conversion factor η ∈ Rm for translating input quantities
(e.g., heating levels) into power consumption (measured in kilowatt). We choose the
variable input ∆u such that sk = η > ∆uk for all k. Figure 4.2 illustrates the separation
between reserve bidding and the actual provision procedure.
Our approach focuses on the bidding process, particularly on determining a satisfiable
and financially profitable bid for the reserve market. Additionally, our bidding method
results in a rudimentary procedure to follow the reserve request during runtime, which
means that we relate ∆u to s. Our provision procedure can be complemented with more
sophisticated and iterative reserve tracking techniques as in [Tah+17; Kra+14; Bil+16],
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Figure 4.2: Bidding process and reserve provision. Left: Ahead of time, the building
offers a bid y on the reserve market. If the bid gets accepted, it receives the reward p> y.
The actual reserve request sk remains unknown at this point. Right: During runtime,
the building follows the reserve request sk within the previously offered range [−y k , y k ]
by adjusting its variable input ∆uk .
which can exploit newly-available information or incorporate grid models to fine-tune
the supply.

4.2.2

Individual Bidding Problem

Typically, buildings need to increase their nominal consumption u for being able to react
to symmetric reserve requests [VOA16]. The building’s objective is to optimally balance
the provision reward p> y and the nominal electricity cost c> u, i.e., it minimizes its overall
cost c> u − p> y. Here, the vector c is composed of subvectors ck = c̃k η, where c̃k ∈ R
is the electricity price, and η, as introduced before, converts input signals to power
consumption. Since the reserve request s ∈ RN is unknown at the time of bidding, we
introduce recourse into the formulation by choosing u and ∆u to be closed-loop policies
u(·) : RN → RNm

∆u(·) : R → R
N

Nm

s 7→ u

s 7→ ∆u,

(4.3a)
(4.3b)

which are parametrized functions that determine the actual input only when s becomes
known during runtime [SM98; Löf03; GKM06]. In other words, instead of determining the static values u, ∆u that prepare for the worst-case request s, we try to find
the optimal functional relation of u, ∆u and s. Compared to the conventional strategy,
closed-loop policies offer a larger degree of freedom and therefore potentially less conservative reserve bids [Zha+15]. We choose the policies to be causal such that uk , ∆uk only
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depend on s1 , . . . , sk . The building-individual reserve provision problem is
min

u(·),y

(4.4a)

c> u(0) − p> y

s.t. (u(·), y) ∈ C
1

2

(4.4b)

y = y = ··· = y .
N

(4.4c)

For simplicity, we use the nominal electricity cost c> u(0), which is based on the
case s = 0 where the grid operator does not request any reserves. Due to ∆u(0) = 0,
the variable input
h is not part of the
i objective. Alternatively, it is possible to use the
>
expected cost E c (u(s) + ∆u(s)) , provided that we have a probabilistic description
of the demanded reserve s [Zha+15]. Further, we choose not to model the minimum
reserve constraint y k ≥ ymin . To have such a constraint can lead to overall increasing
costs compared to not providing reserves at all. Instead, we purely maximize financial
profit, and we assume that the resulting bid is only placed at the market if it exceeds the
minimum size. To omit the minimum reserve constraint also benefits the construction
of the distributed setup, as we will clarify in Remark 4.2. The set C in (4.4b) captures
the building dynamics and the reserve provisioning mechanism as introduced before.
It encapsulates building-internal information, e.g., the state x, which in consequence
of (4.3) also becomes a policy. We define C as
n



C = (u(·), y) ∈ F × RN



∃ (∆u(·), x(·)) ∈ F × F s.t.


x(s) = Ax1 + B[u(s) + ∆u(s)] + Ev 


o
(x(s), u(s) + ∆u(s)) ∈ X × U  ∀s ∈ [−y, y] ,

s = (IN ⊗ η > )∆u(s) 

(4.5)

where F, in the most general case, is the infinite-dimensional space of causal functions
of type (4.3). Due to the optimization over policies and the infinite number of constraints, solving (4.4) is intractable in general. However, if we restrict F to contain
linear functions only, we can reformulate (4.4) as a convex optimization problem with a
finite number of constraints; see Appendix 4.6.1 and [Zha+17, Section 4] for an example.
Given such an appropriate choice of F, the constraint set C and therefore the individual
bidding problem (4.4) is finite-dimensional and convex. Indeed, finite dimensionality and
convexity of C are the only requirements for the analysis below. Hence, our approach is
compatible with different policy spaces and building models. Further, it can be used for
plug-in electric vehicles, house-mounted batteries, and any energy storage device that
has linear dynamics A, B, E and convex constraints X , U .
Remark 4.1. In some markets, the price p is also a decision variable, which increases
the computational cost significantly. To keep the computation simple, we can solve (4.4)
for different values of p, which results in a price-reserve curve that is bid on the market.
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4.2.3

Aggregated Bidding Problem

On their own, buildings are typically not able to meet the required minimum bid
size [VA16]. To overcome this, buildings can collaborate in an aggregation. We consider M buildings, indexed by b = 1, . . . , M , and we denote the reserve bids as yb , where
each building’s bid has the form yb = [yb1 ; . . . ; ybN ]. Similarly, we use ub , cb , and Cb for
the individual input, cost function, and constraint set. Buildings are compatible as long
as they agree on the bidding horizon N , which means that they can use different models
in Cb . We use non-calligraphic uppercase symbols for quantities associated with the entire
P
aggregation, e.g., we define the aggregated reserve Y = b yb , where Y = [Y 1 ; . . . ; Y N ].
The aggregated bidding problem is
min

Y,{ub (·),yb }

s.t.

M h
X

b=1

>
c>
b ub (0) − p Y

(ub (·), yb ) ∈ Cb
Y =

X

y
b b
2

∀b

i

Y 1 = Y = · · · = Y N.

(4.6a)
(4.6b)
(4.6c)
(4.6d)

In the aggregated problem, the time-constant constraint (4.6d) applies to the aggregated bid Y , which gives each building the freedom of time-varying bids yb as long as their
sum remains constant. This additional freedom increases the joint bid, as compared to
the trivial strategy of pooling individual bids obtained with (4.4). The potential increase
in Y comes at the cost of requiring a deeper collaboration between the buildings, as each
building has to shape its offer yb while considering the bids of all other buildings. If the
time-constant constraints (4.4c) and (4.6d) were not present, then (4.6) would simply
decompose into separate instances of (4.4), i.e., there would be no need for collaboration.
When the buildings agree on a joint bid Y that is also accepted at the reserve market,
then the grid operator can request his demand s from the aggregation during runtime.
Each building then changes its consumption proportionally to its share yb of the original
offer Y . Beyond the scope of our work, it is possible to successively reallocate the provision responsibilities within the aggregation during runtime, which can be especially useful
when taking a grid model and therefore local imbalances into account [Tah+17; Kra+14].
A direct centralized solution of (4.6) as outlined in Section 3.3.2 has several downsides: (i) Due to the large dimensionality, we require a powerful central processing unit,
which demands financial resources and restricts the aggregation size through limited
computational capabilities. (ii) The buildings need to disclose Cb , potentially including
sensitive information, which also implies that they cannot change Cb without informing
the central unit. (iii) The buildings delegate the decision process, i.e., they have to rely
on the central unit for finding a good solution to (4.6).
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Aggregated Bidding with ADMM

The aggregated problem (4.6) has the form of a multi-agent QP as in Section 3.3. By
using an aggregator-agent splitting, we decompose the problem into a sequence of smaller
problems, which results in conceptual benefits over a direct solution approach.

4.3.1

Aggregated Bidding with ADMM

As it was done for the multi-agent problem in Section 3.3, we partition the aggregated
bidding problem (4.6) to obtain a splitting form as in (2.1), i.e., we separate the decision
variables Y , {ub (·), yb } into two groups. Further, we need to associate each constraint
in (4.6) to one of the two groups, and we need to decide on a coupling relation. Our
goal is to associate the first group with the aggregation-specific variable Y . The second
group then only contains building-individual variables {ub (·), yb }. When pursuing such
a splitting, we struggle with assigning (4.6c) to one side, as it connects the aggregationspecific and building-individual variables. We overcome this difficulty by making (4.6c)
depend on the auxiliary decision variables {ȳb } = {ȳ1 , ȳ2 , . . . , ȳM }, which we constrain
to be equal to {yb }. Later on, it will become clear that having these extra variables
does not increase the computational burden. The resulting problem partition, shown in
Figure 4.3, is an equivalent reformulation of (4.6).

min

{ub (·),yb },Y,{ȳb }

s.t.

building-individual
P >
− p> Y
b cb ub (0)
(ub (·), yb ) ∈ Cb ∀b
Y =

P

b

ȳb

Y 1 = Y 2 = ··· = Y N
ȳb − yb = 0 ∀b
aggregation-specific
Figure 4.3: Separation of (4.6) into building-individual and aggregation-specific terms,
where we use the auxiliary variable ȳb = yb for b = 1, . . . , M .

When comparing the partitioned problem in Figure 4.3 to the basic ADMM splitting
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problem (2.1), we obtain the definitions
f (Y, {ȳb }) =

M h
X

b=1

i

(4.7a)

(Y, {ȳb }) + IY 1 =···=Y N (Y ) − p> Y

(4.7b)

c>
b ub (0) + ICb (ub (·), yb )

g ({ub (·), yb }) = IY =PM

b=1

ȳb

{ȳb } = {yb },

(4.7c)

where (4.7c) replaces the coupling constraint in (2.1). With (2.2) and Algorithm 2.1, we
obtain our proposed ADMM formulation for aggregated reserve bidding, which we show
in Algorithm 4.1.
Algorithm 4.1 ADMM for Aggregated Reserve Bidding
repeat
1

building-individual reserve proposition (b = 1, . . . , M )
ρ
>
2
(ub (·), yb ) ← arg min c>
b ub (0) − λb yb + 2 kȳb − yb k2
ub (·),yb

s.t. (ub (·), yb ) ∈ Cb

2

aggregation step
(Y, {ȳb }) ← arg min
Y,{ȳb }

M h
P
λ> ȳ

b=1

s.t. Y =

b

P

b

i

+ ρ2 kȳb − yb k22 − p> Y

b ȳb
2

Y = Y = ··· = Y N
1

3

Lagrangian mediation (b = 1, . . . , M )
λb ← λb + ρ(ȳb − yb )

until satisfaction of the stopping criterion
Algorithm 4.1 alternates between a building-individual step 1 , an aggregation-specific
step 2 , and Lagrangian mediation 3 . For the initialization, we set Y , ȳb , and λb to
zero. Proposition 4.1 constitutes the use of Algorithm 4.1.
Proposition 4.1. If Cb is nonempty, finite-dimensional, and convex for each building b, then Algorithm 4.1 converges to an optimal solution of the aggregated bidding
problem (4.6).
The proof of Proposition 4.1 follows from the convergence statement in Section 2.1.5.
We interpret Algorithm 4.1 as a negotiation process between the buildings and the aggregator. In 1 , each building proposes a reserve capacity yb that maximizes its profit.
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The aggregator, which receives these propositions, responds with the desired reserve
amount ȳb , chosen in 2 for achieving a time-invariant total reserve Y . The Lagrangian
update 3 forms a price mechanism that mediates between proposition yb and demand ȳb
to reach a consensus. Figure 4.4 illustrates the information exchange.

aggregator
y1 ,

y2 ,

1

ȳ1

2

ȳ2

Figure 4.4: Information exchange between the buildings and the aggregator within one
iteration of Algorithm 4.1. Illustrated is the case of M = 2.
The ADMM-based approach shows conceptual advantages when compared to a centralized solution of (4.6). Due to the building-individual execution of 1 , the constraint
sets Cb remain private, and the buildings can change them on their own. Also, the execution parallelizes naturally. Other benefits of Algorithm 4.1 derive from the simplicity
of its aggregation step, which is described in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2. The aggregation step
Ω=

1
M

M
X

2

has the solution

(ρyb − λb )

(4.8a)

b=1

Y =

M
1
ρN N ×N

ȳb =

1
ρ

where Ω is called the aggregate.

(Ω + p)

(ρyb − λb − Ω) +

(4.8b)
1
Y
M

∀b,

(4.8c)

Proposition 4.2, which we prove in Appendix 4.6.2, makes it possible to replace the
aggregation step with a set of closed-form algebraic equations. This signifies that the
computational complexity of 2 is negligible compared to the first (parallel) algorithm
step. As a consequence, the increased computational burden for large aggregations is
fully absorbed by the equally growing level of parallelism. The ADMM-based framework
also lowers the barriers to integrate new buildings into an existing aggregation. The
reason is the similarity between the individual problem (4.4) and the building-individual
step 1 in Algorithm 4.1, i.e., new buildings that switch from individual bidding practically keep performing the same optimization as before.
Remark 4.2. If we model a minimum bid constraint y k ≥ ymin in (4.4), and accordingly
Y k ≥ ymin in (4.6), then the aggregation step contains inequality constraints and therefore
does not have a closed-form solution anymore.
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4.3.2

Decentralized Computation

Algorithm 4.1 is flexible against configuration changes, avoids concentration of private
information, and behaves well from a computational perspective. Still, the algorithm
requires the acquisition and maintenance of a central computation facility, which poses
an organizational burden. To overcome this issue, we recognize that in the aggregation
step (4.8), only the aggregate Ω requires aggregation-global information. More specifically, we notice that when Ω is available, then each building can evaluate the previously
centralized operations (4.8b) and (4.8c) individually. Towards utilizing this, we define
the partial aggregate
Ωi =

1
M

i
X

(ρyb − λb ),

(4.9)

b=1

which we can accumulate by serially handing it from building to building. Each building b
then adds its own contribution M1 (ρyb − λb ), assuming that the aggregation size M is
known. Once we have reached Ω = ΩM , the buildings circulate the result back to make
it known to their neighbors. Figure 4.5 illustrates the communication procedure for the
case of four buildings. In general, we can use any connected communication graph that
covers the aggregation.
1
2

⌦1
⌦
⌦2

3

⌦

1st accumulate ⌦i
2nd circulate ⌦

⌦3

4

⌦ = ⌦4

Figure 4.5: Decentralized information exchange to make the aggregate Ω available to all
buildings. Illustrated is the case of M = 4.
Algorithm 4.2 summarizes the resulting decentralized formulation. The algorithm
is obtained by applying the previously described decentralization procedure to Algorithm 4.1, and by rotating its steps from 1 - 2 - 3 to 2 - 3 - 1 . The result is a grouped
building-individual step i and a serial communication step ii . Algorithm 4.2 is an
equivalent reformulation of Algorithm 4.1, i.e., both algorithms produce the same sequence of iterates when initialized the same. Therefore, all properties that are discussed
in this chapter equally apply to both algorithms. In subsequent sections, we again focus
on Algorithm 4.1, utilizing its more explicit aggregator-building composition to simplify
the arguments that follow.
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Algorithm 4.2 Decentralized ADMM for Aggregated Reserve Bidding
repeat
i

building-individual updates (b = 1, . . . , M )
ȳb ← ρ1 (ρyb − λb − Ω) +

1
1
ρN N ×N

(Ω + p)

λb ← λb + ρ(ȳb − yb )

ρ
>
2
(ub (·), yb ) ← arg min c>
b ub (0) − λb yb + 2 kȳb − yb k2
ub (·),yb

s.t.

ii

(ub (·), yb ) ∈ Cb

serial communication
accumulate Ωi and circulate Ω as shown in Figure 4.5

until satisfaction of the stopping criterion
end obtain the aggregated bid Y with (4.8b)

4.3.3

Feasible Extraction

During the iteration of Algorithm 4.1, the results of 1 and 2 satisfy their respective
constraints, however, are not compatible due to yb 6= ȳb . In other words, ADMM only
finds a solution that jointly satisfies all constraints in the limit, potentially requiring a
large number of iterations [RHL17a]. Here, we overcome this difficulty with a method
for extracting a jointly feasible solution after any number of ADMM iterations. This
extraction procedure has great value in practice as it makes it possible to terminate the
algorithm anytime, e.g., when we reach a given time limit. The following proposition
describes the procedure.
Proposition 4.3. Given

n{ub (·), yb }ofrom any iteration of Algorithm 4.1, we obtain a
F
suboptimal solution Y , uFb (·), ybF
that satisfies all constraints in (4.6) with
Y


ybk

F

F

= 1N ×1 min
k



Yk

= PM

F

k
j=1 yj

X

ybk
n

M

yk
b=1 b

(4.10a)
(4.10b)

∀ b, k

uFb (·) = arg min c>
b ub (0)
ub (·)
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ub (·), ybF ∈ Cb

o

∀b.

(4.10c)
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We show the proof of Proposition 4.3 in Appendix 4.6.2. According to (4.10a), we
obtain the feasible combined bid Y F by clipping the accumulated reserve offer to its
lowest value over time. With (4.10b), the individual reserve contributions yb are scaled
P
down to ybF , which then satisfy Y F = b ybF . In (4.10c), we reoptimize the input. Due
to ybF ≤ yb the previous policy ub (·) also remains feasible; however is less efficient. The
more algorithm iterations we perform before extracting a solution, the lower the overall
P
F
> F
cost b c>
b ub (0) − p Y . In Section 4.4.2, we empirically analyze how many iterations
are necessary to come reasonably close to the optimum.

4.3.4

Reward Distribution

When the grid operator accepts a reserve bid Y , the aggregation receives the reward
R = p> Y . We can distribute this reward in proportion to the offered reserves, i.e.,
building b gets
rb = p> yb .

(4.11)

P

Due to R = b rb , we do not distribute more or less than the total reward. A drawback
of this approach is that it does not account for the relative importance of a reserve
contribution, which we clarify at the example in Figure 4.6.

y1k , . . . , y6k , y7k
Y

k

kcrit
1

4

2

5
7

3

6

1 k
6Y

k

0

Figure 4.6: Illustrative example where seven buildings place an imbalanced reserve bid
over a period of N = 12 hours. During most of the time, six similar buildings (black)
jointly offer reserves y1 = y2 = · · · = y6 , while at k = kcrit a single building (red)
determines the total reserve Y k = y7k .
In Figure 4.6, a single building determines the combined reserve offer at the critical
time k = kcrit . We construct the example by using dynamic-free buildings and by
constraining the black buildings’ provision capability to zero at kcrit . Due to the timeconstant constraint, the aggregation cannot provide any reserves if the red building
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leaves the group. Conversely, if a black building exits the aggregation, the reserve offer
decreases only marginally (if at all), since the remaining black buildings can compensate
for it. Hence, due to its provision at kcrit , the red building is more important. With the
rewarding scheme (4.11) however, the importance of provision during a particular time
instance is not taken into account. The red building even earns less than any of the black
buildings, e.g., for a time-constant price p it only gets 6/11 of each black building’s profit.
We propose a Lagrangian-based approach to devise a reward allocation mechanism that
better reflects the contribution of each building to the performance of the aggregation.
As noted in Section 4.3.1, the Lagrange multipliers λb = (λ1b ; . . . ; λN
b ) depend on time k,
building b, and they also change with each ADMM iteration. Within Algorithm 4.1,
they orchestrate the buildings for achieving a constant combined reserve offer. For a
particular time instance, the intuition is that when the aggregation demand continually
exceeds a building’s proposition, i.e., ȳbk − ybk > 0, then the Lagrangian update
λkb ← λkb + ρ(ȳbk − ybk )

accumulates λkb towards a large value. The more difficult the provision, the larger λkb
grows before we reach a consensus. Figure 4.7 illustrates the mechanism for λkb ≥ 0.
In case of negative Lagrange multipliers, e.g., due to the initialization, it can be seen
from inspecting 1 and 2 in Algorithm 4.1 that we recover a non-negative Lagrange
multiplier quickly.
building proposition 1

aggregation step 2
X
>
min
b ȳb + ( . . . )
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Figure 4.7: Lagrangian mediation for λkb ≥ 0. If ȳbk > ybk , then λkb increases by ∆λkb
between ADMM iterations. This increase produces an incentive for raising ybk and lowering ȳbk , which reduces the gap between them. The amount of change in ybk and ȳbk
depends on the remaining constraints and objectives.
According to the mechanism in Figure 4.7, the Lagrange multipliers indicate the
time instances where the reserve provision is difficult. We use this effect to increase
the reward during such critical hours. More specifically, we define the Lagrangian-based
reward allocation
rbΛ = Λ> yb ,

(4.12)

where Λ ∈ RN is an alternative price vector that replaces the static reward p in (4.11). We
describe the relation between Λ and the Lagrange multipliers in the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.4. For Algorithm 4.1, the following is true.
(i) After each algorithm iteration, all buildings have the same Lagrange multiplier,
i.e., λ1 = · · · = λM . We write Λ = λb for any b, where Λ = [Λ1 ; . . . ; ΛN ].
(ii) The Lagrangian update (step

3

in Algorithm 4.1) can be written as Λ ←

ρ
Y
M

− Ω.

(iii) For a converged solution (Λ, Y, {yb }), the Lagrangian-based allocation rbΛ = Λ> yb
P
satisfies b rbΛ = R.




(iv) For a feasible suboptimal solution Y F , {ybF } that is obtained with Proposition 4.3,
and
ΩF =
Λ =
F

ρ
YF −Λ
M

1
ΩF
1
N
×N
N



(4.13a)

+p −Ω ,
F

(4.13b)

where Λ is obtained from the last algorithm iteration, the reward allocation rbΛ =
P
(ΛF )> ybF satisfies b rbΛ = R.

We show the proof of Proposition 4.4 in Appendix 4.6.2. In (i), we define the alternative price vector Λ as the building-invariant Lagrange multiplier. While the Lagrange
multiplier is the same for all buildings, it still varies over the bidding time, indicating the
hours where provision is difficult. In Statement (ii), we provide a simple equation for Λ.
Statement (iii) verifies that the allocation scheme distributes not more or less than the
total reward R, and Statement (iv) makes it possible to use Lagrangian-based allocation
after feasible extraction. We interpret the building-invariance of the Lagrange multipliers as follows: λb mediates between building proposal yb and aggregator demand ȳb .
However, the aggregator does not use any building-private information. In other words,
it decides on the reserve demand ȳb without being able to differentiate between the buildings. Therefore, it always asks for the same change ȳb − yb , which results in the same
multipliers.
The Lagrangian-based allocation provides an incentive to reduce provision imbalance.
Hence, it strengthens the group’s capability for providing reserves, which means that the
aggregation grows more resilient against failures and configuration changes. However, in
some situations, a pure utilization of the new allocation scheme can be overly extreme
for being economically acceptable, which becomes clear from Figure 4.8.
While the extreme reward concentration in Figure 4.8 is specific to the constructed
example, unrewarded hours can also occur in more generic setups. To alleviate this issue,
we can use a mixed reward α rb + (1 − α) rbΛ with an acceptable weight α ∈ [0, 1].
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Figure 4.8: Lagrange multiplier Λ, which results from to the example in Figure 4.6.
The reward concentrates in one point as a constraint limits the reserve provision only in
a single time instant and the buildings are dynamic-free.

4.4

Simulation Study

We apply ADMM-based reserve bidding in simulation, considering a 24-hour bidding period with hourly discretization. We use a test set of 300 building models, each generated
by random perturbation from one of the following prototypes.
(i) Small building, obtained from [Old11, Section 4.5]
– 3 states for temperatures, using comfort constraints between 21◦ C and 25◦ C
when the building is occupied
– 4 constrained inputs for radiator, cooled ceiling, floor heating, and mechanical
ventilation
– 3 modeled disturbances for outside temperature, solar radiation, and occupancy
(ii) Medium-sized building, obtained from [Dar+16]
– 33 states for temperatures, using comfort constraints between 20◦ C and 28◦ C
when the building is occupied
– 5 constrained inputs: 4 for blinds and 1 for heating
– 7 modeled disturbances: 1 for occupancy, 2 for ambient and ground temperature, and 4 for solar radiation
(iii) Large building, obtained from [Dar+16]
– 113 states for temperatures, using comfort constraints between 20◦ C and 28◦ C
when the building is occupied
– 9 constrained inputs: 4 for blinds and 5 for heating
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– 11 modeled disturbances: 5 for occupancy, 2 for ambient and ground temperature, and 4 for solar radiation
We classify the buildings in residential (mainly occupied during nighttime) and commercial (mainly occupied during daytime). Usually, the buildings provide most reserves
while being unoccupied, as they are less restricted then. To obtain tractable bidding
problems, we use linear decision rules as in Appendix 4.6.1 and [Zha+17, Section 4]. We
use free licenses for Yalmip [Lof04], Gurobi [Gur16], Julia [Bez+17], and JuMP [DHL17].

4.4.1

Example Scenario for Six Buildings
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We sample six buildings from the test set and obtain an aggregated reserve bid with
Algorithm 4.1. Figure 4.9 illustrates the resulting bids y1 to y6 (bottom), and the
Lagrange multiplier Λ (top).
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Figure 4.9: Example scenario of six buildings placing a joint reserve offer by solving (4.6).
The horizontal axis shows the bidding period. The day-night provision pattern identifies
three residential (blue) and three commercial (red) buildings.
In Figure 4.9, we show the bids y1 , . . . , y6 as a fraction of the combined bid Y (not
illustrated), which adds up to be time-constant. In a separate simulation, we solve the
individual problem (4.4) for each building, and we compare the result to the solution
of the aggregated problem as illustrated in Figure 4.9. We observe that aggregated
bidding with (4.6) yields a combined bid Y that is 57% larger than the accumulation
of individual solutions from (4.4). This considerable aggregation advantage results from
having a mixed group of residential and commercial buildings, which complement each
other to satisfy the time-constant constraint. For the Lagrange multiplier, we see a
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day-night pattern that indicates a provision shortage at night. Hence, the commercial
buildings are under-represented, and Lagrangian-based allocation places an incentive for
more commercial buildings to join the group.

4.4.2

Analysis of the Necessary Number of ADMM Iterations

The feasible extraction scheme presented in Section 4.3.3 provides the opportunity to
terminate the algorithm before it converges to a feasible solution. Therefore, the decision
for algorithm termination only depends on the objective value
J ({ub (·)}, Y ) =

M
X

b=1

>
c>
b ub (0) − p Y.

(4.14)
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Figure 4.10: Required iterations of Algorithm 4.1 to reach |J F − J ? |/J ? ≤ 1%, depending
on the aggregation size M . For each aggregation size, we sample ten combinations of
buildings from the building test set, and we show the average and range of the necessary
number of ADMM iterations.
In Figure 4.10, we observe: (i) on average only 18 ADMM iterations are needed
to come within 1% of the best-achievable objective; (ii) the range between different
instances of the same aggregation size is about ±7 iterations; and (iii) the ADMM
convergence characteristics (average and range) are fairly constant with the aggregation
size. We expect the low number of iterations (i) and the small range (ii) as we have
concentrated the main computational effort into the building-individual updates, which
leaves a comparably simple and invariant task to the ADMM-based negotiation process.
For the invariance to the aggregation size (iii), we note that the closed-form aggregation
step (4.8) only depends on averaged information Ω. Hence, the mediation effort is
not expected to vary with the number of buildings that contribute to this average.
With feasible extraction and the observations from Figure 4.10, we can be confident
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to use the simplest possible ADMM termination criterion, namely just stopping after a
fixed number of iterations (e.g., 25). Besides being conceptually simple, this stopping
criterion also leads to a fixed number of communication rounds between the buildings,
which makes the entire decision process well-timed and easy to handle. In particular,
given that we impose a time-limit for solving the building-individual problem, the total
negotiation time that is required to obtain a joint reserve bid is constant.

4.5

Conclusions

We discuss how flexible energy consumers, particularly buildings, can collaborate to
provide frequency reserves in a reserve market setting. We show that when we use a specialized ADMM-based approach, we obtain conceptual benefits, such as low set-up costs,
fully decentralized computation, scalability, privacy, flexibility, and autonomy in the participating buildings. These benefits make the specialization worthwhile, even in absence
of solution time pressure or hardware limitations. We also show that ADMM provides
a reward allocation scheme that reduces provision imbalance and therefore strengthens
the group’s capability to provide reserves. Finally, we emphasize the practicality of our
approach by describing feasible extraction schemes that lead to a predictable stopping
criterion and therefore a constant time to obtain a joint reserve bid.

4.6

Appendices

In this section, we collect additional material and appendices that support and extend
the content of this chapter.

4.6.1

Tractable Formulation of Building Constraints

In [Zha+14; Zha+17], three steps are taken to obtain a tractable reformulation of (4.5).
First, the uncertain reserve request s ∈ [−y, y] is represented through the normalized
disturbance ζ = [ζ 1 ; . . . ; ζ N ] ∈ [−1, 1] ⊂ RN , such that s = s(ζ) = diag(y) ζ. This
parametrization has the advantage that the normalized uncertainty set [−1, 1] is independent of the decision variable y, which simplifies the maximization of the uncertainty
set [−y, y] [Zha+14, Section 3]. In a second step, the control policies u(s) and ∆u(s) are
reparametrized with respect to the normalized disturbance as ũ(ζ) and ∆ũ(ζ), which
is still non-restrictive [Zha+14, Proposition 3]. In a third (restrictive) step, affine
parametrizations ũ(ζ) = Kζ + κ and ∆ũ(ζ) = F ζ are used, where K, F ∈ L ⊆ RN m×N ,
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L is the set of lower block-diagonal matrices, and κ ∈ RN m is a vector. The optimization
is then performed over K, F , κ and y, which results in
C=

n

(u(·), y)

∃ (K, F, κ, ũ(·), ∆ũ(·), x(·)) s.t.

ũ(ζ) = u(diag(y) ζ) = Kζ + κ, ∆ũ(ζ) = F ζ, K, F ∈ L,

x(ζ) = Ax1 + B[ũ(ζ) + ∆ũ(ζ)] + Ev, 


o
(x(ζ), ũ(ζ) + ∆ũ(ζ)) ∈ X × U,  ∀ζ ∈ [−1, 1] .

y = (IN ⊗ η > )F ζ 

(4.15)

If F contains linear functions only, (4.15) is consistent with (4.5). Note that (4.15) still
has an infinite number of constraints. By following the procedure in [Zha+17, Section 4],
the resulting problem can be written as an exact dual reformulation with finitely many
constraints. While the problem is convex and finite-dimensional, its solution remains
computationally challenging. The reason is that the parametrization of the input ũ(·)
with the matrix K introduces a large number of decision variables. One way to reduce
the computational complexity, at the cost of an increasingly conservative solution, is to
impose structure on K. Popular strategies include restricting K to be block-diagonal,
or even setting K = 0, which means that ũ is preallocated and only ∆ũ depends on the
actual reserve request.

4.6.2

Proofs

Proof of Proposition 4.2
To simplify the notation, we use y = [y1 ; . . . ; yb ] and similarly ȳ and λ. The aggregation
step then is
min
λ> ȳ + ρ2 kȳ − yk22 − p> 1N ×1 Y k
k
Y ,ȳ

s.t. 1N ×1 Y k = (11×M ⊗ IN )ȳ,

(4.16a)
(4.16b)

where Y = 1N ×1 Y k , i.e., Y is parametrized by a single decision variable Y k ∈ R, which
ensures that Y 1 = Y 2 = · · · = Y N . To avoid confusion with the solution of Algorithm 4.1,
we denote the solution to (4.16) as (Y k , ȳ). According to [NW06, Section 16.2], this
solution satisfies the optimality conditions
0 = 11×N (η + p)
1
ρ

ȳ = y + (−λ − (1M ×1 ⊗ IN )η)

1N ×1 Y k = (11×M ⊗ IN )ȳ,
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where η is the optimal value of the Lagrange multiplier associated with (4.16b). By
using the Schur-complement method in [NW06], we show that the equation system of
optimality conditions is solved by
Yk =
η=
ȳ =

1
(11×N M (ρy − λ) + M 11×N p)
ρN


k
1
(1
⊗
I
)
(ρy
−
λ)
−
ρ1
Y
1×M
N
N
×1
M
1
(M − 1M ×M ⊗ IN )(y − ρ1 λ) + M1 IN M ×1 Y k ,
M

(4.18a)
(4.18b)
(4.18c)

where we can write (4.18c) component-wise. By using the aggregate
Ω=

1
(11×M
M

⊗ IN )(ρyb − λb )

(4.19)

we conclude the proof.
Proof of Proposition 4.3
The feasible shared reserve Y F satisfies the time-constant constraint (4.6d). From (4.10b)
we obtain
M
X

(ybk ) = Y F ,
F

b=1

i.e., (4.6c) is satisfied. It remains to show that (4.10c) has a solution for all b. Due to
PM k
k
k F
k F
b=1 yb ≥ (Y ) , equation (4.10b) ensures that (yb ) ≤ yb . Hence, by construction of C
in (4.5), (4.10c) is always feasible.
Proof of Proposition 4.4
By inserting (4.8c) in step 3 of Algorithm 4.1, we obtain λb = Mρ Y − Ω for any b, which
proves (ii). Statement (i) follows as Y and Ω are aggregated quantities. In (iii), we
consider solutions with ȳb = yb , which we combine with (4.8b), (4.8c) to
Λ=

1
1
(Ω
N N ×N

+ p) − Ω.

Statement (iv) gives the same relation for ΛF , ΩF . In both cases, we multiply 11×N from
the left and use N1 11×N 1N ×N = 11×N . The result is 11×N ΛF = 11×N p. Statements (iii)
and (iv) follow from writing 11×N as a sum and by multiplying Y F from the right.
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CHAPTER

Decentralized Coordination
and Collision Avoidance
UR second specialized ADMM formulation is a coordination and collision avoidance protocol for moving agents. Similar to the previous chapter, the main drivers
for specializing the algorithm formulation are conceptual necessities given by the surrounding problem setup. We consider an aggregation of agents where each agent is
tracking a target location while adhering to its dynamics constraint. The agents are
coupled through nonconvex collision avoidance constraints that enforce a minimum distance between each agent pair. We model the setup as a multi-agent problem, and we
employ a decentralized agent-agent splitting similar as in Section 3.3.4. The agent-agent
formulation leads to pure neighbor-to-neighbor communication without a central aggregator. To handle the nonconvexity of the collision avoidance constraint, we propose a
successive linearization procedure which becomes part of the algorithm formulation. We
further reinterpret the algorithm by taking its focus from the overall aggregation towards
the point of view of a single agent. In this way, we obtain an action protocol for each
agent, such that all agents operate in local coordinates and interact with their direct
neighbors only. The resulting complete decentralization brings a large flexibility to the
setup, e.g., agents can join or leave self-organized, and they can autonomously change
their objectives and constraints. Additionally, we show modifications of the algorithm
that are specific to the moving agent problem, such as a deadlock protection mechanism
and the handling of uncooperative agents.

O

This chapter is based on the publication [Rey+18a].
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5.1

Introduction

A rising level of automation in multi-agent systems leads to a demand for scalable, versatile, and fast coordination schemes. Prominent application areas are autonomous driving,
marine navigation, process line automation, and coordination of flight vehicles, such as
quadcopters and drones. We advocate an optimization-based coordination method that
uses MPC and ADMM. The agents have linear dynamics and follow a position target,
while nonconvex constraints prevent collisions. We avoid a central coordination facility which would establish a single point of failure, limit the number of agents by its
computational capabilities, and require all agents’ blind trust in assigning collision-free
trajectories. Instead, we devise a communication and control protocol where all agents
share the coordination effort. Our method stands out by evolving around the agents’
point of view, i.e., each agent navigates in a local coordinate system and communicates with neighboring agents only. The agents participate equally and simultaneously
through frequent communication. This fully decentralized paradigm leads to a high level
of agent-autonomy, tolerates frequent setup changes, and promotes resilience against failures. We handle the nonconvex collision avoidance constraint through first-order Taylor
approximation at each ADMM iteration. While this linearization curtails the solution
space of the nonconvex problem, it results in a lightweight and therefore fast formulation
that guarantees collision avoidance upon convergence. As we linearize at each ADMM
iteration, we achieve a high adaptation rate, which reduces the negative influence of
the solution space curtailment. We show that our method handles static obstacles and
formation flight, as well as uncooperative agents that do not communicate. Figure 5.1
illustrates the setup.

static obstacle

neighborhood

cooperative
agents

safety
radius

point-of-view
agent

planned
trajectory

uncooperative
agent

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the coordination setup in two dimensions, centered around the
point of view of a single agent.
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Related Literature
The review focuses on optimization-based coordination; an excellent overview of the
greater field is presented in [ZNL17]. In [RH02], collisions are avoided by partitioning
the space into convex safe-regions, which leads to a mixed-integer optimization problem.
By using the same mixed-integer models, [TRC14] advocates a distributed scheme where
agents take turns in modifying the planned trajectories. Compared to [RH02; TRC14],
we linearize the collision avoidance constraint, which avoids the substantial computational burden of binary decision variables. In [Rou+08; CHL10; CHL11], a hierarchical
approach is pursued, where collision avoidance is separated from other tasks, such as
satisfying local constraints. We follow a different route by handling all coordination aspects simultaneously. Being closer related to our approach, [OG15] develops an efficient
ADMM-based coordination method, however still uses partially centralized elements.
The same is true for [ZNL15; ZNL17], which devise a coordination procedure that requires a central facility. Further, in [OG15; ZNL15; ZNL17], the linearization of the
avoidance constraint is performed only once per MPC call, which results in less frequent
adaptation and therefore potentially less reactive agents. On the other hand, [OG15;
ZNL15; ZNL17] go beyond our setup by including nonlinear agent dynamics. Another
related line of research is [MVP16; VP17c; MVP17], where an agent navigates through
an environment with moving obstacles by using spline-based trajectories. This setup
is extended in [VP16; VP17b; VP17a] to include multiple agents and inter-agent collision avoidance. The most recent work [VP17a] contains an ADMM-based procedure
that is related to our approach. The difference lies in the convexification of the collision
avoidance constraint, where our approach adheres more closely to the standard ADMM
framework. Another prominent difference is that we use discrete-time systems instead of
splines. The work in [VP17a] goes beyond our setup with thoughts on recursive feasibility and suboptimal algorithm termination. Conversely, we complement [VP17a] with the
use of local coordinate systems, a deadlock-protection mechanism, and a more rigorous
discussion of convergence guarantees. The entire line [MVP16; VP17c; MVP17; VP16;
VP17b; VP17a] contains excellent application examples.

5.2

Centralized Setup and Convex Formulation

In this section, we define the coordination problem, and we present the linearization of
the collision avoidance constraint.
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5.2.1

Coordination Problem

We consider a setup where M agents navigate in an n-dimensional space under the
presence of nonconvex collision avoidance constraints. We approach this problem in
a discrete-time MPC framework, where an optimization routine updates the planned
trajectories at each time step. At first, we focus on a centralized formulation that
coordinates all agents. The nonconvex coordination problem is
min

{xi ,vi ,ai }i

XM

i=1

Ji (xi , ai )

s.t. (xi , vi , ai ) ∈ Ci ∀i

hij (xi , xj ) ≥ 0 ∀i, j and j 6= i,

(5.1a)
(5.1b)
(5.1c)

where we write {xi , vi , ai }i for {(xi , vi , ai ) | i = 1, . . . , M }. We use the position xi , velocity vi , and acceleration ai along the planned trajectory for agent i. Below, we define
the parametrization (xi , vi , ai ), the objectives Ji , the dynamics Ci , and the nonconvex
avoidance constraints hij .

5.2.2

Agent Modeling

Trajectories and Dynamics
Each agent i has a current position x0i ∈ Rn , velocity vi0 ∈ Rn , and acceleration a0i ∈ Rn .
Initialized with these values, we predict its movement with constrained double-integrator
dynamics


xk+1
= xki + T vik 
i
vik+1 = vik + T aki 

k = 0, 1, . . . , N + 1

(xk+2
, vik+1 , aki ) ∈ (Xi × Vi × Ai ) k = 1, . . . , N,
i

(5.2a)
(5.2b)

where × is the Cartesian product and T > 0 is the discretization interval. The sets Xi ,
Vi , and Ai model static obstacles, as well as limits for velocity and acceleration. We
require these sets to be convex. The sets further can be changed between MPC calls,
+2
e.g., in relation to the agent’s position and orientation. We collect xi = [x3i ; ...; xN
],
i
N +1
2
1
N
vi = [vi ; ...; vi ], and ai = [ai ; ...; ai ], which are the free decision variables as illustrated
in Figure 5.2. For (5.1b), we then use Ci = {(xi , vi , ai ) | (5.2) is satisfied}.
Individual Objectives
Each agent has the objective
Ji (xi , ai ) = kxi − ri k2Q + kai k2R ,
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vi

vi1 (a0i )

x1i (vi0 )

vi2 (a1i ) vi3 (a2i )

x2i (vi1 ) x3i (vi2 )

vi4 (a3i )

x4i (vi3 )

x5i (vi4 )

xi

Figure 5.2: Trajectory for N = 3. The free decision variables, which are not determined
by the initial conditions (x0i , vi0 , a0i ), are indicated in red.
where kxi − ri k2Q is equal to (xi − ri )> Q(xi − ri ), ri is the target trajectory, and Q, R
are positive definite weight matrices. In combination with the term kai k2R , the matrix R
adjusts the acceleration intensity. It is possible to choose ri relative to other agents,
which makes them move in formations.
Collision Avoidance
Agents prevent collisions by placing Euclidean spheres with safety radius ∆i around
themselves. For each agent pair (i, j), this is encoded with
hij (xi , xj ) =

min

k=3,...,N +2

kxki − xkj k2 − ∆i .

(5.4)

Neighborhoods
Towards a decentralized formulation, we introduce a concept of neighborhoods. We
define
n

o

Ni = j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M }\{i} kx0i − x0j k2 ≤ ∆dect ,

(5.5)

where ∆dect > 0 is the detection distance that all agents have in common. We assume
that ∆dect is large enough, such that agents detect each other before they need coordination. In this case, we can enforce the collision avoidance constraint (5.1c) for j ∈ Ni
only, without changing the problem.

5.2.3

Convex Problem Formulation

We perform a first-order Taylor approximation of the avoidance constraint around nominal trajectories (x̄i , x̄j ). The strategy to choose and update these trajectories is described
in Section 5.3.2. For the moment we assume them to be given. Similar to [ASD12], we
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use


gijk (xki , xkj ) = ηijk

>

h̄ij (xi , xj ) =

min

ηik =



(xki − xkj ) − (x̄ki − x̄kj ) − ∆i

k=3,...,N +2

gijk (xki , xkj )

(5.6a)
(5.6b)

(x̄ki − x̄kj )
.
kx̄ki − x̄kj k2

(5.6c)

As illustrated in Figure 5.3, the linear functions gijk are used to avoid collisions at
each step along the given nominal trajectories. The construction results in the convex
approximation h̄ij of the original nonconvex constraint hij .
x̄j

x̄kj

k
gij
(x̄ki , x̄kj )

k
⌘ij

x̄ki

kx̄ki

x̄kj k2

i

0

i

=0

x̄i

Figure 5.3: Linearization around nominal trajectories at one time instance.
The problem formulation with the linearized avoidance constraint, including the concept of neighborhoods, is
min

{xi ,vi ,ai }i

XM

i=1

Ji (xi , ai )

s.t. (xi , vi , ai ) ∈ Ci ∀i

h̄ij (xi , xj ) ≥ 0 ∀i and j ∈ Ni .

(5.7a)
(5.7b)
(5.7c)

The feasible set of the linearized problem (5.7) is an inner approximation of the nonconvex problem’s feasible set. This curtailment causes the trajectories that are obtained
from solving the linear problem to be more conservative. For this reason, the agents’
reactivity depends on the quality of the chosen linearization trajectories (x̄i , x̄j ).

5.3

Decentralized Optimization with ADMM

In this section, we show the decentralized approach for agent coordination and we discuss
several extensions.
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Decentralized Optimization with ADMM

ADMM for Coordination of Moving Agents

The linearized coordination problem (5.7) is a variation of the multi-agent problem
in Section 3.3, where the coupling is an inequality instead of an equality constraint.
Despite this difference, we solve (5.7) with a similar agent-agent splitting as discussed
in Section 3.3. We use wi , which is an agent-local trajectory duplicate, and wi )j , which
is the i-th agent’s duplicate of the j-th agent’s trajectory. We interpret wi )j as the
trajectory proposal from i to j. The resulting equivalent reformulation of the linearized
coordination problem (5.7) is
min

{xi ,wi ,vi ,ai }i ,
{wi )j }i,j

XM

i=1

Ji (xi , ai )

s.t. (xi , vi , ai ) ∈ Ci

h̄ij (wi , wi )j ) ≥ 0

(5.8a)
∀i

∀i and j ∈ Ni

wi = xi ; wi )j = xj ∀i and j ∈ Ni ,

(5.8b)
(5.8c)
(5.8d)

where the collision avoidance constraint (5.8c) does not depend on the original trajectories xi anymore. We write (5.8) in the form of the partitioned splitting problem (2.1)
by associating the agent-individual variables {xi , vi , ai }i with y, and the coordination
variables {wi , wi )j }i,j with z.
Before we adapt Algorithm 2.1 to this setting, we shift our point of view from the
multi-agent problem to the perspective of agent i. We drop the index i from xi , Ji , h̄ij ,
Ci , and Ni . Further, we write wj ) = wj )i and w )j = wi )j . Consistent with the previous
interpretation, wj ) is a proposal that the point-of-view agent receives from agent j.
Conversely, w )j is sent to agent j. Algorithm 5.1 shows the coordination method and
Proposition 5.1 describes how the algorithm is used to solve (5.7). We show details of
the algorithm formulation and the proof of the proposition in Appendix 5.6.1.
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Algorithm 5.1 Coordination procedure for each agent.
update N and initialize λ, w, {λ )j , λj ), wj )}j∈N
repeat
1:

prediction: update (x, v, a) with
arg min J(x, a) + λ> (x − w) + ρ2 kx − wk22 +
x,v,a

Ph >
λ (x − w

j∈N

s.t. (x, v, a) ∈ C

?

communication: send x to j ∈ N ; receive {xj }j∈N

2:

coordination: update (w, {w )j }j∈N ) with
arg min λ> (x − w) + ρ2 kx − wk22 +

w,{w )j }j∈N

s.t. h̄j (w, w )j ) ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ N

3:

Ph >
λ (x

j∈N

)j

j

j)

ρ
2
j )) + 2 kx − wj )k2

− w )j ) + ρ2 kxj − w )j k22

i

i

mediation: update (λ, {λ )j }j∈N ) with
λ ← λ + ρ(x − w)
λ )j ← λ )j + ρ(xj − w )j ) ∀j ∈ N

?

communication:
send (λ )j , w )j ) to j ∈ N ; receive {λj ), wj )}j∈N

Proposition 5.1. If all agents simultaneously use Algorithm 5.1, then they jointly converge to an optimal solution of the linearized problem (5.7), as long as a finite solution
exists.
Algorithm 5.1 contains steps for prediction, coordination, and mediation, as well as
two rounds of communication. In the prediction step, the agent plans a trajectory x that
satisfies its dynamics and pursues its objective. While doing so, it remains close to its
collision-free trajectory w, as well as the trajectories {wj )}j that were proposed by its
neighbors. The plans x, {xj }j are then exchanged. In the coordination step, the agent
develops strategies w, {w )j }j that orchestrate the neighborhood to become collision-free,
while remaining close to the previous plans x, {xj }j . We can execute the associated
optimization efficiently since it separates along the prediction horizon. In the mediation step, Lagrange multipliers λ, {λ )j }j accumulate the gap between plans x, {xj }j and
collision-avoiding trajectories w, {w )j }j . By influencing the prediction and coordination
steps, the multipliers promote a consensus between all trajectories and agents. In the
final communication step, the agents exchange the Lagrange multipliers and trajectory
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proposals. Figure 5.4 illustrates the communication procedure.
x

xj

point-of-view x, a, v h̄
agent J, C, N j

)j , w )j

,w

agent j

j ) , wj )

Figure 5.4: Communication of the point-of-view agent with agent j during one iteration
of Algorithm 5.1.
For the initialization of Algorithm 5.1, we use time-shifted trajectories from the
previous MPC call, as shown in [VP17a]. This warm-starting strategy potentially reduces
the computational burden, especially in slow changing environments.

5.3.2

Adaptive Linearization

We consider the curtailed solution space of (5.1) and the resulting conservative trajectory
choice as the most pressing limitation of linearization-based coordination methods. We
follow the rationale that the more often we update the linearization, the higher the
potential to reduce conservatism. Many existing approaches [OG15; ZNL15; ZNL17]
linearize around the results of the previous MPC call. To obtain a higher adaptation
rate, we instead utilize the iterative nature of ADMM to adapt the nominal trajectories in
each algorithm iteration. Modification 5.1 and Proposition 5.2 constitute the procedure.
The proposition is true since the modification is without effect once h̄j reaches a fixed
point.
Modification 5.1 Adaptive linearization for Algorithm 5.1.
+

To be added before the coordination step:
update {h̄j }j∈N based on (5.6) and x, {xj }j∈N

Proposition 5.2. If all agents use Algorithm 5.1 with Modification 5.1, and the iterations of all agents converge, then the solution is optimal for the successively adapted
linearized problem (5.7).
Proposition 5.2, as opposed to Proposition 5.1, does not guarantee convergence. In
fact, by adapting h̄j during the ADMM iteration, we change (5.7) while solving it.
The regularization terms in the prediction and coordination updates curb the adaption
process, smoothening the change. Since all of our simulations behave well, we tolerate the
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absence of a convergence guarantee for the benefit of potentially reduced conservatism.
In case a procedure is required that combines both, we use Modification 5.1 for the
first K iterations only, which results in partially adaptive linearization while inheriting
the guarantees of Proposition 5.1.

5.3.3

Deadlock Protection

Even with adaptive linearization, the options of an agent can become much more limited
than with a nonconvex approach. A prominent example is a head-to-head encounter of
two agents, which results in a deadlock where both agents slow down and stop. Figure 5.5
illustrates the situation.

⌘jk

x

xk

xkj

xj

Figure 5.5: Frontal deadlock situation. Due to the linearized collision avoidance constraint, there is no option to move above or below.
We prevent a deadlock situation by modifying each local linearization gik through
rotation of ηjk , which preserves the integrity of the collision avoidance constraint. We
use
ηjk ← Rϕ ηjk

∀k = 3, . . . , N + 2,

(5.9)

where the matrix Rϕ ∈ Rn×n performs a rotation by the positive angle ϕ. Modification 5.2 describes the deadlock protection.
Modification 5.2 Deadlock protection for Algorithm 5.1 with Modification 5.1.
+

To be added after the adaptive linearization step:
if h̄j unchanged and (xk − xk−1 )
then rotate all ηjk by ϕ

ηjk = 0 ∀k

In Modification 5.2, we first detect whether h̄j remained unchanged in the last algorithm iteration. We then use the cross product
to determine whether the normal
k
vectors {ηj }k are in parallel with the current trajectory. In higher dimensions, we use
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the Hodge star operator. If all vectors are in parallel, we are in a locked situation, and
we break the tie as noted in (5.9). The released trajectories then converge around each
other by themselves; therefore, the actual value of ϕ > 0 does not affect the result.
Figure 5.6 shows the release of the deadlock.

'

x

xj
⌘jk

Figure 5.6: Release of the locked situation through rotation of ηjk by ϕ.

5.3.4

Local Coordinate Systems

So far, we have assumed that all agents navigate in the same coordinate system, which
conflicts with our notion of decentralization. Instead, it is desirable that each agent
operates and communicates in local coordinates. Towards this, we assume that all agents
have a common notion of orientation, e.g., they orient towards the magnetic north or any
other distant fixed point. Moreover, we assume that agents can determine the relative
position of their neighbors. Figure 5.7 illustrates the situation.

N

x0j2
x0j1

dj2
dj1

O
W

0

x S

dj3

x0j3

Figure 5.7: Local coordinate system at the position of the point-of-view agent. The
relative positions of the neighbors are shown in red.
We denote the relative position of the j-th neighbor as dj . To parse incoming communication to the local coordinates, we use Modification 5.3. The Lagrange multipliers
are translation-invariant and therefore unaffected.
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Modification 5.3 Local coordinates for Algorithm 5.1.
+

To be added after the first communication step:
xj ← xj + [dj ; dj ; . . . ; dj ] ∀j ∈ N

+

To be added after the second communication step:
wj ) ← wj ) + [dj ; dj ; . . . ; dj ] ∀j ∈ N

5.3.5

Uncooperative Agents

Agents are uncooperative if they neither send nor accept trajectory proposals. The pointof-view agent collects unresponsive neighbors in N u , leaving cooperative neighbors in
N c = N \N u . The agent does not receive (xj , λj ), wj )) from its uncooperative neighbors,
and it expects that the coordination request (λ )j , w )j ) is not heard. To be able to handle
this situation, we require that the point-of-view agent detects the current position and
velocity (x0j , vj0 ) of uncooperative agents. By assuming a constant velocity, the agent
then constructs an expected trajectory xj with (5.2a). Further, it uses wj ) = x, i.e., it
pretends that the uncooperative agent does not propose trajectory changes. Also, when
coordinating its neighborhood, the point-of-view agent adds the constraint w )j = xj ,
i.e., it assumes that it cannot affect the uncooperative agent. Figure 5.8 illustrates the
resulting procedure, and Modification 5.4 shows the necessary changes to our algorithm.

xj
point-of-view x, a, v
xj
agent J, C, N h̄j
,w
wj ) = x
w )j = xj

x0j , vj0

uncoooperative
agent j 2 N u

Figure 5.8: Handling of an uncooperative agent as noted in Modification 5.4.
Through Modification 5.4, the Lagrange multipliers {λj )}j∈N u become irrelevant.
Proposition 5.3, proven in Appendix 5.6.2, constitutes the use of Modification 5.4.
Proposition 5.3. We augment (5.7) with additional constraints that fix immovable trajectories of uncooperative agents. If all uncooperative agents travel at constant velocity,
then Algorithm 5.1 with Modification 5.4 converges to a solution of the augmented problem, as long as a finite solution exists.
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Modification 5.4 Information augmentation for Algorithm 5.1.
+

We execute both communication steps for N c only

+

To be added after the first communication step:
measure {x0j , vj0 }j∈N u ; estimate {xj }j∈N u

+

To be added after the second communication step:
wj ) ← x ∀j ∈ N u

+

We augment the coordination step with the constraint:
w )j = xj

5.3.6

∀j ∈ N u

Algorithm Summary

We obtain the final coordination method by applying all modifications to Algorithm 5.1.
We show the result in Algorithm 5.2, where the adaptive linearization does not hinder convergence since it only affects the first K iterations. Hence, the statement of
Proposition 5.3 also applies for Algorithm 5.2.
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Algorithm 5.2 Coordination procedure, including Modification 5.1– 5.4.
update N = N c ∪ N u , {dj }j∈N

initialize λ, w, {λ )j , λj ), wj )}j∈N
repeat
1:

prediction: update (x, v, a) with
i
Ph >
arg min J(x, a) + λ> (x − w) + ρ2 kx − wk22 +
λj )(x − wj )) + ρ2 kx − wj )k22
x,v,a

j∈N

s.t. (x, v, a) ∈ C

?

communication: send x to j ∈ N c ; receive {xj }j∈N c
xj ← xj + [dj ; dj ; . . . ; dj ] ∀j ∈ N c

+

information augmentation:
measure {x0j , vj0 }j∈N u ; estimate {xj }j∈N u

+

adaptive linearization: (only in first K iterations)
update {h̄j }j∈N based on (5.6) and x, {xj }j∈N

+

deadlock protection:
if h̄j unchanged and (xk − xk−1 )
then rotate all ηjk by ϕ

2:

ηjk = 0 ∀k

coordination: update (w, {w )j }j∈N ) with
i
Ph >
arg min λ> (x − w) + ρ2 kx − wk22 +
λ )j (xj − w )j ) + ρ2 kxj − w )j k22
w,{w )j }j∈N

j∈N

s.t. h̄j (w, w )j ) ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ N
w )j = xj ∀j ∈ N u

3:

mediation: update (λ, {λ )j }j∈N ) with
λ ← λ + ρ(x − w)
λ )j ← λ )j + ρ(xj − w )j ) ∀j ∈ N

?

communication:
send (λ )j , w )j ) to j ∈ N c ; receive {λj ), wj )}j∈N c
wj ) ← wj ) + [dj ; dj ; . . . ; dj ] ∀j ∈ N c

+

information augmentation: wj ) ← x ∀j ∈ N u
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Simulation Study

Simulation Study

We consider four agents in R2 that approach a common intersection point. One of
the agents is uncooperative. Figure 5.9 shows the closed-loop trajectories where the
cooperative agents use Algorithm 5.2 to determine their trajectories. The individual
optimization problems are solved with Gurobi [Gur16].

40

agent 1
(uncooperative)

R2

20

point-of-view
agent
0

agent 2

-20

agent 3

-40
-40

-20

0

20

40

Figure 5.9: Closed-loop avoidance scenario with four agents closing in around the origin.
The uncooperative agent is shown in red.

In the shown situation, the agents avoid collisions while they maintain their direction
of travel. Figure 5.10 shows one prediction from the closed loop simulation.
For the situation that is shown in Figure 5.10, Algorithm 5.2 converges without freezing the linearization, which exceeds the given guarantees. Moreover, by using a nonconvex solver [WB06], we can verify that the converged result attains a local minimum of the
initial problem (5.1). Algorithm 5.2 reaches reasonable accuracy in 60 iterations. Surprisingly, we observe that adaptive linearization increases the average convergence speed.
A reason can be that the adaptation eases the linearized constraint, i.e., while moving
around another agent, the constraint retreats from the planned trajectory. The resulting
room for maneuvering may benefit the convergence speed since ADMM is observed to
be particularly slow in heavily constrained situations [RHL17a].
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Figure 5.10: Left: Converged trajectory plans in the coordinate system of the point-ofview agent when being close to the intersection point. Right: convergence of x to its
final value x? .

5.5

Conclusions

We advocate an ADMM-based solution for coordination problems, which relies on adaptive linearization and results in a lightweight and therefore fast procedure. A high level
of decentralization characterizes our method, which we present as a communication and
action protocol from a single agent’s point of view. If the adaptive linearization is
frozen after a fixed number of algorithm iterations, and a feasible solution exists, then
we guarantee that a consensus among all agents is reached. Motivated by the coordination setting, we have introduced a range of algorithm modifications, and we have
demonstrated the viability of our method in simulation.

5.6

Appendices

In this section, we collect additional material and appendices that support and extend
the content of this chapter.

5.6.1

Formulation of Algorithm 5.1 and proof of Proposition 5.1

To connect to the notation of the basic splitting problem (2.1), we use zi = [wi ; wi )j ; . . . ]
for j ∈ Ni , yi = [xi ; vi ; ai ], z = [z1 ; . . . ; zM ], and y = [y1 ; . . . ; yM ]. A comparison
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with (2.1) yields
f (y) =
g(z) =

M h
X

i

Ji (xi , ai ) + ICi (xi , vi , ai )

i=1
M hX
X
i=1

j∈Ni

(5.10a)

i

Ih̄ij (wi ,wi )j )≥0 (zi ) .

(5.10b)

We use the augmented Lagrangian
Lρ (y, z, λ) = f (y) + g(z) +

M h
X

Mi +

i=1

X

i

Mij ,

j∈Ni

(5.11)

where
Mi = λ> i + ρ2 ki k22

(5.12a)

i = xi − wi

(5.12b)

ij = xj − wi )j , and Mij = λ> ij +

ρ
k k2 .
2 ij 2

(5.12c)

By applying Algorithm 2.1, we obtain a basic form of Algorithm 5.1. Due to j ∈ Ni ⇔
P
P
i ∈ Nj , we obtain j Mij = j Mji . As describes in [VP17a], and similar as for the
agent-agent formulation in Section 3.3, we flip the indices i, j in the first algorithm step,
which is necessary to separate the agents. The resulting procedure converges if the
problem is convex and a finite primal-dual solution exists [RD14b]. This is the case due
to the placed assumptions and since Ji , Ci , and h̄ij are convex.

5.6.2

Proof of Proposition 5.3

Algorithm 5.1 with Modification 5.4 resembles a convergent standard form of ADMM.
For i ∈ N u , we add constraints in (5.2) such that xj = x̄j , where x̄j is the immovable
trajectory. In (5.8), we add the constraint wi )j = x̄j for j ∈ N u , which is then included
in g. Further, we remove wj )i for i ∈ N u . Algorithm 5.1 with Modification 5.4 is then a
convergent variation of Algorithm 5.1.
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CHAPTER

Structure -Exploiting
ADMM for MPC
N this chapter, we shift our attention from specific applications to a more general
class of structured MPC problems. More specifically, we consider MPC settings
where the controlled system possesses a particular type of structure, which allows for
a decomposition into so-called virtual subsystems that are coupled through virtual inputs. We develop an ADMM-based method for exploiting this structure, which mimics
the composition of the system by using an aggregator-agent splitting as in Section 3.1.
Our specialized algorithm is internally distributed in the sense that the computation is
executed on a single chip, i.e., there are no physically separated agents. By using a modification of the aggregator-agent splitting we also make the distribution more fine-grained,
which results in low-complexity algorithm steps. The internal distribution and the use of
simple operations make our method particularly suited for embedded implementation,
and we gain a significant potential for parallel computation. We also show how each
virtual subsystem can be associated with an individual ADMM penalty parameter. We
present an optimal choice for these parameters, which is a generalization of the optimal parameter selection presented in Section 2.2.1. Furthermore, we introduce a novel
measure to quantify our notion of system structure, called the separation tendency. We
underline the benefit of having this type of structure by illustrating its positive effect on
the algorithm performance for several examples.

I

This chapter is based on the publications [RHL17b; RHL18].
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6.1

Introduction

In early applications, MPC [Mac02; CA13] was used in large and cost-intensive processes, for example in the chemical industry [ML99]. In such settings, where the expense
of the control hardware in the overall process is small, we can use a generously-sized
computation device that is capable of hosting a general-purpose solver. In contrast, the
rapid advance of information technology brings MPC-based control techniques to mass
production [Di 12], e.g., in automotive industries and consumer electronics. In such largevolume production settings, the pressure on cost-per-unit calls for high efficiency, which
we can achieve through tailored hardware and specialized algorithms. ADMM makes a
natural fit for such a situation due to its large potential for problem-specific adaption.
On the hardware side, we consider embedded platforms, such as field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) or application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). As noted before,
ADMM suits embedded devices as it performs only simple and numerically stable operations [Jer+14]. In this chapter, our goal is to develop a procedure that increases the
synergy between the algorithm, platform, and problem, particularly by adapting ADMM
to fit the controlled system.
As introduced in Section 3.1, we consider MPC problems that are generally composed of a control objective, system dynamics, and additional state and input constraints. When we conventionally apply ADMM as in Algorithm 3.2, the procedure
mediates between the system dynamics and the additional constraints. We go beyond
this conventional formulation by exploiting structure in the controlled system through
a decomposition into virtual subsystems, connected through virtual inputs. The tailored
algorithm then mediates between all subsystems, reassembling the full system dynamics
only in convergence. Figure 6.1 illustrates the setup, where we also define the overall
cost for executing the algorithm. Our numerical results show that the decomposition
typically increases the required number of iterations compared to the conventional application of ADMM. However, the structure-exploiting method reduces the complexity of
each iteration and has a large parallelization potential. Overall, if the controlled system
is sufficiently structured, structure exploitation improves the performance in the sense
that the overall execution cost is lower than for conventional ADMM.
Similar to the previous chapters, we devise an ADMM procedure that mimics the
problem composition for raising the execution efficiency. A central difference is that
we first use the virtual decomposition to make the problem structure explicit. Our
ADMM formulation appears to be similar to potentially non-convergent multi-block
extensions [Den+17; Che+16], however, it remains part of the standard ADMM family [Boy+11; RD14b], which guarantees convergence.
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controlled
device
controller
MPC
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Figure 6.1: MPC setup with a controller running structure-exploiting ADMM.

6.2

MPC Formulation and System Structure

As in Section 3.1, we consider the MPC problem
{x

min
k+1 k

u }

XN

k=1



1
kxk+1
2

− rxk k2Q + 21 kuk − ruk k2R

s.t. xk+1 = Axk + Buk

(xk+1 , uk ) ∈ X × U



∀ k = 1, . . . , N

∀ k = 1, . . . , N,

(6.1a)
(6.1b)
(6.1c)

with prediction horizon N , state xk ∈ Rx , input uk ∈ Ru , dynamics matrix A, and input
matrix B. Further, we use known tracking references rxk , ruk , symmetric weights Q, R,
and constraint sets X , U. A generalization to time-dependent objective weights and
constraints is straightforward. We use the following assumption throughout the rest of
this chapter.
Assumption 6.1. The MPC prob em (6.1) is convex and feasib e.
Problem (6.1) is convex if Q, R are positive semidefinite and X , U are convex.
The problem is feasible if there exist trajectories {xk+1 , uk }k=1 N that satisfy (6.1b)
and (6.1c), which can be guaranteed through recursive feasibility [Ros03]. Our approach
is particularly suited for problems where a projection onto X , U is computationally cheap,
as these projections will be used repeatedly. Examples for such low effort projections are
listed in Section 3.2.4.
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Chapter 6. Structure-Exploiting ADMM for MPC

6.2.1

State and Input Partition

Our method exploits interacting components in the system (A, B), which are densely
coupled groups of states in an otherwise loosely coupled environment. We formalize
the presence of such components with the state and input partition xk = [xk1 ; . . . ; xkM ],
P
uk = [uk1 ; . . . ; ukM ]. We use xki ∈ Rxi , uki ∈ Rui with xi ∈ N>0 , ui ∈ N≥0 , i xi = x, and
P
i ui = u. We assume that states and inputs are ordered already, such that only consecutive elements are grouped. Hence, the dimensions {xi , ui }i=1,...,M define the partition.
In Figure 6.2, we show a system with an exemplary component pattern and introduce
the notion of internal and external elements.
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of a structured system, where × is a placeholder for any non-zero
element. We choose the partition to best-resemble dense components, indicated by the
matrix occupation pattern. A suitable partition leaves few non-zero external elements,
while it still decomposes the system.
The partition decomposes A, B into submatrices Aij = Rxi ×xj , Bij = Rxi ×uj such that
A = [Aij ], B = [Bij ]. As ui ≥ 0, empty submatrices can result from the decomposition
of B. Furthermore, we decompose A, B into a sum of internal matrices A, B and external
matrices A, B, where A = A + A with A = diag(A11 , . . . , AMM ) and B = B + B with
B = diag(B11 , . . . , BMM ).




















Our aim is to partition Problem (6.1) along the same lines as the system. Towards
this, we require the following assumption.
Assumption 6.2. The partition {xi , ui } can be used to decompose (6.1a) and (6.1c), i.e.,
we can write Q = diag(Q1 , . . . , QM ), R = diag(R1 , . . . , RM ), X = {xk | xki ∈ Xi ∀i}, and
U = {uk | uki ∈ Ui ∀i}.
We say the partition is admissible for (6.1) if Assumption 6.2 is satisfied. Any partition is admissible if Q, R are diagonal and X , U are separable. Conversely, the trivial
partition M = 1 is admissible for any problem. If the external part of the partition is
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sparse, our approach will lead to computational benefits. In such a case, we call the
respective system structured. We present a better-quantified structure measure in Section 6.4. If a suitable partition cannot be determined by inspection, we can use spectral
clustering methods [AS00; FJ97; Hes04] to obtain a partition. The method in [Hes04]
also provides a suitable ordering for states and inputs.

6.2.2

Virtual Inputs and Subsystems

By using an admissible partition {xi , ui }, we rewrite system (6.1b) as xk+1 = Axk +
Buk + v k with the virtual input




v k = Axk + Buk ,


(6.2)



which represents the external coupling. As A, B are block-diagonal, we can make the
decomposition more explicit by rewriting the system as a collection of virtual subsystems




xk+1
= Aii xki + Bii uki + vik ,
i

i = 1, . . . , M,

(6.3)

where v k adopts the partition of xk . If A, B are sparse, then the virtual input vik ∈ Rxi
can take values in a lower dimensional space than suggested by its dimension xi . To
make this explicit, we write the components in (6.2) as


vik =



X

A xk +
j ij j

X

j

(6.4)

Bij ukj ,

where j ∈ {1, . . . , M }\{i}. We pick a matrix Wi ∈ Rxi ×wi with wi ≤ xi such that its
columns form a range space basis for the concatenated matrix
h

i

{Aij , Bij }j∈{1,...,M }\{i} ∈ Rxi ×(x+u−xi −ui ) ,

(6.5)

which we obtain from vectorizing the sums in (6.4). Hence, wi is the row rank of (6.5),
and the range space of Wi contains all values that vik can attain. We then introduce the
dimension-reduced virtual input wik ∈ Rwi by replacing vik with Wi wik .

6.2.3

Partitioned Problem

By using an admissible partition {xi , ui }, we write (6.1) as
min

{xk+1 ,uk ,wk }

s.t.

M,N
X

1
kxk+1
i
2

−

rxki k2Qi

i,k=1
xk+1
= Aii xki + Bii uki
i
(xk+1
, uki ) ∈ Xi × Ui
i
k
k
k

W w = Ax + Bu
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+

1
kuki
2

−

+ Wi wik

ruki k2Ri



(6.6a)

∀ (i, k)

(6.6b)

∀ k,

(6.6d)

∀ (i, k)

(6.6c)
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k
where wk = [w1k ; . . . ; wM
] ∈ Rw and W = diag(W1 , . . . , WM ). Furthermore, with the
], yi = [yi1 ; . . . ; yiN ] ∈ Ryi , and y = [y1 ; . . . ; yM ] ∈ Ry ,
stacked variables yik = [uki ; wik ; xk+1
i
we obtain

min
y

XM 
i=1

1 >
y Qi yi
2 i

+ qi> yi + Ki

s.t. Ci yi = ci ∀i
yi ∈ Yi



∀i

Dy = d.

(objectives)

(6.7a)

(dynamics)

(6.7b)

(constraints)

(6.7c)

(coupling)

(6.7d)

We list the definitions of Qi , qi , Ki , Ci , ci , Yi , D, and d in Appendix 6.7.1. Problem (6.7)
is equivalent to Problem (6.1). Problem (6.7) can also be rewritten as a multi-agent
problem (3.15) by including the system constraint (6.7b) in the individual constraint
set Yi . We keep the separation between these constraints as they contain different types
of structure, which we can separately exploit in the sequel.

6.3

Structure-Exploiting ADMM

For M = 1, Problem (6.7) is equivalent to a standard QP as in (3.6). Hence, we
can use the conventional ADMM formulation in Algorithm 3.2 to solve the problem.
Algorithm 3.2 is based on a consensus splitting, where the constraint (6.7c) is associated
with a duplicate of y. To solve Problem (6.7) with M > 1, we use a doubled splitting
formulation that contains two duplicates of the original decision variable y. The resulting
structure-exploiting algorithm then utilizes the problem partition and therefore takes
advantage of the system structure.

6.3.1

Main Algorithm

We introduce two duplication variables (ζ, ) by adding the constraint y = ζ =  to (6.7),
which results in the doubled splitting formulation
min

(y, ζ, )

XM 
i=1

1 >
y Qi yi +qi> yi
2 i

+ Ki

s.t. Ci yi = ci ∀i
ζi ∈ Yi

D = d

∀i

y = ζ = .



(6.8a)

(individual objectives and dynamics)

(6.8b)

(individual constraints)

(6.8c)

(coupling)

(6.8d)

(variable duplication)

(6.8e)

We show the resulting structure-exploiting ADMM formulation in Algorithm 6.1, and we
show a detailed derivation in Appendix 6.7.2. We use the Lagrange multipliers λζ , λ ,
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which have the same size and partition as y. Further, we introduce subsystem-individual
penalty parameters ρi > 0, a balancing parameter β ∈ (0, 1], and the modified projection
operation
(6.9)

Π̄D=d (·) = E− /2 ΠDE −1/2 =d (E/2 ·),
1

1



where E = (1 − β) diag(ρ1 Iy1 , . . . , ρM IyM ). Proposition 6.1, proven in Appendix 6.7.2,
describes how Algorithm 6.1 is used in order to solve the original problem (6.1).
Algorithm 6.1 Structure-Exploiting ADMM
repeat
2.1

1 >
∀i: yi ← arg min
y Q y + qi>yi +
2 i i i
y
i

s.t. Ci yi = ci

2.2
2.3

2.4

)

∀i: ζi ← ΠYi (yi − λζi )
 ← Π̄D=d (y − λ )
"

#

"

#

"

λζ
λ
y−ζ
← ζ −
λ
λ
y−

ρi
2



βkyi − ζi − λζi k22 + (1 − β)kyi − i − λi k22



independent
execution

#

Proposition 6.1.
(i) If β ∈ (0, 1) and ρi > 0 for all i, then Algorithm 6.1 converges to a fixed point that
satisfies y ? = ζ ? = ? and is optimal for (6.8) and (6.1).
(ii) If M = β = 1 and ρ1 = ρ, Algorithm 6.1 reduces to Algorithm 3.2.
In Appendix 6.7.2, we introduce β and ρi through a metric selection technique [Ste+17;
GB17], which makes Algorithm 6.1 part of the standard ADMM family. The convergence statement in Proposition 6.1 leaves out the case of β = 1, M > 1, for which the
algorithm is unsuited as it solves (6.7) without (6.7d).

6.3.2

Efficient Implementation and Computational Complexity

Step 2.1 is an equality-constrained QP. Similar as in Section 3.2, we use the Schur
complement method in [NW06, Sec. 16.2], and we obtain the closed-form solution


yi ← Mi −

1
q
ρi i



+ β(λζi + ζi ) + (1 − β)(λi + i ) + Ni ci ,
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where we use the constant matrices
Ni = Pi Ci> (Ci Pi Ci> )−1

(6.11a)

Mi = (I − Ni Ci )Pi

(6.11b)

Pi = ρi (Qi + ρi I) .

(6.11c)

−1

An efficient implementation of (6.10) exploits the MPC multistage structure [Dom+12],
i.e., it exploits the fact that Ci is banded (see Appendix 6.7.3 for details).
Similarly, the modified affine projection in
QP. The resulting closed-form solution is

2.3

can be written as an equality-constrained

 ← D(y − λ ) + Ed,

(6.12)

where we obtain the iteration matrices from [NW06, Sec. 16.2] as
E = E−1 D> (DE−1 D> )−1

(6.13a)

D = I − ED.

(6.13b)

We see that 2.1 and 2.3 both have a closed-form solution. For 2.1 , we also can exploit
the subsystem separation, which leads to a parallel evaluation of (6.10) for each subsystem i. While 2.3 cannot be decomposed over the subsystems, a similar decomposition
is possible over the prediction time. Towards this, we consider a permutation matrix P
that sorts y for time, i.e.,
P y = ȳ = [ȳ 1 ; . . . ; ȳ N +1 ]

(6.14)

where the elements of P are chosen such that
ȳ 1 = [u1 ; w1 ]

(6.15a)

ȳ = [x ; u ; w ] for k = 2, . . . , N
k

ȳ

N +1

k

=x

N +1

k

k

(6.15b)
(6.15c)

.

In the permuted coordinates, we use D̄ = P DP > and Ē = P E, which are then
block-diagonal. The reason for the block-diagonality is that the initial virtual input
definition (6.6d), which leads to D, d and ultimately D, E, is separate for each time
instance k. Hence, we can solve 2.3 with
∀k = 1, . . . , N + 1:

k

¯k ← D̄k (ȳ k − λ̄ ) + Ē k dk ,

(6.16)

where λ̄ = P λ , ¯ = P , and the partition in k matches ȳ 1 , . . . , ȳ N +1 . A special case is
when each subsystem influences at most one other subsystem through a virtual input.
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In this case, D̄k and Ē k decompose further along w1 , . . . , wM , as the virtual inputs are
independent of each other. Consequently, (6.16) can be executed with MN parallel
threads.
Table 6.1 shows the computational complexities of each algorithm step, justifications
are shown in Appendix 6.7.3. The Landau symbol O describes the order of required
scalar multiplications and additions. We denote the computational costs for projecting
onto Xi , Ui with c(ΠXi ), c(ΠUi ). We consider two special cases: ‘box’ denotes the case
where Xi , Ui are box constraints; and ‘out-1’ denotes the case where each subsystem
affects at most one virtual input.
use case

threads

complexity of the longest thread O(·)

2.1

M

N maxi xi2

2.2

2MN

maxi (max{c(ΠXi ), c(ΠUi )})

box

2.2
2.3

out-1

2.3
2.4

MN

maxi xi

N

w2

MN

maxi wi2

2MN

maxi xi

Table 6.1: Complexities for each step in Algorithm 6.1.
Aside from the structure in the algorithm steps, the composition of Algorithm 6.1
also offers a large potential for parallelization:
•

2.1

and

•

2.2

consists of MN separate projections onto Xi , Ui

•

2.3

separates for each step along the prediction interval

•

2.2

and

2.2

2.3

are separate for each subsystem

are independent from each other.

We summarize the composition in Figure 6.3. Table 6.2 shows the complexity-periteration of Algorithm 6.1. The case M = 1, independent of β, has the same complexity
as conventional ADMM.
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sequential execution

ADMM iteration

parallel execution
equality-constrained quadratic problem

2.1
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exploit subsystem-separation and MPC multistage structure
projection
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of the composition of Algorithm 6.1. Each algorithm step exploits
different types of structure, improving the computational efficiency.
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Table 6.2: Complexity-per-iteration for Algorithm 6.1.
In Figure 6.4, we consider an example system to illustrate the complexities. We use
Aij ∈ R2×2 for all i, j. We assume that each Ai,i+1 has rank 1, i.e., wi = 1 for i 6= M .
For the last component, we assume wM = 2. We use N = 10 and we consider systems
with 1 to 15 diagonal components, i.e., x ∈ {2, 4, 6, . . . , 30}. In Figure 6.4 on the right,
we show the corresponding complexities. The case #1 resembles conventional ADMM.
The cases #4,5 only apply if Ai,i+1 = 0 or AM,i = 0, i.e., the case ‘out-1’ applies. We
see that structure exploitation compares favorably to conventional ADMM, even for a
single-thread implementation.
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Figure 6.4: Left: Occupation pattern of an example dynamics matrix. Right: Complexities in Table 6.2 for a growing system size.

6.3.3

Parameter Choice

We denote the smallest and largest eigenvalues of a matrix with eigmin and eigmax . Furthermore, we consider an orthonormal null space basis for Ci ∈ RN xi ×yi , and collect the
basis vectors as columns in Zi ∈ Ryi ×N xi , which leads to Ci Zi = 0 and Zi> Zi = IN xi .

Proposition 6.2. We assume that Zi> Qi Zi is positive definite and β ∈ (0, 1). The optimal penalty parameters for improving the worst-case convergence rate of Algorithm 6.1
are
ρ?i =
where i = 1, . . . , M .

q

eigmin (Zi> Qi Zi ) eigmax (Zi> Qi Zi ),

(6.17)

We show a proof of Proposition 6.2 in Appendix 6.7.4, and we provide additional
details and technical considerations in [RHL18]. The proof also shows that β is canceled
out when we derive ρ?i , i.e., the parameters can be chosen independently. Proposition 6.2
suggests that individual penalty parameters are indeed useful, as their optimal choice is
different from making them all the same. The optimal parameters (6.17) are valid for
any QP of type (6.7). For MPC problems in particular, and similar as for comparable
results [RD14a; RD14b; GB17], we observe that we often can improve the practical
performance further by increasing the penalties above ρ?i , which places an additional
weight on the regularization terms in 2.1 .
The parameter β ∈ (0, 1] adjusts the balance between the regularization terms
in 2.1 , and therefore can affect the convergence speed. Both terms are equally weighted
for β = 12 . By increasing β we emphasize the influence of (ζi , λζi ) over (i , λi ), and vice
versa. We can also adapt β during the algorithm iteration, similar to ρ in [Boy+11,
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Sec. 3.4.1]. However, our numerical results suggest that the effect of β is small for the
cases considered below. For this reason, we restrict our attention to the nominal values
β ∈ { 12 , 1} in the sequel. For β = 12 and M > 1, we speak of structure-exploiting ADMM.
With β = M = 1, we refer to conventional ADMM.

6.4

Separation Tendency

We derive a quantitative measure of system structure, called the separation tendency,
and we use it as a heuristic to anticipate the execution cost of structure exploiting
ADMM.

6.4.1

System Flow and Link Usage

Our goal is to quantify the interaction between system components. We first consider
the unpartitioned ∆-system
∆xk+1 = A∆xk + B∆uk ,

(6.18)

where ∆xk = xk − xk−1 , ∆uk = uk − uk−1 , k ≥ 0, and we use the convention
(x−1 , u−1 ) = (0, 0). The ∆-system describes the changes in the original system (6.1b).
Definition 6.1. The system flow Φk = [ΦkA |ΦkB ] ∈ Rx×(x+u) is composed of the state-tostate and input-to-state flow




ΦkA = A diag ∆xk ∈ Rx×x




ΦkB = B diag ∆uk ∈ Rx×u .

(6.19a)
(6.19b)

We use the operation A diag(∆x) ∈ Rx×x to analyze system-internal effects. With
A diag(∆x)1x×1 = A∆x, it becomes clear that we can understand A diag(∆x) as an intermediate step that leads to the matrix-vector product A∆x. By following this relation,
we obtain
xk+1 = xk + Φk 1(x+u)×1 ,

(6.20)

which clarifies that Φk describes the state transition. A central characteristic of the flow
is that it details the transition contribution for each of the x2 state-to-state links and xu
input-to-state links.
The link usage, introduced in the following definition, measures the flow moving
through each system link in response to a unit input impulse δ k with δ k=0 = 1 and
δ k6=0 = 0.
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Definition 6.2. The link usage Γ = [ΓA |ΓB ] ∈ Rx×(x+u) is assembled element-wise with
Γij =
h

i

 X∞

2

|Φkij |
k=0

1/2

∈ R,

(6.21)

where Φk = Φkij , Γ = [Γij ], and the sequence {Φk } results from uk = δ k and x0 = 0.
The link usage analyzes the system flow over time by using an element-wise L2
norm [Oku14, Chapter 2]. If Γij is large, then the respective system link is used intensively.

6.4.2

Separation Tendency

The separation tendency compares the link usage for internal and external elements,
which provides a relative measure for the concentration of flow inside and outside of virtual subsystems. In contrast to the previous concepts, the separation tendency depends
on the system and its partition.
Definition 6.3. The separation tendency s ∈ R is defined by
si =
s=

1
#inti

1 P
j
#inti
x
X
1
si ,
x
i=1

P

Γij +


Γij


j

1
#exti

P

j

Γij


(6.22a)
(6.22b)

where Γ = Γ + Γ = [ΓA |ΓB ] + [ΓA |ΓB ] is an internal-external decomposition, and #inti ,
#exti are the numbers of internal and external elements in the i-th row of Γ.












If s is large, then internal links predominantly influence the states, which signals
a clear subsystem separation. If s is small, then the system states are dominated by
external flow, which signals that the chosen partition is unsuited.
Proposition 6.3.
(i) s exists if the system (A, B) is controllable, and A is semi-convergent, i.e., limk→∞ Ak
exists.
(ii) If s exists, then 0 ≤ s ≤ 1.

(iii) s is invariant to diagonal state and input transformations.
We show a proof of Proposition 6.3 in Appendix 6.7.5. We use semi-convergence,
which is a weaker condition than asymptotic stability, but stronger than marginal stability. The existence of s implies that Γ is finite and that it does not contain zero rows,
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block-diagonal

Figure 6.5: Empirical characterization of the separation tendency s ∈ [0, 1].
which prevents the denominator in (6.22a) from becoming zero. Property (iii) certifies
that s is unaffected by transformations [x; u] = T [x̄; ū] with T invertible and diagonal,
which is important as it makes s invariant to simple state and input scaling. It is easy
to show that s = 0 for block-hollow systems and s = 1 for block-diagonal systems. Full
systems are placed in-between with s ≈ 0.5. Figure 6.5 illustrates the range of s. We
call a system structured if it can be partitioned with large s. An empirically reasonable
threshold between structured and unstructured systems is s = 34 .
Example 6.1. We consider the fu system
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(6.23)

|{z}
B

and a partition with {x } = {1, 1} and {u } = {1, 0}. We observe that the system matrix
is semi-convergent (it even is idempotent, i.e., (A)k = A). The system is not contro ab e,
therefore s is not guaranteed to exist a-priori. For an input impu se δ k , the system flow
and the ink usage matrices are
"

#

"

#

0 0 1
1 1 −1
+ δ k−1 12
Φ =
0 0 1
1 1 −1

√ 
1/2 1/2
2
√ ,
Γ= 1
1
/2 /2
2
k

δ k 12

where we shade the ink usage according to the partition. As a e ements in Γ are nonzero and finite, the separation tendency exists. We obtain s = 12 , which suggests that the
considered partitioned system is not suited for structure exp oitation.

6.4.3

Algorithm Performance Indication

We show that s serves as an indicator for the performance of structure exploitation. More
specifically, we collect empirical evidence that s is related to the growth in required algorithm iterations when we switch from conventional to structure-exploiting ADMM. We
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6.4

Separation Tendency

consider systems in six categories: full, sparse, lower-triangular, banded, lower-banded,
and star-topology; as described in [RHL18]. Additionally, we consider the dimensions
x ∈ {5, 10, 20, 40}, which results in 24 combinations. For each combination, we generate
twenty pairs of system matrices, which leads to a test set of 480 dynamical systems. For
each system, we then generate twenty problems of type (6.1). For simplicity, and as s
only depends on the partitioned system, we set X = Rx and U = Ru . We solve the final
9600 problems with conventional and structure-exploiting ADMM. For the structureexploiting case, we choose a partition that fits to the problem type and dimension as
described in [RHL18]. For the penalty parameters, we set ρ = ρi = 1. We measure
the number of iterations that are necessary to converge within a certain accuracy of a
precomputed solution. We then compute the iteration increase factor when we switch between algorithms, and we average this factor over each system’s twenty initial conditions.
Figure 6.6 illustrates the result. We observe that a large separation tendency indicates
a low iteration increase. Combined with the complexity results in Table 6.2, this makes
it possible to assess the algorithm performance as defined in Figure 6.1, particularly
without having to implement and benchmark the algorithm first.

iteration increase factor

2.2

full
sparse
lower-triangular
banded
lower-banded
star-topology

2
1.8
1.6

→
structured
systems

1.4
1.2
1
0

0.25

0.5
separation tendency s

0.75

1

Figure 6.6: Iteration increase over the separation tendency. Each of the 480 dots represents an example system. For each system, we generate twenty problem instances, run
both algorithms, and depict the average increase.
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6.4.4

Related Concepts and System Properties

Several quantities that are used in the literature are related to Φ, Γ, and s. Spectral
clustering methods [AS00; FJ97; Hes04] interpret the system as a weighted graph, where
the elements of [A|B] determine the edge weights. These methods can be used to determine a system partition by cutting possibly low-weighted edges. In contrast to the static
weights [A, B], we use impulse-response-based dynamical links for Γ. We can assess the
value of this dynamical concept by redrawing Figure 6.6 while we use [A|B] instead of Γ
to obtain s. We then observe that this static version of s is significantly less indicative
for the algorithm iteration growth. Furthermore, clustering methods are sensitive to
diagonal state and input transformations.
The similarity of A, B to block-diagonal matrices can be an intuitive structure measure as it directly relates to the sparsity of A, B. In [ACM17], a range of diagonality
measures is discussed; generalizations to block-diagonality are straightforward. Same as
before, these measures ignore dynamic interaction, are less indicative for the iteration
growth, and are sensitive to diagonal state and input transformations.




The computation of Γ is similar to the computation of the H2 system norm, where
the L2 norm is applied to the system’s impulse response [Tos13, Eq. (2.37)], [Opp99,
Eq. (2.167)]. Two main differences separate the concepts. First, Γ is based on the
∆-system, which makes it finite for a wider range of cases. Second, Γ is matrix-valued,
which underlines the focus on the system-internal state-to-state and input-to-state links.
In contrast, the H2 norm is scalar-valued, even if we use the full state vector as system
output [Tos13, Eq. (2.37)].
Another related concept is the balanced realization [Gu12, Sec. 4.2], which is a state
space system representation with identical and diagonal controllability and observability
Gramians. The diagonal elements then quantify the influence of each state on the inputoutput behavior. The concept resembles s in its quantitative description of systeminternal relations. However, s is based on Φ with x2 + xu elements, while the Gramians
only have x diagonal elements. Hence, Φ analyzes the system with a higher resolution.
Aside from that, another distinction is that Φ (and therefore s) focuses on the state
transition, while the Gramians relate to the input-output behavior.

6.5

Simulation Study

We apply structure-exploiting ADMM to a cascade system and a hydraulic system. In
both cases, our method leads to a substantial benefit. We also show a negative example
of an unstructured system.
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6.5.1

Simulation Study

Cascade System

A cascade system [Can+17] is characterized by a lower block-banded dynamics matrix
and a block-diagonal input matrix
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(6.24)

}

where we use the stages i = 1, . . . , S, each with a dynamics matrix Aii , input matrix Bii ,
and coupling matrix Ai(i−1) . Cascade systems are used for irrigation and drainage networks [LCW05; SC15], hydro-power systems [Lab04], and vehicle platoon control [GY11].
In [Can+17], an interior point method is developed to control such systems, where the
iteration complexity scales linearly in S and cubically in N . For structure-exploiting
ADMM, we associate each stage to a virtual subsystem, i.e., M = S. Due to the simple
subsystem topology, the complexity results #4, 5 in Table 6.2 apply. Hence, for a singlethread implementation, the iteration complexity scales linearly in S and N . Further,
when we use parallel computation, the complexity becomes constant in S.
We consider S = 20 stages, each with xi = 6 states and ui = 1 input, which results
in a cascade system with x = 120 states and u = 20 inputs. The system matrices
are randomly generated as in [RHL18]. The stage coupling Ai(i−1) has a rank equal
to 1. We use (6.1) with N = 5 and box constraints. Table 6.3 shows estimates for the
cost-per-iteration of Algorithm 6.1 in different situations.

ADMM-type
(i) conventional
(ii) structure-exploiting
(iii) structure-exploiting

M

threads

cost

cost/(i)

1
S
S

1
1
2MN

277676
50220
3125

100%
18.09%
1.13%

Table 6.3: Cost-per-iteration of Algorithm 6.1 for the cascade system (6.24).
In contrast to the analytical bounds in Table 6.2, we obtain the computational costs
by counting the scalar additions and multiplications in an actual implementation. This
counting strategy is more precise than complexity bounds and takes the remaining matrix
sparsity into account. For the parallel implementation (iii), we count the operations in
the longest thread. We do not account for memory access or data exchange operations,
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which is justified for many FPGA-type implementations where such operations can be
hard-coded. We see that structure exploitation significantly reduces the computational
cost.
By using the methods in Section 6.4, we obtain s = 0.975 for the cascade system.
We assess the required number of algorithm iterations by applying (i) - (iii) in a range of
control situations. More precisely, we generate 200 feasible instances of (6.1) as described
in [RHL18]. We compute ρ?i for each subsystem, and we increase the penalty parameters
with a factor of 90 for improving the MPC performance as discussed in Section 6.3.3.
Similar as it is done in Section 2.1.6, we analyze the algorithm convergence performance
relative to a precomputed nonzero solution (x? , u? ) with
k[x; u] − [x? ; u? ]k22
dist(x? ,u? ) (x, u) =
,
k[x? ; u? ]k22

(6.25)

where (x, u) is the current estimate, extracted after each iteration. To precompute the
solution, we rely on free licenses for Yalmip [Lof04] and Gurobi [Gur16]. In Figure 6.7,
we show the growing solution accuracy with the number of performed iterations as a
statistic over the 200 problem instances.

solution distance dist(x? ,u? ) (x, u)
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Figure 6.7: Convergence of Algorithm 6.1 for the cascade system (6.24). The markers
indicate the geometric mean over 200 control scenarios; the illustrated range includes
80% of all scenarios, excluding the best and worst 10%.
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Simulation Study

We compare the overall performance of (i) - (iii) by using three different horizontal
axes, scaled with the computational costs in Table 6.3. For a given point along these
axes, we see how many iterations each method can perform while they use the same
number of sequential scalar operations. We observe that for the cascade system, the
exploitation of system structure results in faster convergence, even for a single-thread
implementation. When we use the full parallelization potential, high performance is
possible. By sequentially combining previously parallel threads, it is also possible to
obtain implementations that perform between (ii) and (iii) with less than 2MN threads.

6.5.2

Hydraulic System

We consider the hydraulic system that is shown in Figure 6.8, where eight pumps move
a liquid through a tube system, and regularly placed reservoirs keep the tube pressure
constant. A more detailed description of the system can be found in [Rey17].
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u5
x5

<latexit sha1_base64="Kw86jLXMbbzQxRMeEYPvdRe2hNo=">AAAJ8XicjVZbjxs1FJ6WWxNuW3jkxZBGtFI3mcleuku1aCWoVKRWKtCblIlWHs/JxMRjT23P7oaRfwgSDwgJXvgl/AT+DceTbFmngTJSlOPj7xwff+ciZ5XgxsbxX1euvvHmW2+/c63Tffe99z/4cOv6R0+NqjWDJ0wJpZ9n1IDgEp5YbgU8rzTQMhPwLJt/5fefnYI2XMnHdlHBpKSF5FPOqEXVydaWPjlM0/F2MhjB+eT85PBkqxcP4vYjrwrJSuhFq+/RyfVrf6a5YnUJ0jJBjRkncWUnDdWWMwGum9YGKsrmtIDmfKopC1WZUnNLMxNoxyhKWoKZNO0dHemjJidTpfEnLWm1oYWdHkwaLqvagmRLg2ktiFXEX5zkXAOzYoECZZpjcITNKIZjkZ5uEBIVhULErHR9MrO2+mI4ZJbKgdLFsJoXw5f7Zt2sMlAjGSqH15lydh4YM27XuKKlKamdvaI0izJzJNCCRPo1XfewpK7TCZQV1WbOK0c6/Qp0SSXmjUjFZY5CmJkSbTv9TImc+EhImpUBANNWC6rPw1NzjMPyElynz2qt0atfdVMDrYApRGd4kapsUYEtlkcJeaj75t69e1ZTaZUSpo2ICqHOiNfDC0m1pouQDky7qFDw4E5fQ14zwBvogsswY4Wm1Qwz4UKKsC5kAa0HQki/rTo7A0LzH2pjz3iOXIA85VrJcp20U6q50jD9rzsEWzMsTu0Nwjs8lN9jnpVAFgUvZlikpMYU6QwrFoLCh1qrCqjEVuGa1VjZ8x/xCCyJDPQZ1hqXDbyo24Z3jcEm8AK6pRkIcrFjiIe+XA5WuG7KvD/MXZPxSgkwQwGysLOjZJCw0l3aP1XCYjzDHKcWlcj4VKsSKyuHo13sBi5JWhXTYx/k8XfoBO/DrSGv9eBH21GMHiplBiQDewZoHBMqc5JsMs/qsiLZcMDRP6eite2mF6gvj4wFKuzsc+TAKwlWEJaTHxLhGMAhK5a58jDBkXq9aMyMVmAGZS0sx16yOGnaejTEqxZtuO2tSUswupRwxlSJnZY3KSvghWtSUzOGzSEWuFoDiBaAQ/wfQDfNYYpu237G/tJzrGnX3H/88IFr9vf9QHYhphLKZtrXTSZqcI0uMtfEg504iW9jSeNAv7O7dyEe7uxssi808vzSdBfPWcL37+yupOTgYJNhG9zK7GAvXoF3RnsrKT70ZgHVfrxs6A3KGPaXcWskZgh342SCEmBPN36t+bkjvYSkgIgLRcBtWmdUe6t+l5C0baalf3RDtWt6iVuLqr0SMuj+T6xYJQZlCINNGQhRNO3fkqGW1k9H8VpwHqAv45DFzajsMsqndzNsHsIwys04dRmntJ98S2DIuW8BHKFzNx5NlquxwoeFoIvbGkrws4ZUnNlaw+2LB8mEpG0jjLGZZ0ofef2E3Owlt0hzoze64e6un/K1pmcP0NKNdybjVaaWOfYnrvy7fz150vUVluboZdxL/FGjgcQUzm6R7W1c7Qywp3F11/v1hXLZa9d18fGTrD91XhWejgYJFv+3u73jePUMuhZ9En0W3YyS6E50HN2PHkVPIhadRj9Hv0W/d0znp84vnV+X0KtXVjYfR8HX+eNvAaeIBg==</latexit>

u7
x7

r5

<latexit sha1_base64="z1rbo4IHCSMK2FGDcLeISUN1WA8=">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</latexit>

r1

hydraulic
pump
reference
point
reservoir

r11
x11

u1
x1
<latexit sha1_base64="fAKAz5Fo643Yvu8M7Y+Zh+Ln7n4=">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</latexit>

u3
x3

r7

<latexit sha1_base64="qsinB7zsyJeTRjVAuY2tHEB4YwE=">AAAJ8XicjVZbjxs1FJ6WWxNuW3jkxZBGtFI3mcleS7VoJahUpFYq0JuUiVYez8nExGNPbc/uhpF/CBIPCAle+CX8BP4Nx5NsWaeBMlKU4+PvHB9/5yJnleDGxvFfV66+8eZbb79zrdN99733P/hw6/pHT42qNYMnTAmln2fUgOASnlhuBTyvNNAyE/Asm3/l95+dgjZcycd2UcGkpIXkU86oRdXJ1lZ9cpCm4+1kMILzyfnJwclWLx7E7UdeFZKV0ItW36OT69f+THPF6hKkZYIaM07iyk4aqi1nAlw3rQ1UlM1pAc35VFMWqjKl5pZmJtCOUZS0BDNp2js60kdNTqZK409a0mpDCzs9nDRcVrUFyZYG01oQq4i/OMm5BmbFAgXKNMfgCJtRDMciPd0gJCoKhYhZ6fpkZm31xXDILJUDpYthNS+GL/fNullloEYyVA6vM+XsPDBm3K5xRUtTUjt7RWkWZeZIoAWJ9Gu67mFJXacTKCuqzZxXjnT6FeiSSswbkYrLHIUwMyXadvqZEjnxkZA0KwMApq0WVJ+Hp+YYh+UluE6f1VqjV7/qpgZaAVOIzvAiVdmiAlssjxLyUPfNvXv3rKbSKiVMGxEVQp0Rr4cXkmpNFyEdmHZRoeDBnb6GvGaAN9AFl2HGCk2rGWbChRRhXcgCWg+EkH5bdXYGhOY/1Mae8Ry5AHnKtZLlOmmnVHOlYfpfdwi2Zlic2huEd3gov8c8K4EsCl7MsEhJjSnSGVYsBIUPtVYVUImtwjWrsbLnP+IRWBIZ6DOsNS4beFG3De8ag03gBXRLMxDkYscQD325HKxw3ZR5f5i7JuOVEmCGAmRhZ0fJIGGlu7R/qoTFeIY5Ti0qkfGpViVWVg5Hu9gNXJK0KqbHPsjj79AJ3odbQ17rwY+2oxg9VMoMSAb2DNA4JlTmJNlkntVlRbLhgKN/TkVr200vUF8eGQtU2NnnyIFXEqwgLCc/JMIxgENWLHPlYYIj9XrRmBmtwAzKWliOvWRx0rT1aIhXLdpw21uTlmB0KeGMqRI7LW9SVsAL16SmZgybQyxwtQYQLQCH+D+AbprDFN22/Yz9pedY0665//jhA9fs7/uB7EJMJZTNtK+bTNTgGl1krokHO3ES38aSxoF+sLt3Id7Z2dlkX2jk+aXpLp6zhO8f7K6k5PBwk2Eb3MrscC9egXdGeyspvuPNAqr9eNnQG5Qx7C/j1kjMEO7GyQQlwJ5u/Frzc0d6CUkBEReKgNu0zqj2Vv0uIWnbTEv/6IZq1/QStxZVeyVk0P2fWLFKDMoQBpsyEKJo2r8lQy2tn47iteA8QF/GIYubUdlllE/vZtg8hGGUm3HqMk5pP/mWwJBz3wI4QuduPJosV2OFDwtBF7c1lOBnDak4s7WG2xcPkglJ20YYYzPPlD7y+gm52UtukeZGb3TD3V0/5WtNzx6gpRvvTMarTC1z7E9c+Xf/evKk6ysszdHLuJf4o0YDiSmc3SLb27jaGWBP4+qu9+sL5bLXruvi4ydZf+q8KjwdDRIs/m93e8fx6hl0Lfok+iy6GSXRQXQc3Y8eRU8iFp1GP0e/Rb93TOenzi+dX5fQq1dWNh9Hwdf542/4L4gF</latexit>

r10
x10

<latexit sha1_base64="+GGKZPjRqrM4rAdPdYi3DYtdjik=">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</latexit>

u4
x4

u6
x6

<latexit sha1_base64="bmu7QLo9txatxyLvnzUdcCcb7Mk=">AAAJ8XicjVZbjxs1FJ6W2ybctvDIiyGNaKU2mclm2y3VopWgUpFaqUBvUiZaeTwnExOPPbU9uxtG/iFIPCAkeOGX8BP4NxxPsmWdBspIUY6Pv3N8/J2LnFWCGxvHf126/Mabb739zk6n++5773/w4e6Vj54aVWsGT5gSSj/PqAHBJTyx3Ap4XmmgZSbgWbb4yu8/OwFtuJKP7bKCaUkLyWecUYuq493d+nicppObyWAEZ9Oz4/Hxbi8exO1HXhWStdCL1t+j4ys7f6a5YnUJ0jJBjZkkcWWnDdWWMwGum9YGKsoWtIDmbKYpC1WZUgtLMxNoJyhKWoKZNu0dHemjJiczpfEnLWm1oYWdHUwbLqvagmQrg1ktiFXEX5zkXAOzYokCZZpjcITNKYZjkZ5uEBIVhULEvHR9Mre2+mI4ZJbKgdLFsFoUw5f7ZtOsMlAjGSqH15lydhYYM243uKKlKamdv6I0yzJzJNCCRPo13fSwoq7TCZQV1WbBK0c6/Qp0SSXmjUjFZY5CmJkSbTv9TImc+EhImpUBANNWC6rPwlNzjMPyElynz2qt0atfdVMDrYApRGd4kapsUYEtlkcJeaj75t69e1ZTaZUSpo2ICqFOidfDC0m1psuQDky7qFDw4E5fQ14zwBvogsswY4Wm1Rwz4UKKsC5kAa0HQki/rTo7B0LzH2pjT3mOXIA84VrJcpO0E6q50jD7rzsEW3MsTu0Nwjs8lN9jnpVAFgUv5likpMYU6QwrFoLCh1qrCqjEVuGa1VjZix/xCCyJDPQp1hqXDbyo24Z3jcEm8AK6pRkIcr5jiIe+XA7WuG7KvD/MXZPxSgkwQwGysPPDZJCw0l3YP1HCYjzDHKcWlcj4TKsSKyuHwzF2A5ckrYrZkQ/y6Dt0gvfh1pDXevCj7TBGD5UyA5KBPQU0jgmVOUm2mWd1WZFsOODon1PR2nbTc9SXh8YCFXb+OXLglQQrCMvJD4lwDOCQFatceZjgSL1eNmZOKzCDshaWYy9ZnDRtPRriVcs23PbWpCUYXUo4ZarETsublBXwwjWpqRnD5hBLXG0ARAvAIf4PoJvmMEO3bT9jf+kF1rRr7j9++MA1t275gexCTCWUzbSvm0zU4BpdZK6JB3txEt/AksaBfnu8fy7e2dvbZl9o5Pml6RjPWcFv3R6vpeTgYJthG9za7GA/XoP3RvtrKb7jzQKq/XjZ0huUMewv4zZIzBDuJskUJcCebvxa8zNHeglJARHnioDbtM6o9lb9LiFp20wr/+iGatf0ErcRVXslZND9n1ixSgzKEAabMhCiaNq/FUMtrZ+O4o3gPEBfxCGL21HZRZRP73bYIoRhlNtx6iJOaT/5VsCQc98COEIXbjKarlYThQ8LQZc3NJTgZw2pOLO1hhvnD5IpSdtGmGAzz5U+9PopudZLrpPmam901d3dPOVrTU8foKWb7E0n60ytcuxPXPt3/3rytOsrLM3Ry6SX+KNGA4kpnF8nN2/iam+APY2ru96vL5SLXruui4+fZPOp86rwdDRIsPi/HfeO4vUzaCf6JPosuhYl0e3oKLofPYqeRCw6iX6Ofot+75jOT51fOr+uoJcvrW0+joKv88ffvyCH/w==</latexit>

r6

u8
x8

r8
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Figure 6.8: Hydraulic tube network. The connecting lines represent tubes that carry a
fluid. The open-ended reference points allow for in- and outflow.
Our control objective is to track reference flows r at certain points in the system
while we satisfy constraints on all pumps and reservoirs. The reservoirs have the indices
i = 9, 10, 11 and are modeled as integrators of in- and outflow, i.e.,
xk+1 = xk + (xkn − xkout ).

(6.26)

The flows xkn , xkout are determined by the topology in Figure 6.8. The pumps are twostate SISO models (x = 2 for i = 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8), except for the pumps 2 and 6, which
require three states to capture the dynamical behavior (x = 3 for i = 2, 6). We show
the resulting occupation pattern of the system matrices A, B in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Occupation pattern of the system matrices for the hydraulic system.
For the hydraulic system model with x = 21 states and u = 8 inputs, a suitable partition has M = 11 subsystems (one for each pump and reservoir) and three virtual inputs
(one for each reservoir). By using a challenging test scenario, we have generated 200
feasible instances of Problem (6.1). The prediction horizon is N = 5. A collection of the
used parameters and details on the simulation scenario can be found in [Rey17]. The
resulting computational iteration cost of Algorithm 6.1 is shown in Table 6.4.

ADMM-type
(i) conventional
(ii) structure-exploiting
(iii) structure-exploiting

M

threads

cost

cost/(i)

1
11
11

1
1
2MN

13092
5496
836

100%
41.98%
6.39%

Table 6.4: Cost-per-iteration of Algorithm 6.1 for the hydraulic system in Figure 6.8.
We observe that in the case of the hydraulic system, the iteration cost of single-thread
structure-exploiting ADMM is less than half of the cost of conventional ADMM. By
following the procedures in Section 6.4, we obtain the high separation tendency s = 0.988,
which indicates a strongly structured system. We show the convergence performance in
Figure 6.10.
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Simulation Study
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Figure 6.10: Convergence behavior of standard ADMM compared to sequential and
parallel structure-exploiting ADMM. The iteration axes are scaled with the cost-foriteration ratio from Table 6.4, which results in a comparable computational effort along
the axis. The markers indicate the geometric mean, the range includes 80% of all samples,
excluding the best and worst 10%.
We see that even for a sequential implementation, the structure exploitation approach
provides a two orders of magnitude higher solution accuracy than the standard formulation. Additionally, when we exploit the potential for parallelization, we can improve
the algorithm performance significantly. Compared to the simulation study with the
hydraulic system in [RHL17b], we improve the performance by an order of magnitude
through subsystem-individual penalty parametrization as described in Section 6.3.3.

6.5.3

Unstructured System

We consider the system from Example 6.1 with {xi } = {1, 1} and {ui } = {1, 0}, i.e.,
x

k+1



=

1/2
1/2







1  k
x + 
u .
1/2
1
1/2

k

(6.27)

The partition is unsuited as it does not align with any visible system structure. This
observation is reflected in the low separation tendency s = 21 . We embed (6.27) in an
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MPC setting with diagonal objectives and box constraints, which makes the partition
admissible. Table 6.5 shows the numerical cost analysis.

ADMM-type
(i) conventional
(ii) structure-exploiting
(iii) structure-exploiting
Table 6.5:

M

threads

cost

cost/(i)

1
S
S

1
1
2MN

878
1329
552

100%
151%
63%

Cost-per-iteration of Algorithm 6.1 for the unstructured system (6.27).

We see that when we switch from (i) to (ii), the computational cost increases. For
a parallel implementation (iii), the cost reduces again. However, further simulations
show that the overall performance remains worse than for conventional ADMM. Hence,
structure exploitation only performs well if the controlled system has structure.

6.6

Conclusions

We adapt ADMM to exploit structure in MPC. If the controlled system is sufficiently
structured, the resulting algorithm scales well, can be specialized with multiple penalty
parameters, is highly parallelizable, and shows improved overall performance. Our algorithm reduces the cost-per-iteration, especially for large and structured systems. The
cost reduction comes with an increase in necessary algorithm iterations due to the virtual decomposition of the system. We introduce the separation tendency, a measure of
subsystem independence, to relate the iteration increase to the level of structure in the
controlled system. Finally, we show a cascade system and a hydraulic system where our
structure-exploiting method significantly outperforms conventional ADMM.

6.7

Appendices

In this section, we collect additional material and appendices that support and extend
the content of this chapter.
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6.7.1

Appendices

Stacked Problem Formulation

Similar to the formulation in Section 3.1.2, we describe the stacked objective in (6.7)
with
Qi = IN ⊗ diag(Ri , 0wi , Qi )
h

ryi = ru1i ; 0wi ×1 ; rx2i ; . . . ; ruNi ; 0wi ×1 ; rxNi +1
qi = −Qi ryi

Ki =

(6.28a)

i

(6.28b)
(6.28c)

1
r Qr .
2 yi i yi

(6.28d)

The stacking of the equality constraint matrix is obtained with




Bii Wi −I
−Aii x1i



Aii Bii Wi −I
0 
,
.
[Ci |ci ] = 
.


..
..


Aii Bii Wi −I
0

(6.29)

where we understand Ci ∈ RN xi ×yi such that Aii is always below −I. For the individual
constraints, we choose Yi such that (uki , wik , xk+1
) ∈ Ui × Rwi × Xi for all k. For the
i
coupling, we recognize that [A, B, W ] has a row rank defect of x − w, and we obtain the
reduced form [Ar , Br , Wr ] ∈ Rw×(x+u+w) by removing linearly dependent rows. We use
the reordered variables ȳ = P y as in (6.16) and write (6.6d) as D̄ȳ = d with








"

#

Br −Wr 0
0
−Ar x1
∈ RN w×(y+1) ,
D̄|d =
0
0 0 F 0(N −1)w×x

h

i





(6.30)

where F is the block-diagonal matrix IN −1 ⊗ [Ar , Br , −Wr ]. We obtain the final form
Dy = d in (6.7d) with D = D̄P .


6.7.2



Justification of Algorithm 6.1 and Proposition 6.1

Similar to the procedure in Section 2.2.3, we rewrite the consensus constraint in (6.8) as
1/2
√1 E
ρ

h

i

I; I y =

1/2
√1 E
ρ

h

i

ζ;  ,

(6.31)

where E = diag(Eζ , E ), Eζ = diag(Eζ1 , . . . , EζM ), and E = diag(E1 , . . . , EM ). The
individual scaling matrices are Eζi = βρi Iyi and Ei = (1 − β)ρi Iyi . We require E to be
positive definite, which ensures that (6.31) is equivalent to (6.8e). Positive definiteness
of E is given if and only if ρi > 0 and β ∈ (0, 1). When we use an augmented Lagrangian
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as in [RD14b], we obtain
" #

" #

" #





(6.32a)



(6.32b)

λ̄ζ
ζ 
y
ζ
Lρ y, , λ̄ = f (y) + g(ζ, ) + 21 k
−
−  k2E

y

λ̄


f (y) =

g(ζ, ) =

X 
X

i

1 >
y Qi yi
2 i

+ qi> yi + ICi yi =ci (yi )

IYi (ζi ) + ID=d (),
(6.32c)
√
√
where λ̄ = ρE −1/2 λ, kxkE = kE 1/2 xk2 = x> Ex, and I denotes an indicator function.
By abusing the notation, we replace λ̄ with λ. We obtain Algorithm 6.1 by applying
standard ADMM [Boy+11, Eqn. (3)] with (6.32). For Π̄D=d (·), we obtain
i

Π̄D=d (·) = arg min

n

1
1
kE/2 (·
2

o

− )k22 s.t. D = d ,

(6.33)

which results in (6.9) through substituting ¯ = E1/2 . Proposition 6.1-(i) follows as
we have reduced Algorithm 6.1 to an application of standard ADMM [Boy+11]. The
algorithm converges to a single fixed point according to [RD14b, Thm. 2], which applies
to our formulation as shown in Appendix 6.7.4. Statement (ii) follows from inserting the
parameters. We provide additional details on the algorithm formulation in [RHL18]. 

6.7.3

Justification of Table 6.1

We denote the cost of an operation with c(·). Based on (6.10), the largest subsystem
in 2.1 has O(maxi c(Mi )) as Ni ci can be precomputed and we neglect sum operations.
We use c(Mi ) = O(c(Pi ) + c(Ci ) + c(Ci Pi Ci −1 )). The cost of multiplying Pi relates
to N -times applying the inverse of Qi + I and Ri + I, where the first part dominates
due to x ≥ u. We precompute an LDL> factorization and perform a forward-backward
substitution as in [GV12, Sec. 3.1] in O(N xi2 ). The cost of multiplying Ci is dominated
by N multiplications with Aii , which results in O(N xi2 ). For c(Ci Pi Ci −1 ), we again use
LDL> , where L is 2xi -banded due to the bandedness of Ci . By following [GV12, Sec.
4.3], we get O(N xi2 ).
The result for 2.2 follows from the composition of Y of MN times Xi , Ui . In the case
of box constraints, the projection reduces to an element-wise clipping in O(2xi + 2ui ) =
O(xi ) for each subsystem and time instance. With 2M N xi parallel threads, 2.2 can also
be executed in O(1).
By following (6.16), we use O(c(D̄)) for

2.3

as we precompute Ēd and neglect permu−1

tations and sums. We use c(D̄) = O(c(D̄) + c((D̄Ē D̄> ) ) with D̄ from Appendix 6.7.1.
D̄ is dominated by N diagonal blocks D̄k = [Ar , Br , −Wr ]. For the largest block, we
require O(maxk (c(D̄k ) + c((D̄k Ē k (D̄k )> )−1 )). We neglect c(D̄k ) as D̄k is sparse if the
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system has structure. For c((D̄k Ē k (D̄k )> )−1 )), we use an LDL> factorization [GV12,
Sec. 3.1] in O(w2 ). In the ‘out-1’ case, A, B only have one element per column, hence
we can reshuffle D̄k Ē k (D̄k )> to become block-diagonal. The largest block then has the
size maxi wi .




Step 2.4 decomposes into 2MN operations of size yik . The longest thread has a cost
in O(maxi {ui + wi + xi }) = O(maxi xi ). With 2MN xi parallel threads, this can also be
executed in O(1).

6.7.4

Proof of Proposition 6.2

Our result extends the convergence analysis in [RD14b] by including a scaled consensus
constraint. Instead of y, w, Q, q, A, b, Y as used in [RD14b], we use the notation ŷ, ŵ,
Q̂, q̂, Â, b̂, Ŷ, where (6.8) relates to [RD14b, Eqn. (3)] through
ŷ = [ȳ; y], ŵ = [ζ; ], λ̂ = [λζ ; λ ]

(6.34a)

Q̂ = 1/2 diag(Q, Q), where Q = diag(Q1 , . . . , QM )

(6.34b)

q̂ = 1/2 [q; q], where q = [q1 ; . . . ; qM ]
"
#
Iy
−Iy
Â =
, where C = diag(C1 , . . . , CM )
0N x×y C
b̂ = [0y×1 ; c], where c = [c1 ; . . . ; cM ]

(6.34c)
(6.34d)
(6.34e)

Ŷ = {ŵ = [ζ; ] | ζi ∈ Yi , i = 1, . . . , M, D = d}.

(6.34f)

In [RD14b], it is required that {ŷ | Âŷ = b̂} ∩ Ŷ 6= ∅, Â has full row rank, and Ẑ > Q̂Ẑ is
positive definite, where Ẑ contains an orthonormal null space basis for Â. With (6.34),
Ẑ = √12 [Z; Z], and the assumptions made for the initial problem and Proposition 6.2,
these conditions are satisfied. By using a scaling as in (6.31) and by following [RD14b],
we obtain Algorithm 6.2 and the definitions below.
Algorithm 6.2 ADMM as in [RD14b, Eqn. (5)]
repeat

3.1
3.2
3.3

ŷ ← M̂(ŵ + λ̂ − E −1 q̂) + N̂ b̂

ŵ ← T (ŷ − λ̂)

λ̂ ← λ̂ − ŷ + ŵ
h

i

h

M̂ = Iy ; Iy diag(Mi ) diag
h

i

N̂ = 0(y+N x)×y diag(Ni )

T (·) = E − /2 ΠE 1/2 Ŷ (E /2 ·)
1

1
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1
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, diag



1
E
ρi  i

i

(6.35a)
(6.35b)
(6.35c)
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In (6.35), we use Mi and Ni as in (6.10). To be consistent with [RD14b], we require
(i) that M̂ is a contraction, and (ii) that T (·) is firmly nonexpansive [BC17], which is
equivalent to the properties noted in [RD14b, Eqn. (8), Lem. 3] by [BC17, Definition 4.1,
Proposition 4.2]. For (i), it is sufficient to check if all Mi are contractions. Similar
to [RD14b, Eqn. (5)], we use the null space method in [NW06, Sec. 16.2] to obtain the
equivalent form Mi = Zi (Zi> ( ρ1i Qi + I)Zi )−1 Zi> . It can be shown that (i) is satisfied if

Ẑi> Q̂i Ẑi is positive definite. Requirement (ii) is true by [BC17, Proposition 4.8] as T (·) is
an orthogonal projection onto a convex set in a Hilbert space with inner product hx, yiE =
x> Ey. As (i), (ii) are satisfied, the convergence analysis in [RD14b] applies. In [RD14b,
Sec. V], the worst-case convergence rate is optimized with ρ? = arg minρ kM̃k2 , where
M̃ = Ẑ > M̂Ẑ − 12 IN x , which becomes M̃ = diag(Zi> Mi Zi − 12 IN xi ) in our case. As M̃ is
block-diagonal, we choose separate ρi in the same way as ρ is chosen in [RD14b], which
results in Proposition 6.2. We show a more detailed version of this proof in [RHL18]. 

6.7.5

Proof of Proposition 6.3
P

For (i), we show 0 < j Γij < ∞ for all i. First, we consider (6.1b) with uk = δ k , x0 = 0.
We obtain xk = (A)k−1 B1u×1 for k ≥ 1. Given that A is semi-convergent, xk asymptotically converges to xeq = Axeq , which implies that ∆xk asymptotically converges to zero.
P
k 2
Hence, ∞
k=0 |∆x | is a sum over a squared-exponential tail, which is finite [Bro+12,
P
Eq. (2151), p.1132]. Consequently, each Γij is finite and j Γij < ∞ for all i. To show
P
2
x−1
B] has full
j Γij > 0, we use that controllability implies that [B, AB, A B, . . . , A
k
k−1
x
rank, which means that the sequence {x } = {A B1u×1 } spans R . The same is true
for {∆xk }. Also, controllability implies that A, B do not have a common zero row.
P
Hence, no row in Φk is filled with zeros for all times, and we obtain j Γij > 0 for all i.
Statement (ii) is clear from 0 <

P

j

Γij < ∞ and (6.22a).

For (iii), we use the diagonal state and input transformation T = diag(t1 , t2 , . . . , tx+u )
with ti 6= 0. More specifically, we use [x̄k , ūk ] = T −1 [xk , uk ]. For the transformed system,
we obtain Φ̄k = T −1 Φk and Γ̄ij = |ti |Γij . The factors |ti | then cancel out in (6.22a),
which makes s invariant to T .
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CHAPTER

Power Management in
Variable Speed Drives
N the introduction of this thesis, we motivate the need for optimization-based control
techniques with their increased utilization in industrial applications. In this chapter,
we show such an application and we deploy the previously introduced structure-exploiting
ADMM framework. We consider a variable speed drive (VSD), which is a power electronics device that links an electrical machine to an energy grid. The VSD is used to
perform a frequency conversion and to manage the power flow. We focus on the task of
power management, and we use MPC due to its ability to handle constraints. In this
setting, the motivation for structure exploitation is mainly driven by time pressure, as
the resulting MPC formulation has to operate at a sampling interval of only 250 µs. As
opposed to just looking at the algorithm specialization, we extend our focus and make
a case for the use of MPC in the first place. Furthermore, we show how to obtain a
simple and structured system representation, and we compare the novel procedure to a
conventional proportional-integral (PI) control technique. We present a simulation study
where the MPC approach outperforms the conventional PI controller. On the algorithm
side, we show that structure-exploiting ADMM outperforms an interior point method
(IPM) in open- and closed-loop, which supports the case for algorithm specialization.

I

This chapter is based on the publications [RHL17c; RHL17a].
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Chapter 7. Power Management in Variable Speed Drives

7.1

Introduction

VSDs link power sources and electric machines. They replace mechanical controls, e.g.,
throttles, and make variable and efficient actuation at the machine load possible. Figure 7.1 shows the setup.
high-level control
low-level control

low-level control

G

M
rectifier

DC-link

inverter

Figure 7.1: Setup of the VSD between an electricity grid (G) and an electric machine (M).
The rectifier and inverter perform an AC-DC-AC conversion. The DC-link buffers the
power flow. Two control layers are applied to the drive.
At the power grid, the electrical energy is available at a fixed frequency, e.g., 50 Hz.
The VSD rectifies the grid quantities to DC and stores the energy in the DC-link, before
it inverts them back to variable frequency for the machine. We consider both converters
(rectifier and inverter) to be active, which makes it possible to reverse the power flow
and to feed energy from the machine back to the grid (e.g., for regenerative braking).
The two main tasks of the VSD are frequency conversion and power flow regulation.
The frequency conversion is localized at each converter, where the electrical currents are
controlled by using pulse-width modulation (PWM). We call this part low-level control,
which can be implemented as in [Rod+05; Pöl+03] for the rectifier side, and in [Trz13]
for the inverter side. More recently, the low-level controllers were also implemented with
finite control set (FCS) MPC methods [Rod+13; SGG17] and explicit MPC methods
[Bol+09; LK05]. In this chapter, we focus on the second VSD task, namely to manage
the power flow. We call this part high-level control, as it relies on a functional low-level
architecture. In most conventional setups, e.g., in [PCA96], the inverter directly provides
the power that the machine operator demands. The rectifier monitors the DC-link
voltage and regulates it by using PI control. This uncoordinated control strategy relies
on a sufficiently large DC-link and fast reaction times of the rectifier to avoid undesirable
DC-link charging states. Hence, the DC-link and the rectifier are often over-sized to
provide a safety margin, which results in unnecessarily high production costs for the VSD.
To replace the conventional PI technique, we use MPC to enforce upper and lower
bounds on the energy that is stored in the DC-link. To achieve this, we coordinate the
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actions of the rectifier and the inverter to jointly manage the DC-link energy, which
avoids undesirable charging states and makes a reduction of the DC-link size possible.
Hence, instead of having an over-sized VSD, we get a more cost-efficient drive that can
safely operate close to the bounds of its physical capabilities. Our VSD setup requires
sub-millisecond reactions to machine load changes, which makes the limitation of the
computational burden a central design requirement. More specifically, we aim for an
MPC procedure that can be executed with a sampling rate of T = 250 µs, which means
that the optimization procedure has to terminate within that time interval.
On the modeling side, the key concepts that limit the computational burden are
rate-constrained prediction models and move-blocking. The rate constraints make it
possible to describe the converter behavior with a simple linear system, instead of a
nonlinear or switched-linear system approach. Move-blocking reduces the number of
decision variables in the MPC optimization problem. On the algorithm side, we use
structure-exploiting ADMM as introduced in Chapter 6. We also compare the approach
to conventional ADMM and an IPM.

7.2

Drive Setup and Conventional Control

In this section, we describe the drive setup and the control topology. We also present
the conventional PI technique for high-level control.

7.2.1

Control Setup

The rectifier and the inverter have separate low-level control structures, while the highlevel controller acts on both converters. Figure 7.2 shows the control hierarchy.
machine operator
reference value r = [P̄M ; ĒC ]
PI or MPC

high-level control
target value u = [P̄R ; P̄I ]

PWM and low-level PI
for current control

low-level control

Figure 7.2: VSD control architecture. The machine operator issues reference values for
the machine power P̄M and the DC-link energy ĒC . The high-level controller assesses the
plant state and assigns target values for the rectifier power P̄R and the inverter power P̄I .
The low-level control determines the currents and drives the transistors.
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The low-level controllers handle fast actions in the range of a few microseconds. The
high-level controller focuses on more complex tasks, such as constraint satisfaction, and
reacts in the range of hundreds of microseconds. The detailed assembly of the VSD with
the high- and low-level control structures is shown in Figure 7.3. Below, we explain each
element in Figure 7.3 in more detail.
P̄M ĒC
Q̄R

VOC

VG

P̄R
I¯R
−

+

PI
V̄R

PWM

×

PR

EC
u2

VG IR Vdc

ψ̄r

P̄I

HLC
×

PI

V I II

PI
V̄I

PWM

IR

C

G
cos ϕ

+

+

I¯I
−

FOC

ψr ,ω

II

VI
Vdc

−

M
PM

Figure 7.3: Detailed setup of the VSD. Rectifier (left) and inverter (right) consist of
six transistors each. The DC-link is a storage capacitor placed in-between. The grid is
denoted with ‘G’, the machine with ‘M’. On both sides, the low-level controllers (blue)
drive the current I towards its reference I¯ by using a PI controller that determines
the voltage reference V̄ . The PWM translates this reference into transistor switching
signals. The desired rectifier current is obtained by voltage oriented control (VOC),
while the inverter current is obtained by field oriented control (FOC), which makes it
possible to assign desired active power values P̄ independent of the demanded reactive
rectifier power Q̄R and the assigned machine rotor flux ψ̄r . The high-level controller
(HLC), together with its peripherals, is shown in green. It is guided by the machine
power demand P̄M and the nominal DC-link energy ĒC , assigned by the VSD operator.
The HLC determines target power values P̄ for both converters, based on the operator
demand P̄M , ĒC and the measurements PR , EC and PI .

7.2.2

Converter and Pulse-Width Modulation

Rectifier and inverter are identical voltage source active front ends as treated in [Rod+05],
which are mirrored around the DC-link as shown in Figure 7.3. The PWM blocks convert
the normalized voltage reference V̄ to the transistor gate signals. For both converters we
use asynchronous double-edge sinusoidal triangular carrier modulation. Details on the
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PWM can be found in [VI12]. The normalized voltage reference signals are determined
by a PI controller that acts on the difference between desired and measured current.

7.2.3

Grid and DC-Link

The grid is modeled as an ideal AC voltage source, followed by inductors to smoothen
the distortions that are caused by the rectifier switching. The DC-link capacitance C has
the voltage Vdc and energy EC = C2 Vdc 2 . The operator assigns a (possibly time-variant)
energy reference ĒC , which is then tracked through actuation of the high- and low-level
controllers.

7.2.4

Rectifier Current Control

Voltage oriented control (VOC), as treated in [MKT03], is used to determine the rectifier
current reference I¯R . We express the voltage and current (V, I) as vector components
(v, i) in a rotating dq0-coordinate system that is aligned with the grid voltage (vq = 0).
The 0-component is absent since the three-phase system is balanced. The resulting
dependencies are
vG = vd + ivq = vd

(7.1a)

PR = 23 (vd id + vq iq ) = 23 vd id
3
2

QR = (vd iq + vq id ) =

3
v i.
2 d q

(7.1b)
(7.1c)

From (7.1) we can derive the desired currents (īd , īq ) by using the targeted active and
reactive powers (P̄R , Q̄R ) and by measuring or estimating the grid voltage vG . VOC also
decouples the active power PR from the reactive power QR , which makes it possible to
leave the reactive power
control to a separate control loop, e.g., to regulate the power
q
2
factor cos ϕ = PR / PR + Q2R .

7.2.5

Electric Machine

We consider a squirrel-cage rotor induction machine that is modeled in dq0-coordinates
aligned to the rotor flux (ψrq = 0). The rotor flux angle which is necessary to establish
the dq0-system can be obtained by estimation [HH08]. The voltage v, current i and
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flux ψ components for stator ‘s’ and rotor ‘r’ are coupled by
vsq = Rs isq + ψ̇sq + ωf r ψsd

(7.2a)

vsd = Rs isd + ψ̇sd − ωf r ψsq

(7.2b)

0 = Rr irq + (ωf r − ωs )ψrd

"

0 = Rr ird + ψ̇rd
#
"
#" #
ψsj
Ls Lm isj
=
ψrj
Lm Ls irj

j ∈ {q, d},

(7.2c)
(7.2d)
(7.2e)

where ωf r is the dq0-frame rotation, ωs is the synchronous electric speed and vrj = 0
due to closed rotor windings. The remaining parameters are motor constants which are
explained in [Trz13]. We model the mechanical part with
"

PM = Tel ωs
#
"
PI
v
= 23 sq
Tel
ψsd

d
ω
dt s

vsd
−ψsq

#"

isq
isd

#

= Jp (Tel − Tm ),

(7.3a)
(7.3b)
(7.3c)

where (PI , PM ) are the electrical inverter and mechanical machine power, (Tel , Tm ) are
electromagnetic and mechanical torque, p is the pole pair number, and J is the moment
of inertia.

7.2.6

Inverter Current Control

The inverter current reference is determined by field oriented control (FOC), as shown
in [Trz13] or [GLN80]. We assume that ψ̇rd ≈ 0 and PI ≈ PM . With (7.2) and (7.3), we
m
ψ p ωm isq and ψrd = Lm isd . Hence, the inverter current reference (īsd , īsq )
get PI = 3L
2Lr rd
can be determined by the q
desired flux and power values (ψ̄rd , P̄I ). For the rotor flux
reference we choose ψ̄rd = 2/3 Van/wn , which is the nominal rotor flux that is based on
the nominal phase voltage Van and machine frequency ω n . Therefore, only the inverter
power reference P̄I has to be determined by the high-level controller.

7.2.7

Performance without High-Level Control

The overall setup, as shown in Figure 7.3, is implement in Simulink by using the Simscape
Power Systems toolbox. We use the VSD parametrization noted in Table 7.1, and we
normalize power and energy to their nominal values.
We first analyze the open-loop performance of the lower control layer by deactivating
the high-level controller. For that purpose, the target values (P̄R , P̄I ) are assigned stati112
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description

symbol

value

grid parameters
rectifier inductance
DC-link capacitance
DC-link nominal energy
machine parameters
PWM frequency

(VG , fG )
L
C
ECn
n
(PM
, wn , Van )
fmod

(6 kV, 50 Hz)
100 mH
120 µF
19.44 kJ
(1.2 M W, 2π Hz, 8 kV )
1250 Hz

Table 7.1: Parametrization used for the power grid, the VSD, and the electric machine.
cally without any feedback from the actual power and energy measurements. Figure 7.4
shows the simulated signals.
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Figure 7.4: Upper two diagrams: normalized rectifier power PR and inverter power PI
that are driven by the low-level controllers to follow their target values P̄R , P̄I . Lower
diagram: normalized DC-link energy EC , which diverges from its reference ĒC .
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In Figure 7.4, we see how the low-level controllers drive the active power of the
converters towards their target values. Other quantities, such as the reactive rectifier
power, the machine rotor flux, and the grid and machine frequencies can be adjusted
separately within reasonable bounds. The PWM causes switching harmonics on both
power signals. The rectifier signal does not require filtering as it is computed from the
smooth grid voltage. The inverter signal is based on the switched inverter voltage, which
makes additional filtering necessary.
We also observe in Figure 7.4 that the rectifier moves the power level faster up than
down, whereas the opposite is true for the inverter (down is faster than up). In the
shown scenario, the peak DC-link energy deviation is 23 % from its reference value. The
resulting high DC-link voltage level also prevents the inverter from reaching its target
value at 24 ms, as it needs to work against a steeper voltage gradient. The main cause
for the DC-link deviation is the different transient behaviors of rectifier and inverter.

7.2.8

Uncoordinated High-Level PI Control

The simplest high-level control approach is based on a PI technique. It is uncoordinated
in the sense that the inverter follows the machine demand P̄I = P̄M , regardless of the
rectifier state. The rectifier mimics the inverter behavior and additionally regulates the
DC-link deviation by using
P̄R = P̄I + Kp (ĒC − EC ) + Ki

Z t
0

(ĒC − EC ) dt,

(7.4)

where Kp and Ki are positive constants. The idea behind the PI strategy is as follows:
With perfect low-level control, one would expect P̄M = P̄I = P̄R and PI = PR . Hence, the
R
DC-link energy EC = (PR − PI ) dt remains constant. Initial deviations and fluctuations
caused by noise are removed by the proportional and integral correction terms in (7.4). In
Section 7.5.1, we analyze the PI control performance in detail. However, from Figure 7.4
it can already be seen that the assumption PI = PR is violated during transients. This
results in a large DC-link energy change and motivates, even without the demand for
strict DC-link constraints, the use of a different control strategy.

7.3

Coordinated High-Level Control

We replace the PI controller as described in Section 7.2.8 by an MPC technique that
makes it possible to use rectifier-inverter coordination to enforce constraints on the
DC-link energy. We use a real-time MPC setting with a sampling time T = 250 µs,
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which requires that the optimization routine terminates in less than T . In such challenging situations, explicit MPC techniques are often used, where the problem solutions are
precomputed [Bem+00]. However, our problem will turn out to be too large to handle
the exponentially growing memory demand of explicit MPC. Instead, we use an MPC
formulation that is as simple as possible and deploy structure-exploiting ADMM.

7.3.1

Prediction Model and Constraints

As shown in Figure 7.4, the rectifier trajectory exhibits different up- and down-slopes.
Such behavior usually gives rise to a nonlinear or switched-linear prediction model, which
would significantly increase the computational burden of solving the optimization problem. To keep the optimization simple, we propose to use a single linear model that we
augment with asymmetric state rate constraints. This novel concept is a key feature of
our MPC procedure, which will make accurate predictions possible while it maintains
fast execution times.
To model the VSD together with the low-level controllers, we define the state x and
input u as
x = [PR ; PI ; EC ]

(7.5a)

u = [P̄R ; P̄I ].

(7.5b)

We place state constraints that either resemble the capabilities of the low-level controllers
(e.g., a maximal and minimal power value caused by the limited PWM modulation
index), or they are used to obey actual physical constraints (e.g., maximal line currents
or energy limitations). These constraints can also change between MPC calls, e.g., to
model fixed line current limits while a fault changes the voltage.
For the rectifier and inverter power, we use simple first-order dynamics
Ṗ = −aP + aP̄
with different time constants aI , aR for each converter. The time constants are chosen to
model the ‘fast’ transitions in Figure 7.4, i.e., the up-slope of the rectifier and the downslope of the inverter. Additionally, we place asymmetric state rate constraints mR , mI for
the ‘slow’ transitions. The DC-link is modeled by ĖC = κ(PR − PI ), where the constant
n
κ = PM
/ECn accounts for the power and energy normalization. The resulting state and
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rate constrained system is






}

|



(7.6a)

}

(7.6b)

−aR 0 0
a
0



 R



ẋ(t) =  0
−aI 0 x(t) +  0 aI 
 u(t)
κ
−κ 0
0 0
|

ẋ1 (t) ≥ −mR
ẋ2 (t) ≤ mI

{z

Ax

{z

Bx

(7.6c)

x(t) ∈ [xlb , xub ],

(7.6d)

where the constants aR , aI , mR and mI can be identified from the open-loop power
trajectories to aR = 1307 1s , aI = 1280 1s , mR = 330 1s , and mI = 811 1s . Figure 7.5 shows
the power signals compared to their open-loop prediction with model (7.6).
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Figure 7.5: Normalized power signals P , which follows the target values P̄ , together with
the power prediction x from model (7.6). The rate constrains make it possible to model
asymmetric up- and down-slopes while we still use a linear system.

7.3.2

Model Discretization

The prediction model has to be discretized for MPC. We use the notation xk = x(kT )
and ∆xk = xk − xk−1 . Moreover, we assume that the input u(t) does not change during
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the interval T . With exact discretization, model (7.6) becomes
xk+1 = Φxk + Huk

(7.7a)

∆xk+1 ∈ [T ẋlb , T ẋub ]

(7.7b)

x

where

k+1

∈ [xlb , xub ],



(7.7c)



−mR ∞
h
i



ẋlb |ẋub = 
 −∞ mI 
−∞ ∞
h

and αi = e−ai T , βi =

7.3.3

(7.8a)





αR
0 0 1 − αR
0


Φ|H =  0
αI 0
0
1 − αI 
−βR βI 1 κT + βR −κT − βI
i

κ
(αi
ai

(7.8b)

− 1) with i ∈ {R, I}.

Augmented Prediction Model in Standard Form

While formulation (7.7) elegantly approximates the behavior of the nonlinear system,
the formulation is unsuited for standard system analysis methods due to the presence
of state rate constraints. To circumvent this issue, we augment system (7.7) with
additional states, which will make it possible to write the rate constraints as normal
state constraints. To achieve this, we use the previous definition of ∆xk and similarly
∆uk = uk − uk−1 . Given xk+1 = Φxk + Huk , we obtain
∆xk+1 = Φ∆xk + H∆uk ,
which makes it possible to use the augmented system
"

|

#

"

∆xk+1
Φ 0
=
k+1
Φ I
x
{z

=:z k+1

}

#"

#

| {z } | {z }
=:A

"

#

∆xk
H
+
∆uk ,
k
x
H | {zk}
=:z k

(7.9)

| {z } =:v
=:B

with xk+1 = ∆xk+1 + xk in the second row. The rate constraints on x become state
constraints on z, i.e.,
z k+1 = Az k + Bv k
z

k+1

∈ [zlb , zub ],

(7.10a)
(7.10b)

where zlb = [T ẋlb ; xlb ] and we use similar definition for zub . The augmented model (7.10)
describes the same system dynamics as (7.7).
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7.3.4

Control Objective

MPC coordinates the rectifier and inverter to track the machine demand P̄M with
h PI andi
k+1
2
to keep EC close to ĒC . To achieve this, we penalize kF z
− rkQ where F = 02×4 I2
and Q = diag(qM , qC ). The state reference r is composed of P̄M and ĒC as defined in
Figure 7.2, and the positive weights qM , qC balance the power and energy tracking.
In a more general setup, a time-varying reference can also be utilized, e.g., to precharge the DC-link in anticipation of a machine load change. This would require preview
information of the future machine load behavior.
Furthermore, to avoid unnecessary control actions and to calm the response of the optimization routine against switching noise, we penalize kv k k2R , i.e., the change ∆uk = v k
in the control input variable, where R is a positive semidefinite weight matrix.

7.3.5

Move-Blocking

We model the VSD with (7.10). We use this model in the MPC procedure to predict N steps of the future state trajectory. To reduce the number of decision variables,
and therefore to increase the execution speed, we vary the time span between predictions with move-blocking. We use the sequence L = {l1 , . . . , lN } with l1 = 1 and lk ∈ N,
k ∈ {2, . . . , N } to denote the span lk T of each prediction. The new system matrices are
Ak = (A)lk
Bk =

lX
k −1

(A)k B.

(7.11a)
(7.11b)

k=0

With the time-dependent matrices Ak , Bk , we keep the number of predictions equal
P
to N , while the effective look-ahead grows from N T to N
k=1 lk T . It should be noted
that temporal constraint violations between the enlarged prediction spans are possible,
whereas due to l1 = 1, the actually applied input always leads to a feasible state. Still, L
has to be chosen with care to prevent MPC from maneuvering into an infeasible situation.
The move-blocking prediction model is
z k+1 = Ak z k + Bk v k .
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7.4

7.3.6

Structure-Exploiting ADMM

MPC Problem

We assemble all ingredients from the previous sections to an MPC formulation similar
as in Section 3.1. The final MPC problem is
{z

min
k+1 k

,v }

N h
X

k=1

kF z k+1 − rk2Q +kv k k2R

s. t. z k+1 = Ak z k + Bk v k

i

(7.13a)
(7.13b)

∀k

z k+1 ∈ [zlb , zub ]

(7.13c)

∀k,

where only z 1 and r change between two instances of the problem. While r is issued by
the VSD operator, z 1 is constructed with
"

#

"

#

∆x1
(Φ − I)x0 + Bu0
=
,
z =
x1
Φx0 + Bu0
1

(7.14)

where x0 = x(t) is the VSD state measurement and u0 = u(t) it the input assigned
in the previous sampling interval. Problem (7.13) yields the optimal input sequence
{(v k )? }k∈N , whose first element (v 1 )? is used to recover the VSD input (u1 )? = (v 1 )? + u0
that is applied at the next discretization step u(t + T ) = (u1 )? .

7.4

Structure-Exploiting ADMM

The MPC formulation (7.13) is suitable for the structure exploitation approach presented
in Chapter 6, which is based on the standard MPC formulation (6.1). To make (7.13)
consistent with (6.1), the state tracking term can be written as a diagonally-weighted
norm. Furthermore, the time-variant system leads to changing matrices along the diagonal stack in (6.29). The matrices need to have the same structure as only one partition
can be chosen for all of them.

7.4.1

Partition Choice

Towards choosing a partition, we observe that all Ak , Bk have the occupation pattern





h
i 

Ak |Bk =
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which follows from (7.8b) and (7.9). If we permute the state order from {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
to {1, 4, 2, 5, 3, 6}, we obtain





h
i 

Āk |B̄k =
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(7.16)

In the VSD notation, the first two states are PR , ∆PR , i.e., the rectifier power and its
change. The third and fourth states are PI , ∆PI , and the last two states are EC , ∆EC .
As suggested by the occupation pattern, we choose the state partition {2, 2, 2} and the
input partition {1, 1, 0}. Hence, the partition resembles the composition of the VSD
into rectifier, inverter, and DC-link. We observe that the rectifier and inverter become
natural subsystems in the sense that they do not require virtual inputs. Only the virtual
subsystem for the DC-link has a virtual input.

7.4.2

Computational Complexity

So far, we have considered a VSD with one inverter and one rectifier. In the context of the
computational complexity, we can consider an extended drive that uses more than p = 2
converters, i.e., more than one rectifier or inverter. The case of p > 2 can represent a
VSD where several inverter-machine pairs share the same DC-link, or where the DC-link
is fed from different energy sources. The modeling for such an extended VSD setup is
analogous to the case p = 2 and results in a system with p inputs and 2(p + 1) states.
The extended system dynamics matrix is a generalization of (7.16). It still has the two
coupling rows that represent the DC-link and p two-dimensional diagonal blocks that
represent the converters.
With the scalable VSD size p, we analyze how the computational complexities of
different algorithms compare. We consider the following methods.
(i) interior point method (IPM) as in [RHL17c]
(ii) conventional ADMM (Algorithm 3.2)
(iii) single-thread structure-exploiting ADMM (Algorithm 6.1, M = p + 1, β = 21 )
(iv) (p + 1)-thread structure-exploiting ADMM (Algorithm 6.1, M = p + 1, β = 12 )
For (ii)-(iv), we use the ADMM formulations from Chapters 3 and 6. Method (iii)
follows [RHL17c] by using only p+1 parallel threads, as opposed to the maximum-possible
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parallelization with 2(p + 1)N threads. Table 7.2 shows the resulting complexities and
numerical cost estimates, measured in scalar multiplications and additions in the longest
computational thread.

optimization method

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

iteration complexity O(·)

N p3

N p2

Np

N

53640

2264

1556

656

1

24

34

82

iteration cost for (N, p) = (5, 2)
(i) / iteration cost for (N, p) = (5, 2)

Table 7.2: Computational complexities and costs for different algorithms. The complexities depend on the prediction horizon N and the number of converters p.
In Table 7.2, the complexity of (i) is obtained from [Dom+12; RHL17c]. The
corresponding single-thread iteration cost is obtained from the FORCES implementation [DJ14]. For the complexities of (ii)-(iv), we use the results from Table 6.2. The
associated costs are numerical counts from an actual implementation, same as in Section 6.5. We see that the ADMM variants scale favorably with p. Even for the case
of p = 2, an interior point iteration (i) is 82 times more costly than an iteration of
parallel structure-exploiting ADMM (iv).

7.5

Simulation Study

We first compare the performance of the conventional PI control approach with the MPC
formulation. Then, we focus on the MPC formulation and we compare the convergence
behavior of the IPM, a conventional ADMM approach as in Algorithm 3.2, and our
structure-exploiting ADMM formulation. Finally, we analyze the effect of the algorithm
choice on the closed-loop behavior.

7.5.1

PI Control Performance

The PI control approach, discussed in Section 7.2.8, is implemented as the high-level
controller for a VSD. We use the parametrization from Table 7.1. Further, we use a
constant DC-link reference ĒC and the same machine power profile P̄M as in the openloop simulation in Figure 7.4. The simulation result is shown in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: Normalized power and energy signals that are obtained by using high-level
PI control (7.4) to determine P̄R . The PI controller recovers the nominal DC-link energy
in steady state.
In Figure 7.6, it can be seen that the DC-link deviation after a reference change still
reaches about 23% of the nominal value, same as in the open-loop shown in Figure 7.4.
The reason is that between 20 and 28 ms, the rectifier power is not able to follow the
target value since it has a slower down-ramp and it saturates at −130% when the lowlevel PWM reaches its limit.

7.5.2

MPC Performance

To reduce the DC-link deviation, we need to coordinate the converters based on their
anticipated dynamics. In the simulation shown in Figure 7.6, this means that at 20 ms
the inverter needs to wait for the rectifier. We achieve this by using our MPC formulation (7.13) and by restricting the DC-link energy to ±10% deviation from its nominal
value. We limit the rectifier and inverter power to ±125% and ±150% of the nominal
machine power. The rectifier has a tighter limit as it operates on a steeper voltage gradi122
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ent. For the blocked prediction, we use L = {1, 3, 4, 5, 5}, i.e., we make predictions with
distance T , 3T , 4T and twice 5T , summing up to N = 5 predictions. The resulting lookahead is 4.5 ms. For the objective, we use qM = 12, qC = 10, R11 = 2, and R22 = 100,
where we take the different scales of rates and states into account.
We consider a solution with an IPM first. Due to the pulse-width modulation (PWM)
noise in the state measurements, there may appear infeasible problem instances. As
IPMs cannot handle such infeasible instances, we add slack variables to the constraints,
as described in Appendix 7.7.1. We create the solver with the code generation tool
FORCES [DJ14], same as in [RHL17c]. The 55 ms reference signal with an MPC sampling interval of T = 250 µs results in 220 problem instances. We perform 14 interior
point iterations for each problem. On an Intel Core i7 CPU (without using a real-time
operating system), the problems are solved in 187µs on average and 236µs at maximum,
which is well within the sampling interval of T = 250 µs. Figure 7.7 shows the resulting
trajectories.
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Figure 7.7: Normalized power and energy signals when using MPC with an IPM. Constraints are shown in red.
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In Figure 7.7, we see that due to the rectifier-inverter coordination, the MPC routine
drives the inverter slower to prevent constraint violation. Thereby, it uses superior model
knowledge given by the rate constraints, e.g., between 20 and 30 ms it drives the rectifier
only as fast as it is actually able to move. At 23 ms, the inverter waits for the rectifier
to prevent constraint violation in the DC-link. At 42 ms, a similar effect (albeit less
visible) is observed when the rectifier moves slowly to help the inverter to keep track.
It stands to reason that slowing down the inverter is acceptable from the point of view
of the machine operator. Indeed, for the given setup where a DC-link deviation larger
than 10% is deemed critical, a slowed inverter response is the only option to drive the
maneuver at all. Hence, MPC operates the VSD close to its physical limits. The only
alternative to speed-up the response is to invest into a faster rectifier or a larger DC-link.

7.5.3

Algorithm Performance

Our goal is compare the convergence behavior of the IPM and different variants of
ADMM. We consider the same algorithms as in Section 7.4.2, i.e.,
(i) interior point method (IPM) as in [RHL17c]
(ii) conventional ADMM (Algorithm 3.2)
(iii) single-thread structure-exploiting ADMM (Algorithm 6.1, M = p + 1, β = 12 )
(iv) (p + 1)-thread structure-exploiting ADMM (Algorithm 6.1, M = p + 1, β = 12 )
and we focus on (i), (ii), and (iv).
As a test set, we use the 220 optimization problems from Section 7.5.2. Figure 7.8
shows convergence traces for each method, i.e., it illustrates how the problems are solved
increasingly accurate with a growing number of iterations. The distance to the (precomputed) solution y ? is measured by using the Euclidean norm. The iteration counts on
the x-axis are scaled with the iteration costs in Table 7.2. Hence, for a given point along
the horizontal axis, we see how many iterations each method can perform while using
the same number of scalar operations.
In Figure 7.8, we see that when we perform few iterations, both ADMM versions provide good approximations of the solution fast (around 10−2 precision). For a moderate
precision of 10−4 , the parallel structure-exploiting ADMM formulation outperforms the
other methods. Compared to the parallel ADMM variant, the IPM has the advantage
of requiring only a single computational thread. On the other hand, the ADMM formulations can be implemented with faster fixed-point arithmetics. The figure also shows
that both ADMM methods have outliers in the convergence performance, i.e., there are
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(i) IPM
(ii) conventional ADMM
(iv) (p + 1)-thread structureexploiting ADMM

number of algorithm iterations
Figure 7.8: Convergence traces for the problem instances generated by the closed-loop
simulation shown in Figure 7.7. The horizontal axes are scaled with the iteration costs
in Table 7.2.
some problem instances that converge much slower. When we analyze these instances,
we see that they are almost infeasible in the sense that the feasible region is very small.
We obtain these almost-infeasible instances when the initial conditions are perturbed by
the PWM noise. For the IPM, it seems as the slack variables prevent the performance
from being negatively affected. In a real-time MPC setting, we have to tolerate the
low solution accuracy of these outliers. We analyze the impact of the outliers on the
closed-loop behavior below.

7.5.4

Closed-Loop Performance

To assess whether the suboptimality of the previously discussed outliers can be tolerated,
we analyze the closed-loop performance with numerical metrics. We use the tracking
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performance
pt =

X
k



kx̂k − rk k2Q + kûk − ûk−1 k2R ,

(7.17)

where x̂ = (PR ; PI ; EC ) and û = (P̄R ; P̄I ) are measurements obtained from the simulated
plant, and r = (0; P̄M ; ĒC ) contains the reference values for the state. We assess the
constraint violation with
pc =

X
k

kΠ[x,x̄] (x̂k ) − x̂k k,
¯

(7.18)

where Π is an orthogonal projection. The simulation shown in Figure 7.7 (where the
IPM with 14 iterations is used) results in (pt , pc ) = (32.3, 0.077). For the comparison
to structure-exploiting ADMM, we use 450 iterations, i.e., 32 ADMM iterations for
each interior point iteration. According to Table 7.2 this is less than the single-thread
implementation of structure-exploiting ADMM is able to do in the corresponding time.
While the control trajectories (not shown for brevity) barely differ from Figure 7.7,
the resulting control performance is (pt , pc ) = (31, 0.022), which shows a reduction in
tracking deviation as well as constraint violation when compared to the IPM. Hence, the
outliers do not noticeably deteriorate the overall control performance, and single-thread
structure-exploiting ADMM outperforms the IPM in closed-loop.

7.6

Conclusions

We show an MPC power coordination strategy that operates VSDs close to their physical
limits and outperforms conventional PI control techniques. We develop a lightweight
MPC formulation by using a low-complexity prediction model with asymmetric staterate constraints. We apply structure-exploiting ADMM, which results in an algorithm
that mimics the internal composition of the VSD to improve the execution efficiency.
We first show that our method scales favorably to larger VSD setups. Then, we analyze
the convergence and closed-loop performance, and we show that the structure-exploiting
ADMM procedure outperforms the competing methods, even for a regular VSD with
only two converters.

7.7

Appendices

In this section, we collect additional material and appendices that support and extend
the content of this chapter.
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7.7.1

Appendices

Slacked Problem Formulation

To handle infeasible problem instances with the IPM, we replace the bounds of the limit
constraints in the MPC problem (7.13) with
si
zub

!

Ts ẋub
:=
,
xub + 13,1 si

zlbsi

!

Ts ẋlb
:=
,
xlb − 13,1 si

(7.19)

where a single slack variable si is used for all three components in x to keep the number
of extra decision variables small. The rate constraints do not need to be slacked, given
that the state constraints have slacks. In the resulting optimization problem, we add the
constraint si ≥ 0 and we penalize ksi+1 k2S . We choose a large weight S = 103 to prevent
any incentive for making si larger than necessary.
A more rigorous implementation of slack variables contains a linear objective term
that guarantees an exact penalty reformulation as described in [KM00], i.e., it ensures
that the solution of the relaxed problem is the same as the solution of the original
problem, if the latter exists.
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CHAPTER

Conclusions and Outlook
E have presented several specialized ADMM formulations that use distributed
computation to exploit problem structure. Besides the contribution to the fields
of the respective applications, the value of these formulations lies in showing the versatility of ADMM. To conclude this thesis, we summarize the design choices and outcomes
for each formulation. At last, we present an outlook on future research directions.

W

Conclusions
We have applied ADMM-based strategies to energy marked bidding and to the coordination of moving agents in Chapters 4 and 5. In both cases, we have used ADMM as a
coordination protocol that orchestrates the participating agents. For the setting of energy markets, ADMM is based on a splitting that initially contains a central aggregator,
which we could remove due to the structure in the bidding problem. In the agent coordination setting, we could benefit from pure neighbor-to-neighbor communication due to
the used agent-agent splitting. Hence, in both cases, we obtain distributed procedures
that operate without a central computation facility. The decentralization provides the
agents with privacy, autonomy, and flexibility. For the bidding setup, this means that
the participating buildings do not share their potentially sensitive decision criteria and
that we can integrate new buildings into existing aggregations with low set-up costs. For
the agent coordination setting, the implications of decentralization went even further.
The full decentralization did reshape the algorithm to be centered around an agent’s
point of view, and therefore remove the notion of the greater aggregation altogether.
Besides the decentralization, we have established several conceptual features that
exploit the structure and the operating conditions in each setting. The structure in the
reserve bidding mechanism has made it possible to extract a guaranteed-feasible solution
after any number of iterations. Furthermore, we have used the Lagrange multipliers for
developing a pricing scheme to value the contribution of each building to the final bid.
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In the coordination setup, the nonconvexity of the collision avoidance constraint has
motivated a successive linearization scheme. Since this linearization curtails the solution
space, we have introduced additional techniques that reduce the conservatism of the
solution. The aggregated bidding problem (4.6) and the coordination problem (5.1)
are both similar to the multi-agent problem in Section 3.3. Still, the different splitting
choices and specialization steps result in markedly different algorithms. The resulting
procedures’ diversity underlines the broadness of the ADMM framework.
Both ADMM formulations in Chapters 4 and 5 have algorithm steps that still contain
optimization problems. In the reserve bidding setup, the greater part of the computational burden is concentrated in the building-individual bidding step, which leaves a
comparably simple task to the ADMM-driven negotiation. Consequently, our ADMM
formulation for aggregated bidding only requires a few tens of iterations to converge,
independent of the aggregation size. In the coordination setting, we require about a
hundred ADMM iterations. The central aspects that increase the required number of
iterations are the agent-agent communication and the successive linearization.
In Chapter 6, we have introduced the structure-exploiting ADMM framework, which
moves the attention from specific applications to a general class of MPC problems. We
have focused on problems where the controlled system has densely coupled groups of
states in an otherwise loosely coupled environment. Similar to the previous utilizations of
ADMM, we have obtained beneficial algorithm properties from exploiting this structure.
The resulting structure-exploiting ADMM procedure is based on an aggregator-agent
splitting. The algorithm forms a negotiation process between the system components
and it reassembles the original system only in convergence. A central difference to
the procedures in Chapters 4 and 5 is that the resulting algorithm is only internally
distributed in the sense that it operates on a single computational device. The internal
distribution leads to a large potential for parallel computation, which is analogous to
the sharing of computational burden in the previous chapters. Another difference to the
previous chapters is that we have relied on a more fine-grained splitting, which breaks the
original problem into smaller parts and therefore avoids optimization problems without
closed-form solutions in the algorithm steps. The result is an algorithm that requires
many but simple iterations, which suits an embedded implementation. To achieve this
fine-grained splitting, we have used a twofold variable duplication that adds an extra
algorithm step and results in a four-step ADMM procedure. The final difference to the
previous ADMM formulations is that we have introduced an algorithm modification that
associates an individual penalty parameter to each component in the algorithm-driven
negotiation. This individual parametrization makes it possible to adapt the algorithm
closer to the problem at hand, which ultimately leads to a performance improvement.
In Chapter 7, we have completed the thesis with a power management application
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for VSDs, which joins several lines of thoughts from throughout the thesis. The VSD
is a typical example of an industrial application, which we have motivated as a driving
force for optimization-based control at the beginning of this thesis. Furthermore, the
VSD provides a strong case for the specialization paradigm, as the algorithm is executed
on dedicated hardware and the setup is subject to challenging timing requirements. As
opposed to the previous chapters, we have placed an additional emphasis on the system
modeling procedure, which illustrates the emergence of exploitable structure. We have
then utilized the structure-exploiting ADMM procedure from Chapter 6. Besides the
general benefits from structure exploitation, we have shown that subsystem-individual
penalty parametrization improves the convergence speed of ADMM in the given example. Finally, we have concluded the chapter by comparing our specialized method to
conventional ADMM and an IPM, which leads to a favorable outcome that supports the
case for algorithm specialization.

Outlook
Our results inspire a range of promising future research directions. Below, we outline a
selection of them.

Aggregated Bidding in Energy Reserve Markets (Chapter 4)
We have shown how the ADMM Lagrange multipliers can be utilized for assessing the
value of each building’s contribution to a final bid. The financial incentives give rise
to the question whether the buildings can unfairly influence the ADMM-driven decision
process to achieve a higher payoff for themselves. It is conceivable that buildings deliberately change their decision criteria during the ADMM iteration, or even respond
untruthfully, to gain a better outcome for themselves. Several publications address this
problem of incentive compatibility in optimization-based decision making. In [TLU18;
PS04; TFL17], mechanisms are presented that prevent fraudulent agent behavior. It is
a promising area of research to analyze whether such mechanisms can be applied to the
energy reserve market setup.
A related line of research follows from our considerations around the privacy of the
buildings that participate in the bidding process. It is imaginable that adversarial agents
infer parts of the private building information from the sequence of bids that are shared
during the ADMM negotiation. In [Pap17], initial research in that direction is performed,
which leads to the conclusion that it is difficult to collect enough data to predict decision
criteria within a regular ADMM setting. However, by changing their decision criteria
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during an ADMM iteration, adversarial agents can stall the negotiation process to obtain
more data. Furthermore, they can steer the negotiation towards data points that are
particularly valuable to them. The risks that come with adversarial agents has also been
analyzed in [SG18]. Future research can focus on avoiding these types of manipulation
in the bidding process.
Another possible area for future work centers around the serialization procedure
that we have introduced to replace the central aggregator. We use this serialization
procedure to compute the aggregate quantity, which we obtain as a result of an averaging
operation. As an alternative to the serial computation, we can obtain the aggregate
with distributed and parallel averaging techniques [ELB16; XB04]. Furthermore, the
distributed averaging can be terminated after only one iteration, which means that we
rely on the successive improvement of the estimate with the jointly converging ADMM
procedure. We have collected promising empirical evidence which suggests that such a
combined procedure converges if the average is initialized properly. A future research
challenge is to provide a formal convergence proof for this modification of ADMM.

Decentralized Coordination and Collision Avoidance (Chapter 5)
A characteristic feature of our ADMM-based coordination protocol is that the formulation centers around an agent’s perspective. Each agent is surrounded by a detection
sphere that defines the agent’s neighborhood. If the neighbors do not change their
decision criteria between MPC calls, large parts of their optimal trajectories can be reconstructed from a shifted version of the previous solutions. This reconstruction makes
it possible to warm-start the optimization procedure, which reduces the required number
of ADMM iterations. In effect, the agents then proceed along their already planned trajectories and use the optimization routine only to adapt to newly available information.
Furthermore, by assuming that all agents move with limited speed, we can expect new
neighbors to appear close to the boundary of an agent’s detection sphere. Given that the
detection sphere is large enough, a new neighbor will influence the end of the planned
trajectory first. Similar to [MVP16; VP16; VP17a; VP17b], we make use of this effect
by terminating ADMM prematurely, i.e., by only performing a few tens of ADMM iterations for each MPC problem. Due to the warm-starting procedure, the improvement
from these few iterations will add up over the MPC iterations. In most situations, a
time instance added to the end of the planned trajectory will be suboptimal at first and
then accumulate precision as it moves through the planned trajectory towards execution.
As only the first element in the trajectory is applied, we can tolerate the suboptimality
in later elements. With such a heuristic early-termination ADMM procedure, we can
significantly reduce the time that is reserved for the optimization procedure. This re132

duction makes it possible to reduce the MPC sampling interval which would increase
the agents’ responsiveness. As it is still possible that a suboptimal solution reaches the
beginning of the trajectory, the routine would need to be capable of preventing collisions
in such a case. More specifically, a procedure for constructing feasible solutions would
be required, which in essence would be an emergency braking mechanism.
Another area for future work is the incorporation of more complex prediction models.
Convex dynamics can be included in the agent-individual constraint set, which does
not require further modifications to the surrounding setup. Nonlinearities in the agent
model can be approximated by placing constraints on the acceleration, which is similar
to the use of asymmetric state-rate constraints in Chapter 7. Alternatively, successive
linearization techniques can be used for the dynamics as well, e.g., by linearizing the
system around the currently planned trajectory after each MPC call.

Structure-Exploiting ADMM for MPC (Chapter 6)
The choice of the system partition is fundamental to our exploitation of system structure. In the presented examples, a meaningful partition choice is visible from the system
matrix occupation pattern. However, especially for large-scale systems, an automated
partitioning procedure can be desirable. As mentioned in Section 6.2.1, such an automatic choice can be made with clustering procedures, e.g., the one in [Hes04]. It is
desirable to construct a procedure similar to [Hes04] that uses the separation tendency
(Section 6.4) as the clustering measure. Such a procedure would make sure that the best
partition for structure exploitation is chosen. Furthermore, it remains an open research
challenge to devise a procedure that finds an optimal state and input transformation,
which would further emphasize the structure in the controlled system.
Another promising area for future work is to apply our concepts of system flow and
link usage (Section 6.4.1) in the broader context of control system analysis. While these
concepts were developed with the separation tendency in mind, they describe general
effects that can provide new perspectives on the behavior of dynamical systems.

Power Management in Variable Speed Drives (Chapter 7)
In the VSD setup, a possible area for future work is to improve the handling of the PWM
noise in the MPC procedure. The PWM noise causes small constraint violations, which
result in aggressive control reactions if the input change is not penalized. If we use another mechanism for handling this noise, the weight on the input change can be reduced,
which improves the overall responsiveness of the VSD. A promising approach to robustify the procedure against PWM noise is tube-based MPC, as presented in [Lim+10].
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Preliminary research in this direction can be found in [Kim16].
Overall, the setup for controlling the VSD is sufficiently mature to achieve the control
goals in simulation. A natural next step for future work is a practical implementation,
which will provide further arguments for the suitability of ADMM due to its amenability
for embedded platforms.
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AC alternating current
ADMM alternating direction method of multipliers
AMA alternating minimization method
ASIC application-specific integrated circuit
DC direct current
DRS Douglas-Rachford splitting
FAMA fast alternating minimization method
FBS forward-backward splitting
FGM fast gradient method
FISTA fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm
FPGA field-programmable gate array
IPM interior point method
ISTA iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm
LICQ linear independence constrained qualification
LP linear problem
MPC model predictive control
PGM projected gradient method
PI proportional-integral
PMI polynomial matrix inequality
PRS Peaceman-Rachford splitting
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PWM pulse-width modulation
QP quadratic problem
SISO single-input-single-output
SQP sequential quadratic programming
VSD variable speed drive
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